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FIBERED ORBIFOLDS AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GROUPS, II
JOHN G. RATCLIFFE AND STEVEN T. TSCHANTZ
Abstract. Let Γ be an n-dimensional crystallographic group (n-space group).
If Γ is a Z-reducible, then the flat n-orbifold En/Γ has a nontrivial fibered orb-
ifold structure. We prove that this structure can be described by a generalized
Calabi construction, that is, En/Γ is represented as the quotient of the Carte-
sian product of two flat orbifolds under the diagonal action of a structure
group of isometries. We determine the structure group and prove that it is
finite if and only if the fibered orbifold structure has an orthogonally dual
fibered orbifold structure.
A geometric fibration of En/Γ corresponds to a space group extension
1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1. We give a criterion for the splitting of a space
group extension in terms of the structure group action that is strong enough
to detect the splitting of all the space group extensions corresponding to the
standard Seifert fibrations of a compact, connected, flat 3-orbifold.
If Γ is an arbitrary n-space group, we prove that the group Isom(En/Γ) of
isometries of En/Γ is a compact Lie group whose component of the identity
is a torus of dimension equal to the first Betti number of Γ. This implies that
Isom(En/Γ) is finite if and only if Γ/[Γ,Γ] is finite.
We describe how to classify all the geometric fibrations of compact, con-
nected, flat n-orbifolds, over a 1-orbifold, up to affine equivalence. We apply
our classification theory to the scientifically important case n = 3, and clas-
sify all the geometric fibrations of compact, connected, flat 3-orbifolds, over a
1-orbifold, up to affine equivalence.
We end the paper with three applications of the results of our paper.
The first application is to give nice, explicit, geometric descriptions of all the
fibered, compact, connected, flat 3-orbifolds. The second application is to give
an explanation of the enantiomorphic 3-space group pairs from the point of
view of our classification theory. The third application is to apply our splitting
criteria to the space group extensions corresponding to a geometric fibration
of a compact, connected, flat 3-orbifold over a 1-orbifold.
1. Introduction
An n-dimensional crystallographic group (n-space group) is a discrete group Γ
of isometries of Euclidean n-space En whose orbit space En/Γ is compact. The
3-space groups are the symmetry groups of crystalline structures, and so are of
fundamental importance in the science of crystallography.
If an n-space group Γ is torsion-free, then En/Γ is a compact, connected, flat
n-manifold, and conversely every compact, connected, flat n-manifold is isometric
to En/Γ for some torsion-free n-space group Γ. All torsion-free n-space groups, for
n = 2, 3, 4 are Z-reducible, and so the theory of this paper applies to these groups.
Compact, connected, flat manifolds occur naturally in the theory of hyperbolic
manifolds as horispherical cross-sections of cusps of hyperbolic manifolds of finite
volume. Understanding the geometry of cusps of hyperbolic manifolds and orbifolds
was our original motivation for studying space groups.
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In our previous paper [10], we proved that the fibered orbifold structures on
En/Γ are in one-to-one correspondence with the complete normal subgroups of Γ.
A normal subgroup N of Γ is complete precisely when Γ/N is also a space group. As
an application, we showed in [10] that all the Seifert fibered orbifold structures for
the reducible 3-space groups described by Conway et al. [4] have an orthogonally
dual fibered orbifold structure, which we called a co-Seifert fibration. The fibers of
a Seifert fibration are 1-dimensional, whereas the base of a co-Seifert fibration is
1-dimensional.
In this paper, we prove that a fibered orbifold structure on En/Γ can be described
by a generalized Calabi construction, that is, En/Γ is represented as the quotient of
the Cartesian product of two flat orbifolds under the diagonal action of a structure
group of isometries. We determine the structure group and prove that it is finite if
and only if the fibered orbifold structure has an orthogonally dual fibered orbifold
structure. As an application, we show that our generalized Calabi construction
simultaneously describes, in a geometrically intrinsic way, the dual Seifert and co-
Seifert fibered orbifold structures for a reducible 3-space group. Our generalized
Calabi construction fully explains the relationship between the dual Seifert and
co-Seifert fibered orbifold structures for a reducible 3-space group.
We also give a geometric condition for the splitting of a space group extension
1 → N → Γ → Γ/N that improves the splitting condition given in Theorem 18 of
[10]. Our new splitting condition is strong enough to detect the splitting of all the
space group extensions corresponding to the Seifert fibered orbifold structures for
a reducible 3-space group described by Conway et al. [4].
If Γ is an arbitrary n-space group, we prove that Isom(En/Γ) is a compact Lie
group whose component of the identity is a torus of dimension equal to the first
Betti number of Γ. In particular, Isom(En/Γ) is finite if and only if Γ/[Γ,Γ] is
finite.
We describe how to classify all the co-Seifert fibrations of compact, connected,
flat n-orbifolds up to affine equivalence. We apply our classification theory to
the scientifically important case n = 3, and classify all the co-Seifert fibrations of
compact, connected, flat 3-orbifolds up to affine equivalence. In the process, we
give detailed descriptions of the group of affinities of all the compact, connected,
flat 2-orbifolds. In particular, we show that the group of affinities of a flat pillow
or a flat torus has a natural free product with amalgamation structure.
We end the paper with three applications of the results of our paper. The first
application is to give nice, explicit, geometric descriptions of all the fibered, com-
pact, connected, flat 3-orbifolds. The second application is to give an explanation
of the enantiomorphic 3-space group pairs from the point of view of our classifi-
cation theory. The third application is to apply our splitting criteria to the space
group extensions corresponding to a co-Seifert fibration of a compact, connected,
flat 3-orbifold.
2. Geometric Fibrations of Flat Orbifolds
In this section, we review some of the definitions and results from our previous
paper [10], which will facilitate reading this paper. A map φ : En → En is an
isometry of En if and only if there is an a ∈ En and an A ∈ O(n) such that
φ(x) = a + Ax for each x in En. We shall write φ = a + A. In particular, every
translation τ = a+ I is an isometry of En.
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Let Γ be an n-space group. Define η : Γ → O(n) by η(a+ A) = A. Then η is a
homomorphism whose kernel is the group T of translations in Γ. The image of η is
a finite group Π called the point group of Γ.
Let H be a subgroup of an n-space group Γ. Define the span of H by the formula
Span(H) = Span{a ∈ En : a+ I ∈ H}.
Note that Span(H) is a vector subspace V of En. Let V ⊥ denote the orthogonal
complement of V in En. The following theorem is Theorem 2 in [10].
Theorem 1. Let N be a normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let V =
Span(N).
(1) If b+B ∈ Γ, then BV = V .
(2) If a+A ∈ N, then a ∈ V and V ⊥ ⊆ Fix(A).
(3) The group N acts effectively on each coset V + x of V in En as a space
group of isometries of V + x.
Let Γ be an n-space group. The dimension of Γ is n. If N is a normal subgroup
of Γ, then N is a m-space group with m = dim(Span(N)) by Theorem 1(3).
Definition: Let N be a normal subgroup N of an n-space group Γ, and let V =
Span(N). Then N is said to be a complete normal subgroup of Γ if
N = {a+A ∈ Γ : a ∈ V and V ⊥ ⊆ Fix(A)}.
Remark 1. If N is a normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, then N is contained
in a complete normal subgroup N of Γ such that N has finite index in N, moreover N
is the unique maximal element of the commensurability class of normal subgroups
of Γ containing N. The group N is called the completion of N in Γ. The following
lemma is Lemma 1 in [10].
Lemma 1. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
V = Span(N). Then Γ/N acts effectively as a space group of isometries of En/V
by the formula (N(b +B))(V + x) = V + b +Bx.
Remark 2. A normal subgroup N of a space group Γ is complete precisely when
Γ/N is a space group by Theorem 5 of [10].
A flat n-orbifold is a (En, Isom(En))-orbifold as defined in §13.2 of Ratcliffe [8].
A connected flat n-orbifold has a natural inner metric space structure. If Γ is a
discrete group of isometries of En, then its orbit space En/Γ = {Γx : x ∈ En} is a
connected, complete, flat n-orbifold, and conversely if M is a connected, complete,
flat n-orbifold, then there is a discrete group Γ of isometries of En such that M is
isometric to En/Γ by Theorem 13.3.10 of [8].
Definition: A flat n-orbifoldM geometrically fibers over a flat m-orbifold B, with
generic fiber a flat (n − m)-orbifold F , if there is a surjective map η : M → B,
called the fibration projection, such that for each point y of B, there is an open
metric ball B(y, r) of radius r > 0 centered at y in B such that η is isometrically
equivalent on η−1(B(y, r)) to the natural projection (F ×By)/Gy → By/Gy, where
Gy is a finite group acting diagonally on F ×By, isometrically on F , and effectively
and orthogonally on an open metric ball By in E
m of radius r. This implies that
the fiber η−1(y) is isometric to F/Gy. The fiber η
−1(y) is said to be generic if
Gy = {1} or singular if Gy is nontrivial.
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The following theorem is Theorem 4 of [10].
Theorem 2. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
V = Span(N). Then the flat orbifold En/Γ geometrically fibers over the flat orbifold
(En/V )/(Γ/N) with generic fiber the flat orbifold V/N and fibration projection ηV :
En/Γ→ (En/V )/(Γ/N) defined by the formula ηV (Γx) = (Γ/N)(V + x).
A geometrically fibered orbifold structure on a flat orbifold M is the partition
of M by the fibers of a geometric fibration projection η from M to a flat orbifold
B. Let Γ be an n-space group. Given a geometrically fibered orbifold structure
on En/Γ, there exists, by Theorem 7 of [10], a complete normal subgroup N of Γ,
with V = Span(N), such that the geometrically fibered orbifold structure on En/Γ
is equal to the partition of En/Γ by the fibers of the fibration projection
ηV : E
n/Γ→ (En/V )/(Γ/N).
3. The Generalized Calabi Construction
Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, let V = Span(N),
and let V ⊥ be the orthogonal complement of V in En. Euclidean n-space En
decomposes as the Cartesian product En = V ×V ⊥. Let b+B ∈ Γ and let x ∈ En.
Write b = c+ d with c ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥. Write x = v+w with v ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥.
Then
(b +B)x = b+Bx = c+ d+Bv +Bw = (c+Bv) + (d+Bw).
Hence the action of Γ on En corresponds to the diagonal action of Γ on V × V ⊥
defined by the formula
(b +B)(v, w) = (c+Bv, d+Bw).
Here Γ acts on both V and V ⊥ via isometries. The kernel of the corresponding
homomorphism from Γ to Isom(V ) is the group
K = {b+B ∈ Γ : b ∈ V ⊥ and V ⊆ Fix(B)}.
We call K the kernel of the action of Γ on V . The group K is a normal subgroup
of Γ. The action of Γ on V induces an effective action of Γ/K on V via isometries.
Note that N ∩K = {I}, and each element of N commutes with each element of K.
Hence NK is a normal subgroup of Γ, and NK is the direct product of N and K.
The action of N on V ⊥ is trivial and the action of K on V is trivial. Hence
En/NK decomposes as the Cartesian product En/NK = V/N× V ⊥/K.
The action of Γ/NK on En/NK corresponds to the diagonal action of Γ/NK on
V/N× V ⊥/K via isometries defined by the formula
(NK(b +B))(Nv,Kw) = (N(c+Bv),K(d+ Bw)).
Hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Then the map
χ : En/Γ→ (V/N× V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)
defined by χ(Γx) = (Γ/NK)(Nv,Kw), with x = v + w and v ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥, is
an isometry.
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We call Γ/NK the structure group of the geometric fibered orbifold structure on
En/Γ determined by the complete normal subgroup N of Γ.
The group N is the kernel of the action of Γ on V ⊥, and so we have an effective
action of Γ/N on V ⊥. The natural projection from V/N×V ⊥/K to V ⊥/K induces
a continuous surjection
π⊥ : (V/N× V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)→ V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Orthogonal projection from En to V ⊥ induces an isometry from En/V to V ⊥ which
in turn induces an isometry
ψ⊥ : (En/V )/(Γ/N)→ V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Theorem 4. The following diagram commutes
En/Γ
χ−→ (V/N × V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)
ηV ↓ ↓ π⊥
(En/V )/(Γ/N)
ψ⊥−→ V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Proof. Let x ∈ En. Write x = v + w with v ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥. Then we have
π⊥(χ(Γx)) = π⊥((Γ/NK)(Nv,Kw))
= (Γ/N)w
= ψ⊥((Γ/N)(V + x)) = ψ⊥(ηV (Γx)). 
Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let K be the
kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). If Span(K) = V ⊥, then K is a complete
normal subgroup of Γ called the orthogonal dual of N in Γ, and we write K = N⊥.
Suppose K = N⊥. The natural projection from V/N× V ⊥/K to V/N induces a
continuous surjection
π : (V/N × V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)→ V/(Γ/K).
Orthogonal projection from En to V induces an isometry from En/V ⊥ to V which
in turn induces an isometry
ψ : (En/V ⊥)/(Γ/K)→ V/(Γ/K).
The next corollary follows from Theorem 4 by reversing the roles of N and K.
Corollary 1. The following diagram commutes
En/Γ
χ−→ (V/N× V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)
ηV ⊥ ↓ ↓ π
(En/V ⊥)/(Γ/K)
ψ−→ V/(Γ/K).
Theorem 4 says that the fibration projection ηV : E
n/Γ → (En/V )/(Γ/N) is
equivalent to the projection π⊥ : (V/N×V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)→ V ⊥/(Γ/N) induced by
the projection on the second factor of V/N×V ⊥/K; while Corollary 1 says that the
orthogonally dual fibration projection ηV ⊥ : E
n/Γ→ (En/V ⊥)/(Γ/K) is equivalent
to the projection π : (V/N×V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)→ V/(Γ/K) induced by the projection
on the first factor of V/N×V ⊥/K. Our generalized Calabi construction reveals the
intimate relationship between a flat orbifold fibration and its orthogonally dual flat
orbifold fibration as being similar to that of the two sides of the same coin.
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Theorem 5. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Then N has an orthogonal dual
in Γ if and only if the structure group Γ/NK is finite.
Proof. The group NK/N is a normal subgroup of the space group Γ/N. Observe
that we have
|Γ/NK| <∞ ⇔ [Γ/N : NK/N] <∞
⇔ dim(NK/N) = dim(Γ/N)
⇔ dim(K) = dim(V ⊥)
⇔ Span(K) = V ⊥ ⇔ K = N⊥. 
Example 1. Let e1 and e2 be the standard basis vectors of E
2, and let x ∈ R with
0 ≤ x < 1. Let Γ be the group generated by t1 = e1+I and t2 = xe1+e2+I. Then
Γ is a 2-space group, and E2/Γ is a torus. Let N = 〈t1〉. Then N is a complete
normal subgroup of Γ, with V = Span(N) = Span{e1}. Let K be the kernel of
the action of Γ on V/N. The structure group Γ/NK is a cyclic group generated by
NKt2, which acts on the circle V/N, of length one, by rotating a distance x. Let
c, d ∈ Z. Then tc1td2 = (c+ dx)e1 + de2 + I, and tc1td2 ∈ K if and only if c+ dx = 0.
Thus if x is irrational, then K = {I}, and Γ/NK is infinite. If x = a/b with a, b ∈ Z,
b > 0, and a, b coprime, then K is generated by ta1t
−b
2 , and Γ/NK has order b. Thus
N has an orthogonal dual in Γ if and only if x is rational.
Theorem 6. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and
let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Then the structure
group Γ/NK acts effectively on V/N, and V ⊥/K, and V/N × V ⊥/K. Moreover
(V/N)/(Γ/NK) = V/(Γ/K) and (V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK) = V ⊥/(Γ/N). The natural pro-
jections from V/N to V/(Γ/K), from V ⊥/K to V ⊥/(Γ/N), and from V/N×V ⊥/K
to (V/N× V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK) are orbifold regular covering projections corresponding,
respectively, to the short exact sequences
1→ NK/K→ Γ/K→ Γ/(NK)→ 1,
1→ NK/N→ Γ/N→ Γ/(NK)→ 1,
1→ NK→ Γ→ Γ/(NK)→ 1.
Moreover, NK/K ∼= N and NK/N ∼= K, since N ∩K = {I}.
Proof. Let b + B be an element of Γ such that NK(b + B) acts trivially on V/N.
Write b = c+ d with c ∈ V and d ∈ V ⊥. Then for each v ∈ V , we have
NK(b+B)(Nv) = N(c+Bv) = Nv.
Let D be a fundamental domain for N in V , and suppose v ∈ D. Then there exists
a + A ∈ N such that c + Bv = a + Av. Hence c + Bv ∈ (a + A)D. As c + B is
continuous at v, there exists r > 0 such that if B(v, r) is the open ball with center
v and radius r in En, then
(c+B)(B(v, r) ∩ V ) ⊆ (a+A)D.
Hence c+Bx = a+Ax for all x ∈ B(v, r) ∩ V . Therefore c+Bx = a+Ax for all
x ∈ V . Hence (a+A)−1(c+B)x = x for all x ∈ V . Now we have
(a+A)−1(c+B) = (−A−1a+A−1)(c+B) = −A−1a+A−1c+A−1B.
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Hence a = c and V ⊆ Fix(A−1B). Next, observe that
(a+A)−1(b+B) = (−A−1a+A−1)(b +B)
= −A−1a+A−1b+A−1B
= −A−1a+A−1c+A−1d+A−1B = d+A−1B
with d ∈ V ⊥ and V ⊆ Fix(A−1B). Therefore (a + A)−1(b + B) ∈ K, and so
b+B ∈ NK. Hence Γ/NK acts effectively on V/N.
The same argument, with the roles of V and V ⊥ reversed, shows that Γ/NK acts
effectively on V ⊥/K. Therefore Γ/NK acts effectively on V/N× V ⊥/K.
Observe that
(V/N)/(Γ/NK) = (V/NK)/(Γ/NK) = V/Γ = V/(Γ/K),
and
(V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK) = (V ⊥/NK)/(Γ/NK) = V ⊥/Γ = V ⊥/(Γ/N). 
Corollary 2. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). If the group of isometries of
V/N is finite, then N has an orthogonal dual in Γ.
Proof. By Theorem 6, the structure group Γ/NK acts effectively on V/N. If the
group of isometries of V/N is finite, then Γ/NK is finite, and so N has an orthogonal
dual in Γ by Theorem 5. 
Example 2. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Suppose that N is an infinite
dihedral group. Then V/N is a closed interval. The group of isometries of V/N
is generated by the reflection of V/N in the midpoint of V/N, and so has order
2. Hence K = N⊥ by Corollary 2, and the structure group has order 1 or 2. If
Γ/NK has order 1, then En/Γ = V/N×V ⊥/K. If Γ/NK has order 2, then En/Γ is
isometric to (V/N × V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK), which is a twisted I-bundle over V ⊥/(Γ/N)
determined by the quotient map V ⊥/K→ V ⊥/(Γ/N); moreover (V/N)/(Γ/NK) is
a closed interval. By Theorem 6, we have that (V/N)/(Γ/NK) = V/(Γ/K). Hence
V/(Γ/K) is a closed interval. The group Γ/K acts as a space group of isometries
on V by Lemma 1 of [10]. Therefore Γ/K is an infinite dihedral group. These facts
first appeared in Theorems 19 and 20 in [10].
Theorem 7. Let N be an infinite cyclic, complete, normal subgroup of an n-space
group Γ, and let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N), and suppose
K = N⊥. Then V/N is a circle, and the structure group Γ/NK is either a finite
cyclic group generated by a rotation of V/N or a finite dihedral group generated by a
rotation and a reflection of V/N. Moreover Γ/NK is a finite cyclic group generated
by a rotation if and only if V/(Γ/K) is a circle, and Γ/NK is a finite dihedral group
generated by a rotation and a reflection if and only if V/(Γ/K) is a closed interval.
Furthermore V/(Γ/K) is isometric to the base of the geometric orbifold fibration of
En/Γ determined by the complete normal subgroup K of Γ.
Proof. The structure group Γ/NK is finite by Theorem 5. The group Γ/NK acts
effectively on the circle V/N by Theorem 6. Hence Γ/NK is either a finite cyclic
group generated by a rotation of V/N or a finite dihedral group generated by a
rotation and a reflection of V/N. Now (V/N)/(Γ/NK) = V/(Γ/K) by Theorem 6.
Hence Γ/NK is a finite cyclic group generated by a rotation if and only if V/(Γ/K)
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is a circle, and Γ/NK is a finite dihedral group generated by a rotation and a
reflection if and only if V/(Γ/K) is a closed interval. By Corollary 1, the orbifold
V/(Γ/K) is isometric to the base of the fibration of En/Γ determined by K. 
Example 3. All the Seifert fibrations with generic fiber a circle in Table 1 of [10]
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 7. The order of the structure group Γ/NK is
given in the column headed by ind. The structure group is cyclic if and only if
either its order is 1, 2, 3 or its order is at least 4 and the base of the co-Seifert
fibration is a circle. In all other cases, the structure group is a dihedral group.
Example 4. Let Γ be an n-space group with a first Betti number β1 such that
0 < β1 < n. Let N be the subgroup of Γ that contains [Γ,Γ] and corresponds to
the torsion subgroup of Γ/[Γ,Γ]. Then N is a complete normal subgroup of Γ by
Theorem 13 of [10], and N⊥ = Z(Γ), the center of Γ, by Theorem 15 of [10]. Let
V = Span(N). Then V ⊥ = Span(Z(Γ)), and V ⊥/Z(Γ) is a torus. By Theorem
3, we have that En/Γ is isometric to (V/N × V ⊥/Z(Γ)/(Γ/NZ(Γ)). The group
Γ/N is a free abelian group of rank β1. Hence the structure group Γ/NZ(Γ) is
abelian; moreover Γ/NZ(Γ) is finite by Theorem 5. This example corresponds to
the original Calabi construction described in §3.6 of [13] when Γ is torsion-free.
Example 5. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ such
that Γ/N is torsion-free, and let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N).
Then (En/V )/(Γ/N) is a flat manifold and ηV : E
n/Γ→ (En/V )/(Γ/N) is a fiber
bundle projection by Theorem 13 of [10]. Hence V ⊥/(Γ/N) is a flat manifold and
π : (V/N× V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK)→ V ⊥/(Γ/N) is a fiber bundle projection by Theorem
4. Moreover (V/N×V ⊥/K)/(Γ/NK) is a fiber bundle, with structure group Γ/NK,
in the sense of §2 of [12]. The associated principle bundle projection, in the sense
of §8 of [12], is the quotient map V ⊥/K→ V ⊥/(Γ/N), under the action of Γ/NK.
Note that the quotient map V ⊥/K → V ⊥/(Γ/N) is a regular covering projection
with fibers equal to the Γ/NK orbits.
4. Splitting Space Group Extensions
Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and consider the
corresponding space group extension
1→ N i−→ Γ p−→ Γ/N→ 1.
In this section, we give a geometric condition for the above group extension to
split (p has a right inverse). Note that p has a right inverse if and only if Γ has a
subgroup Σ such that Γ = NΣ and N ∩ Σ = {I}.
Lemma 2. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let K
be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Let v0 be a point of V , and let Σ
be the stabilizer in Γ of the set V ⊥ + v0. Then
(1) the group N ∩ Σ is the stabilizer in N of the point v0 of V ,
(2) the group K is a subgroup of Σ,
(3) the group NΣ/NK is the stabilizer in Γ/NK of the point Nv0 of V/N,
(4) the groups N ∩ Σ, and Σ/K, and NΣ/NK are finite.
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Proof. Let b+B ∈ Γ. Write b = c+ d with c ∈ V and d ∈ V ⊥. Then we have that
(b+B)(V ⊥ + v0) = V
⊥ + v0 ⇔ V ⊥ + b+Bv0 = V ⊥ + v0
⇔ V ⊥ + c+Bv0 = V ⊥ + v0 ⇔ c+Bv0 = v0.
Therefore N ∩Σ is the stabilizer in N of v0 and K ⊆ Σ. Now as
(NK(b+B))Nv0 = N(c+Bv0),
we have that NΣ/NK fixes the point Nv0 of V/N.
Suppose the NK(b + B) fixes the point Nv0. Then N(c + Bv0) = Nv0. Hence
there exist a+A ∈ N such that (a+A)(c+Bv0) = v0. Therefore (a+A)(b+B) ∈ Σ,
and so b + B ∈ NΣ. Thus NΣ/NK is the stabilizer in Γ/NK of the point Nv0 of
V/N.
Suppose b + B ∈ Σ. Then c+ Bv0 = v0. There are only finitely many possible
B, and so there are only finitely many possible c. Hence NΣ/NK acts effectively
on V/N by only finitely many transformations. Therefore NΣ/NK is finite.
The inclusion of N ∩ Σ into Σ induces a monomorphism from N ∩ Σ to Σ/K,
since N ∩K = {I}. The inclusion of Σ into NΣ induces an epimorphism from Σ/K
onto NΣ/NK. Moreover, we have a short exact sequence
1→ N ∩ Σ→ Σ/K→ NΣ/NK→ 1.
The group N ∩Σ is the stabilizer in N of v0, and so N∩Σ is finite. Therefore Σ/K
is finite. 
Theorem 8. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Suppose that Γ/NK fixes an
ordinary point Nv0 of V/N. Let Σ be the stabilizer in Γ of the set V
⊥ + v0. Then
Γ = NΣ, and N ∩Σ = {I}, and Span(Σ) = V ⊥.
Conversely, if there exists a subgroup P of Γ such that Γ = NP, and N∩P = {I},
and Span(P) = V ⊥, then Γ/NK fixes a point of V/N.
Proof. By Lemma 2(3), we have that Γ = NΣ. That Nv0 is an ordinary point of
V/N means that the stabilizer of v0 in N is {I}. Hence N ∩ Σ = {I} by Lemma
2(1). By Lemma 2(4), we have that Γ/NK is finite. Hence K = N⊥ by Theorem
5, and so Span(K) = V ⊥. By Lemma 2(4), we have that Σ/K is finite. Hence
Span(Σ) = Span(K) = V ⊥.
Conversely, let P be a subgroup of Γ such that Γ = NP, and N ∩ P = {I},
and Span(P) = V ⊥. By Theorem 5.4.6 of [8], the group P has a free abelian
subgroup H of rank m and finite index, there is an m-plane Q of En such that
H acts effectively on Q as a discrete group of translations, and the m-plane Q
is invariant under P. Now P is isomorphic to Γ/N, and so P is space group,
with dim(P ) = dim(Γ/N) = dim(V ⊥). Moreover dim(P ) = dim(H) = m, and so
dim(V ⊥) = m. Now Q = W + v0 for some m-dimensional vector subspace W of
En. Let a + I ∈ P. Then (a + I)Q = Q implies that a ∈ W . As Span(P) = V ⊥,
we have that W = V ⊥. Hence we may assume that v0 ∈ V . Then P is a subgroup
of the stabilizer Σ in Γ of the set V ⊥ + v0. As Γ = NP, we have that Γ = NΣ, and
so Γ/NK fixes the point Nv0 of V/N by Lemma 2(3). 
Remark 3. Theorem 8 generalizes and strengthens Theorem 18 of [10].
Example 6. We next consider an example that shows that the hypothesis that
Nv0 is an ordinary point cannot be dropped in Theorem 8. Let Γ be the 3-space
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group with IT number 113 in Table 1B of [2]. Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, α, β, γ〉 where
ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard translations, and α =
1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2 + A,
β = 1
2
e1 +B, γ =
1
2
e2 + C, and
A =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1, t2, α, βγ〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with V =
Span(N) = Span{e1, e2}. The isomorphism type of N is 2∗22 in Conway’s no-
tation [3] or cmm in the IT notation [12]. The flat orbifold V/N is a pointed hood.
A fundamental polygon for the action of N on V is the 45◦ - 45◦ right triangle △
with vertices v1 =
1
4
e1 +
1
4
e2, and v2 =
5
4
e1 +
1
4
e2, and v3 =
3
4
e1 +
3
4
e2. The short
sides [v1, v3] and [v2, v3] of ∆ are fixed pointwise by the reflections t
−1
1 βγ = BC
and t21t2αβγ =
3
2
e1+
3
2
e2+ABC, respectively. The long side [v1, v2] of △ is flipped
about its midpoint v0 =
3
4
e1 +
1
4
e2 by the halfturn t1α.
The orbifold V/N has a unique cone point Nv0. Hence Nv0 is fixed by every
isometry of V/N. Therefore the structure group Γ/NK fixes the cone point Nv0 of
V/N. However the space group extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 does not split
as explained on p. 1649 of [10]. Here K = 〈t3〉 and Γ/NK has order two and is
generated by NKβ. The element t2β acts on V by rotating −90◦ around v0. Hence
NKβ acts on V/N as a halfturn around the cone point of V/N, and so has no other
fixed points. Note that the cone point of V/N was misidentified on p. 1649 of [10]
to be Nv1, which is actually one of the two right-angled corner points of V/N; the
other corner point is Nv3.
Definition: Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
V = Span(N). We say that the space group extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1
splits orthogonally if Γ has a subgroup Σ such that Γ = NΣ, and N ∩Σ = {I}, and
Span(Σ) = V ⊥.
Corollary 3. Let N be a torsion-free, complete, normal subgroup of an n-space
group Γ, and let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Then the
space group extension 1→ N→ Γ→ Γ/N→ 1 splits orthogonally if and only if the
structure group Γ/NK fixes a point of V/N.
Proof. Every point of V/N is an ordinary point, since N is torsion-free, and so the
corollary follows from Theorem 8. 
Example 7. Let e1 and e2 be the standard basis vectors of E
2, and let Γ be the
group generated by t1 = e1 + I and t2 = e2 + I. Then Γ is a 2-space group, and
E2/Γ is a torus. Let N be a proper, complete, normal subgroup of Γ. Then there
exists coprime integers a and b such that N = 〈ta1tb2〉. Let K be the kernel of the
action of Γ on V = Span(N). Then K = N⊥ = 〈tb1t−a2 〉. As a and b are coprime,
there exists integers c and d such that ad− bc = 1. From the equation
(b,−a) = (ac+ bd)(a, b)− (a2 + b2)(c, d),
we deduce that the structure group Γ/NK is cyclic of order a2 + b2 generated by
NKtc1t
d
2, and NKt
c
1t
d
2 acts on the circle V/N by a (ac + bd)/(a
2 + b2) turn around
V/N. Hence if a2 + b2 > 1, then Γ/NK does not fix a point of V/N. Nevertheless,
the space group extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 splits, since Γ = N〈tc1td2〉 and
N ∩ 〈tc1td2〉 = {I}.
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Theorem 9. Let Z(Γ) be the center of an n-space group Γ, and let N = Z(Γ)⊥.
Then the space group extension 1→ Z(Γ)→ Γ→ Γ/Z(Γ)→ 1 splits if and only if
the structure group Γ/Z(Γ)N is trivial.
Proof. Suppose that the space group extension 1 → Z(Γ) → Γ → Γ/Z(Γ) → 1
splits. Then Γ has a subgroup Σ such that Γ = Z(Γ)Σ and Z(Γ)∩Σ = {I}. Hence
Σ is a normal subgroup of Γ and Γ/Σ ∼= Z(Γ). Let β1 be the first Betti number of
Γ. Then Z(Γ) is a free abelian group of rank β1 by Theorem 6 of [10]. Hence Γ/Σ
is a free abelian group of rank β1. Therefore Σ = N by Theorem 15 of [10]. Hence
Γ = Z(Γ)N, and so the structure group Γ/Z(Γ)N is trivial.
Conversely, if Γ/Z(Γ)N is trivial, then Γ = Z(Γ)N. We have that Z(Γ)∩N = {I}.
Hence the space group extension 1→ Z(Γ)→ Γ→ Γ/Z(Γ)→ 1 splits. 
Lemma 3. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and suppose
N is a subgroup of the group T of translations of Γ, and Σ is a subgroup of Γ such
that Γ = NΣ and N ∩ Σ = {I}. Let V = Span(N) and W = Span(Σ), and let
Π be the point group of Γ. Then W is Π-invariant, dim(W ) = n − dim(V ), and
V ∩W = {0}.
Proof. Let b + B ∈ Γ and c + I ∈ Σ. As Γ = NΣ, there exists a + I ∈ N such
that (a+ I)(b +B) ∈ Σ. Hence (a+ b+B)(c+ I)(a+ b+B)−1 = Bc+ I is in Σ.
Therefore Span(Σ) is Π-invariant.
As Σ/Σ ∩ T ∼= ΣT/T is finite, Σ ∩ T has finite index in Σ. Hence
dim(W ) = dim(Σ ∩ T) = dim(Σ) = dim(Γ/N) = dim(En/V ) = n− dim(V ).
Let b + I ∈ T. Then there exists a + I ∈ N and c + C ∈ Σ such that b + I =
(a+I)(c+C). Then b+I = a+c+C, and so C = I. Hence V +W = Span(T ) = En.
Therefore
En/V = (V +W )/V ∼=W/(V ∩W ).
Now we have
dim(W ) = n− dim(V ) = dim(En/V ) = dim(W/V ∩W ) = dim(W )− dim(V ∩W ).
Therefore dim(V ∩W ) = 0, and so V ∩W = {0}. 
Theorem 10. Let N be a 1-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup of a 3-space
group Γ that corresponds to a Seifert, geometrically fibered, orbifold structure on
E3/Γ described by Conway et al [4] or Ratcliffe-Tschantz [10], and let K be the
kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The space group extension 1→ N→ Γ→ Γ/N→ 1 splits.
(2) The space group extension 1→ N→ Γ→ Γ/N→ 1 splits orthogonally.
(3) The structure group Γ/NK fixes a point of V/N.
(4) The structure group Γ/NK has order 1 or 2, and if Γ/NK has order 2, then
either N or Γ/K is an infinite dihedral group.
(5) The structure group Γ/NK has order 1 or 2, and if Γ/NK has order 2, then
either V/N or V/(Γ/K) is a closed interval.
(6) The index of NK in Γ is 1 or 2, and if [Γ : NK] = 2, then either the generic
fiber of the corresponding Seifert fibration or the base of the corresponding
co-Seifert fibration is a closed interval.
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Proof. Suppose that the space group extension 1→ N→ Γ→ Γ/N→ 1 splits. If N
is an infinite dihedral group, then the space group extension splits orthogonally by
Theorem 8, since the structure group Γ/NK fixes the midpoint of the closed interval
V/N. Moreover Γ/NK has order 1 or 2, since the group of isometries of V/N has
order 2, and Γ/NK acts effectively on V/N by Theorem 6. Therefore statements
(1)-(6) are equivalent if N is an infinite dihedral group. Hence, we may assume that
N is an infinite cyclic group.
Now Γ has a subgroup Σ such that Γ = NΣ and N∩Σ = {I}. LetW = Span(Σ),
and let Π be the point group of Γ. By Lemma 3, we have that W is Π-invariant,
dim(W ) = 2, and V ∩W = {0}.
Assume first that Γ belongs to either the tetragonal or hexagonal families (IT
numbers 75-194). Then E3 has a unique 1-dimensional Π-invariant vector subspace,
namely V . Hence E3 has a unique 2-dimensional Π-invariant vector subspace.
Therefore W = V ⊥, and so the space group extension splits orthogonally.
Assume next that Γ belongs to the orthorhombic family (IT numbers 16-74).
Then E3 has exactly three Π-invariant 1-dimensional vector subspaces; they are
mutually orthogonal, and one of them is V . Hence E3 has exactly three Π-invariant
2-dimensional vector subspaces; they are mutually orthogonal, two of them contain
V , and the third is V ⊥. As W ∩V = {0}, we must haveW = V ⊥, and so the space
group extension splits orthogonally.
Assume next that Γ belongs to the monoclinic family (IT numbers 3-15). Then
E3 has a primary 1-dimensional Π-invariant subspace U , and infinitely many other
1-dimensional Π-invariant subspaces all of which are subspaces of U⊥. Hence E3
has a primary 2-dimensional Π-invariant subspace U⊥ and infinitely many other
2-dimensional Π-invariant subspaces all of which contain U . Thus if V = U , then
W = V ⊥, since W ∩V = {0}. Hence the space group extension splits orthogonally.
Note that V = U if and only if the base of the corresponding Seifert fibration is
either a torus, indicated by ◦, or a pillow, indicated by 2222. Suppose V 6= U .
If the structure group Γ/NK fixes a point of V/N, then the space group extension
splits orthogonally by Corollary 3. If the structure group Γ/NK does not fix a point
of V/N, we have to prove that the space group extension does not split. There are
10 cases, and these have to be considered on a case by case basis. The first two
cases are considered in Examples 8 and 9. The remaining eight cases are handled
by similar arguments.
Finally assume that Γ belongs to the triclinic family (IT number 1-2). Then the
space group extension splits orthogonally by Corollary 3, since the structure group
Γ/NK fixes a point of V/N. Thus (1) and (2) are equivalent. The statements (2)
and (3) are equivalent by Corollary 3.
We have that K = N⊥, and so by Theorem 7, the group Γ/NK is either a finite
cyclic group generated by a rotation of V/N or a finite dihedral group generated
by a rotation and a reflection of V/N. A nontrivial rotation of V/N has no fixed
points. Hence Γ/NK fixes a point of V/N if and only if either Γ/NK has order 1 or
Γ/NK has order 2 and Γ/NK acts on V/N by a reflection. By Theorem 6, we have
that (V/N)/(Γ/NK) = V/(Γ/K). Therefore (3)-(5) are equivalent.
The generic fiber of the corresponding Seifert fibration is V/N by Theorem 2,
and the base of the corresponding co-Seifert fibration is isometric to V/(Γ/K) by
Theorem 7. Therefore (5) and (6) are equivalent. 
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Remark 4. The splitting of the space group extensions in Table 1 of [10] was
determined by brute force computer calculations. See Example 8 for an illustration
of our methods. What is new in Theorem 10 is the equivalence of statements (1) -
(3). Statement (6) of Theorem 10 is phrased in the terminology of Table 1 of [10].
Example 8. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 5 in Table 1B of [2]. Then
Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, A〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard translations, and
A =

 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1t2〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ. Let K be the kernel of
the action of Γ on V = Span(N) = Span{e1 + e2}. Then K = N⊥ = 〈t1t−12 , t3〉.
The structure group Γ/NK is a dihedral group of order 4 generated by NKt1 and
NKA. As t1 =
1
2
(e1 + e2) +
1
2
(e1 − e2) + I, we have that NKt1 acts on the circle
V/N as a halfturn. The element NKA acts on V/N as a reflection.
Suppose that the space group extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 splits. Then
there exists a subgroup Σ of Γ such that Γ = NΣ and N ∩ Σ = {I}. Hence there
exists unique integers a and b such that (t1t2)
at1 and (t1t2)
bA are in Σ. The
mapping (b+B) 7→ N(b +B) is an isomorphism from Σ onto Γ/N. We have that
NA(Nt1)(NA)
−1 = NAt1A
−1 = Nt−12 = N(t1t2)t
−1
2 = Nt1.
Hence we must have
((t1t2)
bA)((t1t2)
at1)((t1t2)
bA)−1 = (t1t2)
at1,
and so we must have
A(ta+11 t
a
2)A
−1 = ta+11 t
a
2 ,
which implies that −a−1 = a, and so a = −1/2, which is a contradiction. Therefore
the space group extension does not split. This example corresponds to the Seifert
fibration (∗1∗1) in Table 1 of [10].
Remark 5. If N is a 1- or 2-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup of a 3-space
group Γ, then the space group extension 1→ N→ Γ→ Γ/N→ 1 splits if and only
if the space group extension affinely equivalent to it in Table 1 of [10] splits, since
splitting is an algebraic property. Note that splitting orthogonally is a geometric
property, and it may not be preserved under affine equivalence.
Lemma 4. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let
K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). Suppose that the space group
extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 splits. Let b + B be an element of Γ such that
N(b + B) has finite order in Γ/N. Then the element NK(b + B) of Γ/NK fixes a
point of V/N.
Proof. Let Σ be a subgroup of Γ such that Γ = NΣ and N ∩ Σ = {I}. Then there
exists a unique element c + C of Σ such that N(b + B) = N(c + C). The element
c + C has the same order as N(b + B). Hence c + C fixes a point x of En. Write
x = v + w with v ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥. Then NK(c + C) fixes the point Nv of V/N.
Hence NK(b +B) fixes the point Nv of V/N. 
Example 9. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 7 in Table 1B of [2]. Then
Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, α〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard translations, and
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α = 1
2
e3 + diag(1,−1, 1). The group N = 〈t3〉 is a complete normal subgroup of
Γ. Let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N) = Span{e3}. Then
K = N⊥ = 〈t1, t2〉. The structure group Γ/NK is generated by NKα, and NKα acts
on the circle V/N as a halfturn. The element Nα has order two in Γ/N. Therefore
the space group extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 does not split by Lemma 4.
This example corresponds to the Seifert fibration (∗ : ∗ :) in Table 1 of [10].
5. The Isometry Group of a Compact Flat Orbifold
Let Γ be an n-space group, and let Isom(En/Γ) be the group of isometries of the
flat orbifold En/Γ. In this section, we give a geometric description of Isom(En/Γ)
in terms of Lie group theory.
Let NE(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ in Isom(E
n). Define
Φ : NE(Γ)→ Isom(En/Γ)
by Φ(η) = η⋆ where η⋆(Γx) = Γη(x) for each x ∈ En.
Lemma 5. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NE(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ in
Isom(En). Then Φ : NE(Γ)→ Isom(En/Γ) is an epimorphism with kernel Γ.
Proof. The map Φ is an epimorphism by Theorem 13.2.6 of [8]. The group Γ is
obviously in the kernel of Φ. Suppose η ∈ Ker(Φ). Let D be a fundamental domain
for Γ in En, and suppose a ∈ D. Then there exists γ ∈ Γ such that η(a) = γ(a).
Hence η(a) ∈ γ(D). As η is continuous, there exists r > 0 such that the open ball
B(a, r), centered at a of radius r, is contained in D and η(B(a, r)) ⊂ γ(D). Then
η(x) = γ(x) for all x ∈ B(a, r). Hence η = γ. Therefore Ker(Φ) = Γ. 
The group Isom(En) is a topological group with the subspace topology inherited
from the space C(En, En) of continuous self-maps of En with the compact-open
topology by Theorem 5.2.2 of [8]; moreover Isom(En) is a Lie group by Theorem
5.2.4 of [8].
Lemma 6. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NE(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ in
Isom(En). Then NE(Γ) is a closed subgroup of Isom(E
n), and therefore NE(Γ) is
a Lie subgroup of Isom(En)
Proof. Suppose ηi → η in Isom(En) with ηi ∈ NE(Γ) for each i. Let γ ∈ Γ. Then
there exists γi ∈ Γ such that ηiγη−1i = γi for each i. Now ηiγη−1i → ηγη−1. Hence
γi → ηγη−1. The convergent sequence {γi} is eventually constant, since Γ is a
closed discrete subset of Isom(En) by Lemma 3 of §5.3 of [8]. Therefore ηγη−1 ∈ Γ.
Hence ηΓη−1 ⊆ Γ. Likewise η−1Γη ⊆ Γ. Hence Γ ⊆ ηΓη−1. Therefore η ∈ NE(Γ).
Thus NE(Γ) is closed. Hence NE(Γ) is a Lie subgroup of Isom(E
n), since every
closed subgroup of a Lie group is a Lie subgroup. 
Lemma 7. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NE(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ
in Isom(En). Then the quotient topological group NE(Γ)/Γ is compact, and the
quotient map π : NE(Γ) → NE(Γ)/Γ is a covering projection. Therefore NE(Γ)/Γ
is a Lie group with π a smooth map.
Proof. Let T be the group of translations of Γ, and let L = {b : b + I ∈ T}. Let
a+A ∈ NE(Γ), and let b+ I ∈ T. Then (a+A)(b+ I)(a+A)−1 = Ab+ I. Hence
a+A ∈ NE(T) and AL = L. As A preserves the length of vectors of En, there are
only finitely many possibilities for the image of a basis of the free abelian group L.
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Hence the image of the homomorphism from NE(Γ) to O(n), defined by a+A 7→ A,
is finite, and so the kernel, NE(Γ) ∩ Trans(En), has finite index in NE(Γ). The
group Trans(En), of translations of En, is a closed subgroup of Isom(En), and so
NE(Γ) ∩ Trans(En) is a closed subgroup of NE(Γ).
Now NE(T) ∩ Trans(En) = Trans(En). Hence Trans(En) is a closed sub-
group of NE(T) of finite index. The topological group Trans(E
n)/T is an n-
dimensional torus, and the quotient map from Trans(En) to Trans(En)/T is a
covering projection. As Trans(En)/T is a closed connected subgroup of NE(T)/T
of finite index, we deduce that NE(T)/T is compact, and the quotient map from
NE(T) to NE(T)/T is a covering projection. Now NE(Γ) is a closed subgroup of
NE(T). Hence NE(Γ)/T is a closed subgroup of NE(T)/T. Therefore NE(Γ)/T
is compact, and the quotient map from NE(Γ) to NE(Γ)/T is a covering projec-
tion. The group Γ/T is a finite normal subgroup of NE(Γ)/T that acts freely on
NE(Γ)/T. Hence NE(Γ)/Γ = (NE(Γ)/T)/(Γ/T) is compact, and the quotient map
from NE(Γ)/T to NE(Γ)/Γ is a covering projection. Therefore, the quotient map
π : NE(Γ) → NE(Γ)/Γ is a covering projection. Hence NE(Γ)/Γ is a Lie group
such that π is a smooth map. 
Lemma 8. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NE(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ
in Isom(En). Then Isom(En/Γ) is a compact Lie group with Φ : NE(Γ) →
Isom(En/Γ) a smooth covering projection.
Proof. We begin by showing that Φ is continuous. Suppose ηi → η in NE(Γ).
Then ηi(x) → η(x) for each x ∈ En. Hence Γηi(x) → Γη(x) in En/Γ for each
x ∈ En, since the quotient map from En to En/Γ is continuous. Hence Φ(ηi)(Γx)→
Φ(η)(Γx) in En/Γ for each Γx in En/Γ. Therefore Φ(ηi) → Φ(η) in Isom(En/Γ)
by Theorem 5.2.1 of [8]. Hence Φ : NE(Γ)→ Isom(En/Γ) is continuous.
By Lemma 5, we have that Φ : NE(Γ) → Isom(En/Γ) is an epimorphism with
kernel Γ. Hence Φ induces a continuous isomorphism Φ : NE(Γ)/Γ→ Isom(En/Γ)
such that Φ = Φπ. By Lemma 7, we have that NE(Γ)/Γ is compact. Hence Φ
is a homeomorphism, since Isom(En/Γ) is Hausdorff. Therefore Isom(En/Γ) is a
compact Lie group with Φ an isomorphism of Lie groups. By Lemma 7, we have
that π : NE(Γ) → NE(Γ)/Γ is a smooth covering projection. Therefore Φ is a
smooth covering projection. 
Lemma 9. Let Z(Γ) be the center of a space group Γ, and let Π be the point group
of Γ Then Span(Z(Γ)) = Fix(Π) = {x ∈ En : Ax = x for each A ∈ Π}.
Proof. Let T be the group of translations of Γ. Then Z(Γ) ⊆ T by Theorem 6 of
[10]. Suppose a+ A ∈ Γ and b + I ∈ T. Then (a + A)(b + I)(a + A)−1 = Ab + I.
Hence, if b+ I ∈ Z(Γ), then b ∈ Fix(A). Therefore Span(Z(Γ)) ⊆ Fix(Π).
To prove the reverse containment, we take an affine representation of Γ, so that
T is generated by e1+ I, . . . , en+ I where e1, . . . , en are the standard basis vectors
of En. Then Π is a finite subgroup of GL(n,Z). Suppose x ∈ Fix(Π). Then x is
a solution of the linear system {(A − I)x = 0 : A ∈ Π}. As the entries of A are
in Z for each A ∈ Π, the row reduced echelon form of the standard matrix of the
system {(A − I)x = 0 : A ∈ Π} has entries in Q. Therefore, the solution space V
of the linear system {(A− I)x = 0 : A ∈ Π} has a basis of vectors v1, . . . , vk in Qn.
By multiplying vi by the least common multiple of the denominators of the entries
of vi, we may assume that vi ∈ Zn for each i. Then vi + I ∈ T for each i, and so
vi + I ∈ Z(Γ) for each i. Therefore Span(Z(Γ)) = Fix(Π). 
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Lemma 10. Let Γ be an n-space group, let Z(Γ) be the center of Γ, and let
V = Span(Z(Γ)). Let CE(Γ) and NE(Γ) be the centralizer and normalizer of Γ in
Isom(En), respectively. Then CE(Γ) = {v+I : v ∈ V }, and CE(Γ) is the connected
component of NE(Γ) containing I, and CE(Γ)Γ/Γ is the connected component of
NE(Γ)/Γ containing the identity.
Proof. Let T be the group of translations in Γ. Let a+ I ∈ T and b+B ∈ CE(Γ).
Then (b + B)(a + I)(b + B)−1 = a + I, implies Ba = a for all a + I ∈ T. Hence
B = I. Thus all the elements of CE(Γ) are translations.
Let Π be the point group of Γ. Let a+ A ∈ Γ and let b + I be a translation of
En. Then (a + A)(b + I)(a + A)−1 = Ab + I. Hence b + I ∈ CE(Γ) if and only if
b ∈ Fix(Π). Therefore CE(Γ) = {v + I : v ∈ V } by Lemma 9.
Let a+A ∈ Γ, and let b+ I ∈ NE(Γ). Then (b+ I)(a+A)(−b+ I) ∈ Γ. Hence
b + a −Ab +A ∈ Γ, and so (b − Ab + I)(a+ A) ∈ Γ. Therefore (I − A)b + I ∈ T.
From the proof of Lemma 7, we have that NE(Γ)∩Trans(En) is a closed subgroup
of NE(Γ) of finite index. Hence NE(Γ)∩Trans(En) is an open subgroup of NE(Γ).
Since Π is finite and Lie groups are locally connected, there is an open connected
neighborhood U of I in NE(Γ) such that if b + B ∈ U , then B = I and |b| is
small enough so that if (I − A)b + I ∈ T, then (I − A)b = 0 for every A ∈ Π. If
b + I ∈ U , then b ∈ Fix(Π) . Hence b ∈ V by Lemma 9. The set U generates (in
the group sense) the connected component C of NE(Γ) containing I by Proposition
2.16 of [1]. Therefore C ⊆ {v + I : v ∈ V }. Moreover {v + I : v ∈ V } ⊆ C, since
{v + I : v ∈ V } is connected. Therefore C = {v + I : v ∈ V }. Thus C = CE(Γ).
Let C be the connected component of NE(Γ)/Γ containing the identity. The
quotient map π : NE(Γ) → NE(Γ)/Γ is continuous, and so π(C) is a connected
subset of NE(Γ)/Γ that contains the identity. Hence π(C) ⊆ C. The component C
is path connected, since Lie groups are locally path connected. Let χ ∈ NE(Γ)/Γ.
Then there is a path α : [0, 1]→ C from the identity of NE(Γ)/Γ to χ. The quotient
map π : NE(Γ)→ NE(Γ)/Γ is a covering projection by Lemma 7. Hence α lifts to
a path α˜ : [0, 1] → NE(Γ) from I to an element χ˜ ∈ C. Then π(χ˜) = χ. Hence
π(C) = C. Thus C = CΓ/Γ. 
Theorem 11. Let Γ be an n-space group, with center Z(Γ), and let V = Span(Z(Γ)).
Then Isom(En/Γ) is a compact Lie group whose connected component of the iden-
tity is a torus isomorphic to V/Z(Γ) via the effective action of V/Z(Γ) on En/Γ
defined by (Z(Γ)v)(Γx) = Γ(v + x) for each v ∈ V and x ∈ En.
Proof. The center Z(Γ) is a complete normal subgroup of Γ by Theorem 6 of [10].
The flat orbifold En/Γ geometrically fibers over the flat orbifold (En/V )/(Γ/Z(Γ))
with generic fiber V/Z(Γ). The torus V/Z(Γ) acts fiberwise on En/Γ by the formula
(Z(Γ)v)(Γx) = Γ(v + x). The torus V/Z(Γ) acts effectively on each generic fiber
(V + x)/Z(Γ), and so the action of V/Z(Γ) on En/Γ is effective. The action
is continuous, and so the monomorphism Ψ : V/Z(Γ) → Isom(En/Γ), defined by
Ψ(Z(Γ)v)(Γx) = Γ(v+x), maps V/Z(Γ) homeomorphically onto a closed connected
subgroup of Isom(En/Γ).
By Lemma 5, we have that Φ : NE(Γ) → Isom(En/Γ) is an epimorphism with
kernel Γ. By Lemma 6, we have that NE(Γ) is a Lie group. By Lemma 8, we have
that Isom(En/Γ) is a compact Lie group with Φ : NE(Γ)→ Isom(En/Γ) a smooth
covering projection. Hence Φ induces an isomorphism Φ : NE(Γ)/Γ→ Isom(En/Γ)
of Lie groups such that Φ = Φπ where π : NE(Γ)→ NE(Γ)/Γ is the quotient map.
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Let C,C,K be the connected components of NE(Γ), NE(Γ)/Γ, Isom(E
n/Γ), con-
taining the identity, respectively. Then C = {v + I : v ∈ V } and C = π(C) by
Lemma 10, and Φ(C) = Φπ(C) = Φ(C) = K. As C = {v + I : v ∈ V } and
Φ(v+I)(Γx) = Γ(v+x) for each v ∈ V and x ∈ En, we deduce that Ψ(V/Z(Γ)) = K.
Therefore K is a torus isomorphic to V/Z(Γ) via the action of V/Z(Γ) on En/Γ
defined by (Z(Γ)v)(Γx) = Γ(v + x). 
Corollary 4. If Γ is an n-space group, then the rank of the Lie group Isom(En/Γ)
is the first Betti number of Γ.
Proof. The rank of Isom(En/Γ) is the dimension of K by Theorem 11. Hence the
rank of Isom(En/Γ) is the rank of Z(Γ). The rank of Z(Γ) is the first Betti number
β1 of Γ by Theorem 6 of [10]. Hence the rank of Isom(E
n/Γ) is β1. 
Corollary 5. If Γ is an n-space group, then the following are equivalent:
(1) The group Isom(En/Γ) is finite.
(2) The center of Γ is trivial.
(3) The group Γ/[Γ,Γ] is finite.
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 11. Statements (2) and
(3) are equivalent by Theorem 6 of [10]. 
Remark 6. Let Γ be an n-space group. The group Γ/[Γ,Γ] is the abelianization
of Γ. For a list of the abelianizations of all the n-space groups for n = 1, 2, 3, see
our paper [9]. In particular, the 2-space groups with infinite abelianizations are the
space groups of the torus, the annulus, the Klein bottle, and the Mo¨bius band. We
will describe the groups of isometries of all the compact, connected, flat 2-orbifolds
in detail in §10.
Corollary 6. If Γ is a Z-irreducible n-space group, then Isom(En/Γ) is finite.
Proof. A Z-irreducible n-space group Γ has no proper, complete, normal subgroups
by Theorem 11 of [10]. Hence Z(Γ) = {I}, and so Isom(En/Γ) is finite by Corollary
5. 
Corollary 7. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NE(Γ) be the normalizer of
Γ in Isom(En). Then NE(Γ) is a discrete subgroup of Isom(E
n) if and only if
Z(Γ) = {I}. If Z(Γ) = {I}, then NE(Γ) is an n-space group with En/NE(Γ)
isometric to (En/Γ)/Isom(En/Γ).
Proof. We have that NE(Γ) is a Lie group by Lemma 6. Hence NE(Γ) is locally
connected. Therefore NE(Γ) is discrete if and only if the connected component of
NE(Γ) containing I is {I}. The connected component of NE(Γ) containing I is
{v + I : v ∈ Span(Z(Γ))} by Lemma 10. Hence NE(Γ) is discrete if and only if
Z(Γ) = {I}.
Now assume that Z(Γ) = {I}. Then NE(Γ) is a discrete subgroup of Isom(En).
Therefore Γ is a subgroup of NE(Γ) of finite index by Lemma 5. As E
n/NE(Γ) is
a quotient of En/Γ, we have that En/NE(Γ) is compact. Hence E
n/NE(Γ) is an
n-space group.
The group Isom(En/Γ) is finite by Corollary 5. By Lemma 5, the epimor-
phism Φ : NE(Γ) → Isom(En/Γ) induces an isometry from (En/Γ)/(NE(Γ)/Γ)
to (En/Γ)/Isom(En/Γ). Moreover (En/Γ)/(NE(Γ)/Γ) is isometric to E
n/NE(Γ).
Hence En/NE(Γ) is isometric to (E
n/Γ)/Isom(En/Γ). 
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Let Γ be an n-space group. The group of Euclidean automorphisms of Γ, denoted
by AutE(Γ), is the group of all automorphisms of Γ that are equal to conjugation
by an isometry of En. The group Inn(Γ) of inner automorphisms of Γ is a normal
subgroup of AutE(Γ). The group of Euclidean outer automorphisms of Γ is the
group
OutE(Γ) = AutE(Γ)/Inn(Γ).
Let ζ be an isometry of En/Γ. Then ζ lifts to an isometry ζ˜ of En such that
ζ˜Γζ˜−1 = Γ. The isometry ζ˜ of En determines an automorphism ζ˜∗ of Γ defined by
ζ˜∗(γ) = ζ˜γζ˜
−1. If ζ˜′ is another lift of ζ, then ζ˜′ = ζ˜γ for some γ in Γ. Hence the
element ζ˜∗Inn(Γ) of OutE(Γ) depends only on ζ, and we have an epimorphism
Ω : Isom(En/Γ)→ OutE(Γ)
defined by Ω(ζ) = ζ˜∗Inn(Γ).
Theorem 12. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let K be the connected component
of the identity of the compact Lie group Isom(En/Γ). Then K is the kernel of the
epimorphism Ω : Isom(En/Γ)→ OutE(Γ), and therefore OutE(Γ) is a finite group.
Proof. Define Θ : NE(Γ) → AutE(Γ) by Θ(η) = η∗ where η∗(γ) = ηγη−1 for each
γ ∈ Γ. Then Θ is an epimorphism that maps Γ onto Inn(Γ). Hence Θ induces
an epimorphism Θ : NE(Γ)/Γ → OutE(Γ). Now the kernel of Θ is the centralizer
CE(Γ) of Γ in Isom(E
n). Hence Ker(Θ) = CE(Γ)Γ/Γ. By Lemma 10, we have that
CE(Γ) = {v + I : v ∈ Span(Z(Γ))}.
By Lemma 10, we have that CE(Γ) is the connected component C ofNE(Γ) contain-
ing I, and CΓ/Γ is the connected component of NE(Γ)/Γ containing the identity.
Moreover, we have an isomorphism Φ : NE(Γ)/Γ→ Isom(En/Γ) of Lie groups and
Ω = ΘΦ
−1
. Therefore Ker(Ω) = Φ(Ker(Θ)) = Φ(CΓ/Γ) = K. 
An affinity α of En is a function α : En → En for which there is an element
a ∈ En and a matrix A ∈ GL(n,R) such that α(x) = a + Ax for all x in En. We
write simply α = a + A. The set Aff(En) of all affinities of En is a group that
contains Isom(En) as a subgroup.
Let Γ be an n-space group. An affinity of En/Γ is a function β : En/Γ→ En/Γ
that lifts to an affinity β˜ of En, that is, β(Γx) = Γβ˜(x) for all x in En. The
set Aff(En/Γ) of all affinities of En/Γ is a group that contains Isom(En/Γ) as a
subgroup.
Let NA(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ in Aff(E
n). Define
Φ : NA(Γ)→ Aff(En/Γ)
by Φ(η) = η⋆ where η⋆(Γx) = Γη(x) for each x ∈ En.
Lemma 11. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NA(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ in
Aff(En). Then Φ : NA(Γ)→ Aff(En/Γ) is an epimorphism with kernel Γ.
Proof. Let β ∈ Aff(En/Γ). Then β lifts to β˜ ∈ Aff(En) such that β(Γx) = Γβ˜(x)
for all x in En. We have that β˜ ∈ NA(Γ) by the argument in the last paragraph
of the proof of Theorem 13.2.6 of [8]. Hence Φ is an epimorphism. The proof that
Γ = Ker(Φ) is the same as in the proof of Lemma 5. 
Define Θ : NA(Γ)→ Aut(Γ) by Θ(η) = η∗ where η∗(γ) = ηγη−1 for each γ ∈ Γ.
Let CA(Γ) be the centralizer of Γ in Aff(E
n). The next lemma is in Gubler [6].
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Lemma 12. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let NA(Γ) be the normalizer of Γ
in Aff(En). Then Θ : NA(Γ) → Aut(Γ) is an epimorphism with kernel CA(Γ).
Moreover CA(Γ) = CE(Γ), and Θ maps NE(Γ) onto AutE(Γ).
Proof. By Bieberbach’s Theorem, Θ is an epimorphism. Clearly Ker(Θ) = CA(Γ).
Let α ∈ CA(Γ). Then α = a+A for some a ∈ En and A ∈ GL(n,R). Let T be the
group of translations of Γ, and let b+ I ∈ T. Then (a+A)(b+ I)(a+A)−1 = b+ I
implies that Ab = b for all b+ I ∈ T. Hence A = I. Therefore CA(Γ) = CE(Γ). 
Let β be an affinity of En/Γ. Then β lifts to an affinity β˜ of En such that
β˜Γβ˜−1 = Γ. The affinity β˜ of En determines an automorphism β˜∗ of Γ defined by
β˜∗(γ) = β˜γβ˜
−1. If β˜′ is another lift of β, then β˜′ = β˜γ for some γ in Γ. Hence the
element β˜∗Inn(Γ) of Out(Γ) depends only on β, and we have an homomorphism
Ω : Aff(En/Γ)→ Out(Γ) defined by Ω(β) = β˜∗Inn(Γ).
Theorem 13. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let K be the connected component
of the identity of the Lie group Isom(En/Γ). Then Ω : Aff(En/Γ)→ Out(Γ) is an
epimorphism, and Ker(Ω) = K.
Proof. By Bieberbach’s theorem, every automorphism of Γ is conjugation by an
affinity of En, and so Ω : Aff(En/Γ)→ Out(Γ) is an epimorphism.
Suppose β ∈ Ker(Ω). Then β lifts to β˜ ∈ Aff(En) such that β˜∗ ∈ Inn(Γ). Hence
β˜∗ = γ∗ for some γ ∈ Γ. Let CA(Γ) be the centralizer of Γ in Aff(En). Then
β˜γ−1 ∈ CA(Γ). Hence β˜ ∈ CA(Γ)Γ. We have that CA(Γ) = CE(Γ) by Lemma
12, and so β˜ is an isometry of En. Hence β is an isometry of En/Γ. Therefore
Ker(Ω) = K by Theorem 12. 
Corollary 8. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let K be the connected component of
the identity of the Lie group Isom(En/Γ). Then we have the following commutative
diagrams of group homomorphisms.
1 1 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 → Z(Γ) → Γ → Inn(Γ) → 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 → CE(Γ) → NE(Γ) → AutE(Γ) → 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 → K → Isom(En/Γ) → OutE(Γ) → 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 1 1
1 1 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 → Z(Γ) → Γ → Inn(Γ) → 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 → CE(Γ) → NA(Γ) → Aut(Γ) → 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 → K → Aff(En/Γ) → Out(Γ) → 1
↓ ↓ ↓
1 1 1
Moreover the rows and columns of both diagrams are exact.
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Let Γ be an n-space group with point group Π. The point group of NE(Γ) is the
group
ΠE = {B : b+B ∈ NE(Γ) for some b ∈ En}.
The group ΠE is finite by the proof of Lemma 7. The point group of NA(Γ) is the
group
ΠA = {B : b+B ∈ NA(Γ) for some b ∈ En}.
We have that ΠE is a subgroup of ΠA. By Lemma 12, we may define
Υ : Out(Γ)→ ΠA/Π
by Υ((b+B)∗Inn(Γ)) = ΠB for each b+B ∈ NA(Γ).
Define
Out1E(Γ) = {(b+ I)∗Inn(Γ) : b+ I ∈ NE(Γ)}.
Then Out1E(Γ) is an abelian subgroup of OutE(Γ), and so Out
1
E(Γ) is a finite abelian
group by Theorem 12.
The translation lattice of Γ is the group L = {a ∈ En : a+ I ∈ Γ}. The stabilizer
of L in GL(n,R) is the group GL(L) = {B ∈ GL(n,R) : BL = L}.
Lemma 13. Let Γ be an n-space group with point group Π, let ΠE be the point
group of NE(Γ), and let ΠA be the point group of NA(Γ). Let L be the translation
lattice of Γ, and let GL(L) be the stabilizer of L in GL(n,R). Then ΠA is a subgroup
of the normalizer of Π in GL(L). The map Υ : Out(Γ)→ ΠA/Π is an epimorphism
with kernel Out1E(Γ), and Υ maps OutE(Γ) onto ΠE/Π. The group Out(Γ) is finite
if and only if ΠA is finite, and OutE(Γ) = Out(Γ) if and only if ΠE = ΠA.
Proof. If b+B ∈ NA(Γ) and a+A ∈ Γ, then
(b+B)(a+A)(b +B)−1 = Ba+ (I −BAB−1)b +BAB−1.
Hence ΠA is a subgroup of the normalizer of Π in GL(L). The map Υ is an
epimorphism and Υ maps OutE(Γ) onto ΠE/Π by Lemma 12. Now (b+B)∗Inn(Γ) ∈
Ker(Υ) if and only if B ∈ Π. If B ∈ Π, then a + B ∈ Γ for some a ∈ En, and
so (b + B)(a + B)−1 = b − a + I, whence (b + B)∗Inn(Γ) = (b − a + I)∗Inn(Γ).
Thus Ker(Υ) = Out1E(Γ). As the groups Out
1
E(Γ) and Π are finite, Out(Γ) is
finite if and only if ΠA is finite. As Υ maps OutE(Γ) onto ΠE/Π, we deduce that
OutE(Γ) = Out(Γ) if and only if ΠE = ΠA. 
Remark 7. If Γ is a 1-space group, then Γ is either an infinite cyclic or infinite
dihedral group, and so Out(Γ) has order two. If Γ is a 2-space group, then Out(Γ)
is infinite if and only if E2/Γ is either a torus or a pillow by Lemma 13 and Table
5A in [2].
Let Γ1 and Γ2 be n-space groups, and let φ ∈ Aff(En) such that φΓ1φ−1 = Γ2.
Then φ induces an affinity φ⋆ : E
n/Γ1 → En/Γ2 defined by φ⋆(Γ1x) = Γ2φ(x) for
each x ∈ En. Define φ♯ : Aff(Em/Γ1)→ Aff(En/Γ2) by φ♯(α) = φ⋆αφ−1⋆ . Then φ♯
is an isomorphism with (φ♯)
−1 = (φ−1)♯.
Let φ∗ : Γ1 → Γ2 be the isomorphism defined by φ∗(γ) = φγφ−1. Define
φ# : Out(Γ1) → Out(Γ2) by φ#(ζInn(Γ1)) = φ∗ζφ−1∗ Inn(Γ2). Then φ# is an
isomorphism with (φ#)
−1 = (φ−1)#.
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Lemma 14. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be n-space groups, and let φ ∈ Aff(En) such that
φΓ1φ
−1 = Γ2. Then the following diagram commutes
Aff(En/Γ1)
φ♯−→ Aff(En/Γ2)
Ω ↓ ↓ Ω
Out(Γ1)
φ#−→ Out(Γ2)
Proof. If α ∈ Aff(En/Γ), then we have
Ωφ♯(α) = Ω(φ⋆αφ
−1
⋆ )
= (φα˜φ−1)∗Inn(Γ2)
= φ∗α˜∗φ
−1
∗ Inn(Γ2)
= φ#(α˜∗Inn(Γ1)) = φ#(Ω(α)). 
Theorem 14. Let Γ be an n-space group, and let G be a finite subgroup of Out(Γ).
Then there exists C ∈ GL(n,R) such that CΓC−1 is an n-space group and C#(G)
is a subgroup of OutE(CΓC
−1). If G is maximal, then C#(G) = OutE(CΓC
−1).
Proof. Let P be the subgroup of ΠA such that Υ(G) = P/Π. As P/Π and Π
are finite, P is finite. By Lemma 9 of §7.5 of [8], there exists C ∈ GL(n,R)
such that CPC−1 ⊂ O(n). Then CΓC−1 is a discrete subgroup of Isom(En), and
C⋆ : E
n/Γ → En/CΓC−1 is an affine homeomorphism. Therefore En/CΓC−1 is
compact. Hence CΓC−1 is an n-space group.
Let g ∈ G. Then g = (b +B)∗Inn(Γ) for some B ∈ P. We have that
C#(g) = C∗(b+B)∗C
−1
∗ Inn(CΓC
−1)
= (C(b +B)C−1)∗Inn(CΓC
−1)
= (Cb + CBC−1)∗Inn(CΓC
−1).
As Cb + CBC−1 ∈ Isom(En), we have that C#(g) ∈ OutE(CΓC−1). Thus C#(G)
is a subgroup of OutE(CΓC
−1).
If G is maximal, then C#(G) is a maximal finite subgroup of C#(Out(Γ)) =
Out(CΓC−1). Hence C#(G) = OutE(CΓC
−1), since OutE(CΓC
−1) is a finite
subgroup of Out(CΓC−1). 
Corollary 9. Let Γ be an n-space group such that Out(Γ) is finite. Then there
exists C ∈ GL(n,R) such that CΓC−1 is an n-space group and
OutE(CΓC
−1) = Out(CΓC−1).
6. On the affine classification of flat orbifold fibrations
In this section, we develop some theory for classifying geometric orbifold fibra-
tions of compact, connected, flat n-orbifolds up to affine equivalence. Geometric
flat orbifold fibrations ηi : Mi → Bi, for i = 1, 2, are said to be affinely equivalent
if there are affinities α :M1 →M2 and β : B1 → B2 such that βη1 = η2α. We have
the following theorem from [10].
Theorem 15. Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi for i =
1, 2, and let ηi : E
n/Γi → (En/Vi)/(Γi/Ni) be the fibration projections determined
by Ni for i = 1, 2. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The fibration projections η1 and η2 are affinely equivalent.
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(2) There is an affinity φ of En such that φΓ1φ
−1 = Γ2 and φN1φ
−1 = N2.
(3) There is an isomorphism ψ : Γ1 → Γ2 such that ψ(N1) = N2.
Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, let V = Span(N),
and let V ⊥ be the orthogonal complement of V in En. Euclidean n-space En
decomposes as the Cartesian product En = V × V ⊥. The action of N on V ⊥ is
trivial. Hence En/N decomposes as the Cartesian product
En/N = V/N× V ⊥.
The action of Γ/N on En/N corresponds to the diagonal action of Γ/N on V/N×
V ⊥ via isometries defined by the formula
(N(b +B))(Nv, w) = (N(c+Bv), d+Bw)
where b = c+ d with c ∈ V and d ∈ V ⊥. Hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 16. Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and
let V = Span(N). Then the map
χ : En/Γ→ (V/N × V ⊥)/(Γ/N)
defined by χ(Γx) = (Γ/N)(Nv, w), with x = v + w and v ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥, is an
isometry.
The group N is the kernel of the action of Γ on V ⊥, and so we have an effective
action of Γ/N on V ⊥. The natural projection from V/N × V ⊥ to V ⊥ induces a
continuous surjection
π⊥ : (V/N× V ⊥)/(Γ/N)→ V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Orthogonal projection from En to V ⊥ induces an isometry from En/V to V ⊥ which
in turn induces an isometry
ψ⊥ : (En/V )/(Γ/N)→ V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Theorem 17. The following diagram commutes
En/Γ
χ−→ (V/N× V ⊥)/(Γ/N)
ηV ↓ ↓ π⊥
(En/V )/(Γ/N)
ψ⊥−→ V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Proof. Let x ∈ En. Write x = v + w with v ∈ V and w ∈ V ⊥. Then we have
π⊥(χ(Γx)) = π⊥((Γ/N)(Nv, w))
= (Γ/N)w
= ψ⊥((Γ/N)(V + x)) = ψ⊥(ηV (Γx)). 
Let N be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ, and let V =
Span(N). Let γ ∈ Γ. Then γ = b+B with b ∈ En and B ∈ O(n). Write b = b+ b′
with b ∈ V and b′ ∈ V ⊥. Let B and B′ be the orthogonal transformations of V and
V ⊥, respectively, obtained by restricting B. Let γ = b+B and γ′ = b′ +B′. Then
γ and γ′ are isometries of V and V ⊥, respectively. If γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ, then we have that
γ1γ2 = γ1 γ2 and (γ1γ2)
′ = γ′1γ
′
2.
Let Γ = {γ : γ ∈ Γ}. Then Γ is a subgroup of Isom(V ). Example 1 shows
that Γ is not necessarily discrete. The map B : Γ → Γ defined by B(γ) = γ is an
epimorphism with kernel K equal to the kernel of the action of Γ on V .
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Let Γ′ = {γ′ : γ ∈ Γ}. Then Γ′ is a subgroup of Isom(V ⊥). The map P′ :
Γ→ Γ′ defined by P′(γ) = γ′ is epimorphism with kernel N, since N is a complete
normal subgroup of Γ. Hence P′ induces an isomorphism P : Γ/N→ Γ′ defined by
P(Nγ) = γ′. The group Γ′ is a space group with V ⊥/Γ′ = V ⊥/(Γ/N).
Let N = {ν : ν ∈ N}. Then N is a subgroup of Isom(V ). The map B : N → N
defined by B(ν) = ν is an isomorphism. The group N is a space group with
V/N = V/N.
The diagonal action of Γ on V ×V ⊥ is given by γ(v, w) = (γv, γ′w). The diagonal
action of Γ/N on V/N × V ⊥ is given by Nγ(Nv, w) = (Nγv, γ′w). The action of
Γ/N on V/N determines a homomorphism
Ξ : Γ/N→ Isom(V/N)
defined by Ξ(Nγ) = γ⋆, where γ⋆ : V/N → V/N is defined by γ⋆(Nv) = Nγ(v) for
each v ∈ V .
Theorem 18. Let M be an m-space group, let ∆ be an (n −m)-space group, and
let Θ : ∆→ Isom(Em/M) be a homomorphism. Identify En with Em×En−m, and
extend M to a subgroup N of Isom(En) such that the point group of N acts trivially
on (Em)⊥ = En−m. Then there exists a unique n-space group Γ containing N as
a complete normal subgroup such that Γ′ = ∆, and if Ξ : Γ/N → Isom(Em/N) is
the homomorphism induced by the action of Γ/N on Em/N, then Ξ = ΘP where
P : Γ/N→ Γ′ is the isomorphism defined by P(Nγ) = γ′ for each γ ∈ Γ.
Proof. Let δ ∈ ∆. By Lemma 5, there exists δ˜ ∈ NE(M) such that δ˜⋆ = Θ(δ). The
isometry δ˜ is unique up to multiplication by an element of M. Let δ = d+D, with
d ∈ En−m and D ∈ O(n −m), and let δ˜ = d˜ + D˜, with d˜ ∈ Em and D˜ ∈ O(m).
Let dˆ = d˜ + d, and let Dˆ = D˜ ×D. Then DˆEm = Em and DˆEn−m = En−m. Let
δˆ = dˆ+ Dˆ. Then δˆ is an isometry of En such that δˆ = δ˜ and
(
δˆ
)′
= δ. The isometry
δˆ is unique up to multiplication by an element of N. We have that
δˆ−1 = −Dˆ−1dˆ+ Dˆ−1 = −D˜−1d˜−D−1d+ D˜−1 ×D−1,
and so δˆ−1 =
(
δ˜
)−1
and (δˆ−1)′ = δ−1. We have that
δˆNδˆ−1 = δˆNδˆ−1 = δ˜Mδ˜−1 = M = N
and
(δˆNδˆ−1)′ = δˆ′N′(δˆ−1)′ = δ{I ′}δ−1 = {I ′}.
Therefore δˆNδˆ−1 = N.
Let Γ be the subgroup of Isom(En) generated by N ∪ {δˆ : δ ∈ ∆}. Then Γ
contains N as a normal subgroup, and the point group of Γ leaves Em invariant.
Suppose γ ∈ Γ. Then there exists ν ∈ N and δ1, . . . , δk ∈ ∆ and ǫ1, . . . , ǫk ∈ {±1}
such that γ = νδˆǫ11 · · · δˆǫkk . Then we have
γ′ = ν′(δˆǫ11 )
′ · · · (δˆǫkk )′ = δǫ11 · · · δǫkk .
Hence Γ′ = ∆, and we have an epimorphism P′ : Γ → ∆ defined by P′(γ) = γ′.
The group N is in the kernel of P′, and so P′ induces an epimorphism P : Γ/N→ ∆
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defined by P(Nγ) = γ′. Suppose P(Nγ) = I ′. By Lemma 5, we have that
P(Nγ) = I ′ ⇒ γ′ = I ′ ⇒ δǫ11 · · · δǫkk = I ′
⇒ Θ(δ1)ǫ1 · · ·Θ(δk)ǫk = I⋆
⇒ (δ˜1)ǫ1⋆ · · · (δ˜k)ǫk⋆ = I⋆
⇒ M(δ˜1)ǫ1 · · ·M(δ˜k)ǫk = M
⇒ M(δ˜1)ǫ1 · · · (δ˜k)ǫk = M
⇒ Mδˆǫ11 · · · δˆǫkk = M ⇒ Mγ = M ⇒ γ ∈M.
As γ′ = I ′ and γ ∈ N, we have that γ ∈ N. Thus P is an isomorphism.
We next show that Γ acts discontinuously on En. Let C be a compact subset
of En. Let K and L be the orthogonal projections of C into Em and En−m,
respectively. Then C ⊆ K × L. As ∆ acts discontinuously on En−m, there exists
only finitely many elements δ1, . . . , δk of ∆ such that L ∩ δiL 6= ∅ for each i. Let
γi = δˆi for i = 1, . . . , k. The setKi = K∪γi(K) is compact for each i = 1, . . . , k. As
N acts discontinuously on Em, there is a finite subset Fi of N such thatKi∩νKi 6= ∅
only if ν ∈ Fi for each i. Hence K ∩ νγi(K) 6= ∅ only if ν ∈ Fi for each i. The set
F = F1γ1 ∪ · · · ∪Fkγk is a finite subset of Γ. Suppose γ ∈ Γ and C ∩γC 6= ∅. Then
L∩γ′L 6= ∅, and so γ′ = δi for some i. Hence γ = νγi for some ν ∈ N. Now we have
that K ∩ γK 6= ∅, and so K ∩ νγiK 6= ∅. Hence ν ∈ Fi. Therefore γ ∈ F . Thus
Γ acts discontinuously on En. Therefore Γ is a discrete subgroup of Isom(En) by
Theorem 5.3.5 of [8].
Let DM and D∆ be fundamental domains for M in E
m and ∆ in En−m, respec-
tively. Then their topological closures DM and D∆ are compact sets. Let x ∈ En.
Write x = x + x′ with x ∈ Em and x′ ∈ En−m. Then there exists δ ∈ ∆ such that
δx′ ∈ D∆, and there exists ν ∈ N such that νδ˜x ∈ DM. We have that
νδˆx = νδˆx+ (νδˆ)′x′ = νδ˜x+ δx′ ∈ DM ×D∆.
Hence the quotient map π : En → En/Γ maps the compact set DM × D∆ onto
En/Γ. Therefore En/Γ is compact. Thus Γ is an n-space group.
Let Ξ : Γ/N → Isom(En/N) be the homomorphism induced by the action of
Γ/N on Em/N. Let γ ∈ Γ. Then there exists δ ∈ ∆ such that Nγ = Nδˆ. Then
γ′ = (δˆ)′ = δ, and we have that Ξ = ΘP, since
Ξ(Nγ) = Ξ(Nδˆ) = (δˆ)⋆ = δ˜⋆ = Θ(δ) = Θ(γ
′) = ΘP(Nγ).
Suppose γ is an isometry of En such that γNγ−1 = N and γ′ ∈ ∆ and γ⋆ = Θ(γ′).
Then γ̂′ ∈ Γ. Now γ⋆ = γ˜′⋆, and so γ = νγ˜′ for some ν ∈ N by Lemma 5. Then
γ = νγ̂′. Hence γ ∈ Γ. Thus Γ is the unique n-space group that contains N as a
complete normal subgroup such that Γ′ = ∆ and Ξ = ΘP. 
Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi, with Vi =
Span(Ni), for i = 1, 2. Let φ be an affinity of E
n such that φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 = (Γ2,N2).
Write φ = c + C with c ∈ En and C ∈ GL(n,R). Let a + I ∈ N1. Then
φ(a+ I)φ−1 = Ca+ I. Hence CV1 ⊆ V2. Let C : V1 → V2 be the linear transforma-
tion obtained by restricting C. Let C′ : V ⊥1 → V2 and C′ : V ⊥1 → V ⊥2 be the linear
transformations obtained by restricting C to V ⊥1 followed by the orthogonal pro-
jections to V2 and V
⊥
2 , respectively. Write c = c+ c
′ with c ∈ V2 and c′ ∈ V ⊥2 . Let
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φ : V1 → V2 and φ′ : V ⊥1 → V ⊥2 be the affine transformations defined by φ = c+C
and φ′ = c′ + C′.
Lemma 15. Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi, with
Vi = Span(Ni), for i = 1, 2. Let φ = c + C be an affinity of E
n such that
φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 = (Γ2,N2). Then C and C
′ are invertible, with C
−1
= C−1 and
(C′)−1 = (C−1)′, and (C−1)′ = −C−1C′(C′)−1. If b + B ∈ Γ1, then C′B′ =
CBC
−1
C′. Moreover C′V ⊥1 ⊆ Span(Z(N2)).
Proof. We have that
dimV1 = dimN1 = dimN2 = dimV2.
Let y ∈ En and write y = y + y′ with y ∈ V2 and y′ ∈ V ⊥2 . Then
y = CC−1(y) = CC−1(y),
and so C is invertible with C
−1
= C−1. We have that
y′ = CC−1y′
= C((C−1)′(y′) + (C−1)′(y′))
= C(C−1)′(y′) + C(C−1)′(y′)
= C(C−1)′(y′) + C′(C−1)′(y′) + C′(C−1)′(y′).
Hence C′ is invertible, with (C′)−1 = (C−1)′, and C(C−1)′+C′(C−1)′ = 0. There-
fore (C−1)′ = −C−1C′(C′)−1.
Let γ = b+B ∈ Γ1. Then φγφ−1 ∈ Γ2. Let w ∈ V ⊥2 . Then we have
w = CBC−1w
= CB((C−1)′(w) + (C−1)′(w))
= C(B(C−1)′(w) +B′(C−1)′(w))
= CB(C−1)′(w) + CB′(C−1)′(w)
= CB(C−1)′(w) + C′B′(C−1)′(w) + C′B′(C−1)′(w).
As φγφ−1(w) ∈ V ⊥2 , we have that
CB(C−1)′ + C′B′(C−1)′ = 0.
Therefore
CB(−C−1C′(C′)−1) + C′B′(C′)−1 = 0.
Hence C′B′ = CBC
−1
C′.
Now suppose γ ∈ N1. Then B′ = I ′. Hence BC−1C′ = C−1C′. By Lemma 9,
we deduce that C
−1
C′V1 ⊆ Span(Z(N1)). As φZ(N1)φ−1 = Z(N2), we have that
C′V1 ⊆ Span(Z(N2)). 
Theorem 19. Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi, with
Vi = Span(Ni) for i = 1, 2. Let Ξi : Γi/Ni → Isom(Vi/Ni) be the homomorphism
induced by the action of Γi/Ni on Vi/Ni for i = 1, 2. Let α : V1 → V2, and β :
V ⊥1 → V ⊥2 be affinities such that αN1α−1 = N2 and βΓ′1β−1 = Γ′2. Write α = c+C
with c ∈ V2 and C : V1 → V2 a linear isomorphism. Let D : V ⊥1 → Span(Z(N2))
be a linear transformation such that if b + B ∈ Γ1, then DB′ = CBC−1D. Let
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Pi : Γi/Ni → Γ′i be the isomorphism defined by Pi(Niγ) = γ′ for each i = 1, 2, and
let p1 : Γ1/N1 → V ⊥1 be defined by p1(N1(b + B)) = b′. Let K2 be the connected
component of the identity of the Lie group Isom(V2/N2), and let (Dp1)⋆ : Γ1/N1 →
K2 be defined by (Dp1)⋆(N1(b + B)) = (Db
′ + I)⋆ where (Db
′ + I)⋆ is defined by
(Db′ + I)⋆(N2v) = N2(Db
′ + v) for each v ∈ V2. Then there exists an affinity
φ = c + C of En such that φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 = (Γ2,N2), with φ = α, and φ
′ = β, and
C′ = D if and only if
Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1 = (Dp1)⋆α♯Ξ1.
Moreover (Dp1)⋆ : Γ1/N1 → K2 is a crossed homomorphism with Γ1/N1 acting on
the torus K2 by (N1(b+B))(v + I)⋆ = (CBC
−1
v + I)⋆ for each v ∈ Span(Z(N2)).
Proof. Suppose that φ = c + C is an affinity of En such that φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 =
(Γ2,N2), with φ = α, and φ
′ = β, and C′ = D. Let γ = b+B ∈ Γ1. Then we have
φγφ−1 = (c+ C)(b+B)(c + C)−1 = Cb+ (I − CBC−1)c+ CBC−1.
Hence we have
φγφ−1 = Cb+ C′b′ + (I − CBC−1)c+ CBC−1
= (C′b′ + I)(c+ C)(b+B)(c+ C)−1
= (Db′ + I)φγφ
−1
= (Db′ + I)αγα−1,
and
(φγφ−1)′ = C′b′ + (I ′ − C′B′(C′)−1)c′ + C′B′(C′)−1
= (c′ + C′)(b′ +B′)(c′ + C′)−1
= φ′γ′(φ′)−1 = βγ′β−1.
Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1γ) = Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗(γ
′)
= Ξ2P
−1
2 (βγ
′β−1)
= Ξ2P
−1
2 (φγφ
−1)′
= Ξ2(N2φγφ
−1)
= (φγφ−1)⋆
= ((Db′ + I)αγα−1)⋆
= (Db′ + I)⋆α⋆γ⋆α
−1
⋆
= (Dp1(N1(b+B)))⋆α♯(γ⋆) = (Dp1(N1γ))⋆α♯(Ξ1(N1γ)).
Hence we have that Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1 = (Dp1)⋆α♯Ξ1.
Conversely, suppose that Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1 = (Dp1)⋆α♯Ξ1. Define an affine transfor-
mation φ : En → En by
φ(x) = α(x) +D(x′) + β(x′)
for each x ∈ En, where x = x+ x′ with x ∈ V1 and x′ ∈ V ⊥1 . Then φ is an affinity
of En, with
φ−1(y) = α−1(y)− C−1Dβ−1(y′) + β−1(y′)
for each y ∈ En where y = y + y′ with y ∈ V2 and y′ ∈ V ⊥2 .
Write β′ = c′+C′ with c′ ∈ V ⊥2 and C′ : V ⊥1 → V ⊥2 a linear isomorphism. Write
φ = c + C with c ∈ En and C a linear isomorphism of En. Then c = c + c′ and
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Cx = Cx +Dx′ + C′x′ for each x ∈ En with x ∈ V1 and x′ ∈ V ⊥1 . We have that
φ = α, and φ′ = β and C′ = D. We also have φ−1 = −C−1c+ C−1 and
C−1y = C
−1
y − C−1D(C′)−1y′ + (C′)−1y′
for all y ∈ En with y ∈ V2 and y′ ∈ V ⊥2 .
Let γ ∈ Γ1. Write γ = b+B with b ∈ En and B ∈ O(n). Then we have
φγφ−1 = (c+ C)(b+B)(c + C)−1 = Cb+ (I − CBC−1)c+ CBC−1.
Let y ∈ En. Write y = y + y′ with y ∈ V2 and y′ ∈ V ⊥2 . Then we have that
CBC−1 = CB(C
−1
y − C−1D(C′)−1y′ + (C′)−1y′
= C(BC
−1
y −BC−1D(C′)−1y′ +B′(C′)−1y′
= CBC
−1
y − CBC−1D(C′)−1y′ +DB′(C′)−1y′ + C′B′(C′)−1y′
= CBC
−1
y + C′B′(C′)−1y′.
Hence CBC−1 = CBC
−1×C′B′(C′)−1 as a linear isomorphism of En = V2×V ⊥2 .
Moreover, we have
φγφ−1 = Cb+ C′b′ + (I − CBC−1)c+ CBC−1
= (C′b′ + I)(c+ C)(b+B)(c+ C)−1
= (Db′ + I)φγφ
−1
= (Db′ + I)αγα−1,
and
(φγφ−1)′ = C′b′ + (I ′ − C′B′(C′)−1)c′ + C′B′(C′)−1
= (c′ + C′)(b′ +B′)(c′ + C′)−1
= φ′γ′(φ′)−1 = βγ′β−1.
As Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1 = (Dp1)⋆α♯Ξ1, we have that (αγα
−1)⋆ is an isometry of V2/N2.
By Lemmas 5 and 11, we have that αγα−1 is an isometry of V2. Hence CBC
−1
is
an orthogonal transformation of V2.
As βΓ′1β
−1 = Γ′2, we have that C
′B′(C′)−1 is an orthogonal transformation of
V ⊥2 . Hence CBC
−1 = CBC
−1 × C′B′(C′)−1 is an orthogonal transformation of
En = V2 × V ⊥2 . Therefore φγφ−1 is an isometry of En for each γ ∈ Γ1.
As Γ1 acts discontinuously on E
n and φ is a homeomorphism of En, we have that
φΓ1φ
−1 acts discontinuously on En. Therefore φΓ1φ
−1 is a discrete subgroup of
Isom(En) by Theorem 5.3.5 of [8]. Now φ induces a homeomorphism φ⋆ : E
n/Γ1 →
En/φΓ1φ
−1 defined by φ⋆(Γ1x) = φΓ1φ
−1φ(x). Hence En/φΓ1φ
−1 is compact.
Therefore φΓ1φ
−1 is a n-space group.
Now φ∗ : Γ1 → φΓ1φ−1, defined by φ∗(γ) = φγφ−1, is an isomorphism that
maps the normal subgroup N1 to the normal subgroup φN1φ
−1 of φΓ1φ
−1, and
φΓ1φ
−1/φN1φ
−1 is isomorphic to Γ1/N1. Hence φΓ1φ
−1/φN1φ
−1 is a space group.
Therefore φN1φ
−1 is a complete normal subgroup of φΓ1φ
−1 by Theorem 5 of [10].
Now suppose ν = a+ A ∈ N1. Then a′ = 0 and A′ = I ′, and so ν′ = I ′. Hence
φνφ−1 = ανα−1 and (φνφ−1)′ = I ′. As αN1α
−1 = N2, we have that φN1φ
−1 = N2.
Moreover, as βΓ′1β
−1 = Γ′2, we have that (φΓ1φ
−1)′ = Γ′2.
Let Ξ : φΓ1φ
−1/N2 → Isom(V2/N2) be the homomorphism induced by the action
of φΓ1φ
−1/N2 on V2/N2. Let γ = b+B ∈ Γ1, and let P : φΓ1φ−1/N2 → Γ′2 be the
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isomorphism defined by P(N2φγφ
−1) = (φγφ−1)′. Then we have that
ΞP−1(βγ′β−1) = ΞP−1((φγφ−1)′)
= Ξ(N2φγφ
−1)
= (φγφ−1)⋆
= ((Db′ + I)αγα−1)⋆
= (Db′ + I)⋆α⋆γ⋆α
−1
⋆
= (Dp1(N1(b +B)))⋆α♯(γ⋆)
= (Dp1(N1γ))⋆α♯(Ξ1(N1γ))
= Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1γ) = Ξ2P
−1
2 (βγ
′β−1).
Hence we have that ΞP−1 = Ξ2P
−1
2 . Therefore φΓ1φ
−1 = Γ2 by Theorem 18. Thus
φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 = (Γ2,N2).
Let γ = b+B and γ1 = b1 +B1 be elements of Γ1. Then we have that
(Dp1)⋆(N1γN1γ1) = (Dp1)⋆(N1(b+Bb1 +BB1))
= (D(b +Bb1)
′ + I)⋆
= (D(b′ +B′b′1) + I)⋆
= (Db′ +DB′b′1 + I)⋆
= (Db′ + CBC
−1
Db′1 + I)⋆
= (Db′ + I)⋆(CBC
−1
Db′1 + I)⋆
= (Db′ + I)⋆(N1(b+B))(Db
′
1 + I)⋆
= (Dp1)⋆(N1γ)((N1γ)(Dp1)⋆(N1γ1)).
Therefore (Dp1)⋆ : Γ1/N1 → K2 is a crossed homomorphism. 
Definition: Let m be a positive integer less than n. Let M be an m-space
group, let Aff(M) = Aff(Em/M), and let ∆ be an (n − m)-space group. Define
Homf (∆,Aff(M)) to be the set of all homomorphism from ∆ to Aff(M) such that
the composition with Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) has finite image.
By Lemma 14, the group Aff(M) acts on the left of Homf (∆,Aff(M)) by conju-
gation, that is, if α ∈ Aff(M) and η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)), then αη = α∗η where α∗ :
Aff(M)→ Aff(M) is defined by α∗(β) = αβα−1. Let Aff(M)\Homf (∆,Aff(M)) be
the set of Aff(M)-orbits. The group Aut(∆) acts on the right of Homf (∆,Aff(M))
by composition of homomorphisms. If ζ ∈ Aut(∆) and η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)) and
α ∈ Aff(M), then
(αη)ζ = (α∗η)ζ = α∗(ηζ) = α(ηζ).
Hence Aut(∆) acts on the right of Aff(M)\Homf (∆,Aff(M)) by
(Aff(M)η)ζ = Aff(M)(ηζ).
Let δ, ǫ ∈ ∆ and η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)). Then we have that
ηδ∗(ǫ) = η(δǫδ
−1) = η(δ)η(ǫ)η(δ)−1 = η(δ)∗η(ǫ) = (η(δ)η)(ǫ).
Hence ηδ∗ = η(δ)η. Therefore Inn(∆) acts trivially on Aff(M)\Homf (∆,Aff(M)).
Hence Out(∆) acts on the right of Aff(M)\Homf (∆,Aff(M)) by
(Aff(M)η)(ζInn(∆)) = Aff(M)(ηζ).
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Definition: Define the set Aff(∆,M) by the formula
Aff(∆,M) = (Aff(M)\Homf (∆,Aff(M)))/Out(∆).
If η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)), let [η] = (Aff(M)η)Out(∆) be the element of Aff(∆,M)
determined by η.
Definition: Define Iso(∆,M) to be the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (Γ,N)
where N is a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ such that N is
isomorphic to M and Γ/N is isomorphic to ∆. We denote the isomorphism class of
a pair (Γ,N) by [Γ,N].
Let η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)). By Theorem 14, there exists C ∈ GL(m,R) such
that CMC−1 is an m-space group and C#(Ωη(∆)) ⊆ OutE(CMC−1). By Lemma
14, we have that ΩC♯η(∆) ⊆ OutE(CMC−1). By Theorems 12 and 13, we deduce
that C♯η(∆) ⊆ Isom(Em/CMC−1). Extend CMC−1 to a subgroup N of Isom(En)
such that the point group of N acts trivially on (Em)⊥. By Theorem 18, there
exists an n-space group Γ containing N as a complete normal subgroup such that
Γ′ = ∆ and if Ξ : Γ/N→ Isom(Em/N) is the homomorphism induced by the action
of Γ/N on Em/N, then Ξ = C♯ηP where P : Γ/N→ Γ′ is the isomorphism defined
by P(Nγ) = γ′. Define
ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,M)
by ψ([η]) = [Γ,N]. We next show that ψ is well defined.
Lemma 16. The function ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,M) is a well-defined surjection.
Proof. To see that ψ is well defined, let η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)), and let α ∈ Aff(M)
and ζ ∈ Aut(∆). By Theorem 14, there exists Cˆ ∈ GL(m,R) such that CˆMCˆ−1 is
an m-space group and
Cˆ#(Ωα∗ηζ(∆)) ⊆ OutE(CˆMCˆ−1).
Then Cˆ♯α∗ηζ(∆) ⊆ Isom(Em/CˆMCˆ−1). Extend CˆMCˆ−1 to a subgroup Nˆ of
Isom(En) such that the point group of Nˆ acts trivially on (Em)⊥. By Theorem
18, there exists an n-space group Γˆ containing Nˆ as a complete normal subgroup
such that Γˆ′ = ∆ and if Ξˆ : Γˆ/Nˆ → Isom(Em/Nˆ) is the homomorphism induced
by the action of Γˆ/Nˆ on Em/Nˆ, then Ξˆ = Cˆ♯α∗ηζPˆ where Pˆ : Γˆ/Nˆ → Γˆ′ is the
isomorphism defined by Pˆ(Nˆγ) = γ′. Lift α to α˜ ∈ NA(M) such that α˜⋆ = α. Then
α˜♯ = α∗ and we have
Cˆ♯α∗ηζPˆPˆ
−1ζ−1P = (Cˆα˜C−1)♯C♯ηP,
and so we have
ΞˆPˆ−1ζ−1P = (Cˆα˜C−1)♯Ξ.
By Bieberbach’s theorem, there is a ζ˜ ∈ NA(∆) such that ζ˜∗ = ζ. By Theorem 19,
there is φ ∈ Aff(En) such that φ(Γ,N)φ−1 = (Γˆ, Nˆ) with φ = Cˆα˜C−1 and φ′ = ζ˜−1.
Thus ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,M) is well defined.
To see that ψ is onto, let [Γ1,N1] ∈ Iso(∆,M). Then we have isomorphisms
α : N1 → M and β : Γ1/N1 → ∆. Let V = Span(N1), and let Ξ1 : Γ1/N1 →
Isom(V/N1) be the homomorphism induced by the action of Γ1/N1 on V/N1. By
Bieberbach’s theorem, there is an affinity α˜ : V → Em such that α˜N1α˜−1 = M and
α˜∗ = α. Let η = α˜♯Ξ1β
−1. Then η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)) by Theorem 12 and Lemma
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14. By Theorems 12, 13, and 14, there is a C ∈ GL(m,R) such that CMC−1 is an
m-space group and
C♯η(∆) ⊆ Isom(Em/CMC−1).
Extend CMC−1 to a subgroup N2 of Isom(E
n) such that the point group of
N2 acts trivially on (E
m)⊥. By Theorem 18, there exists an n-space group Γ2
containing N2 as a complete normal subgroup such that Γ
′
2 = ∆ and if Ξ2 :
Γ2/N2 → Isom(Em/N2) is the homomorphism induced by the action of Γ2/N2
on Em/N2, then Ξ2 = C♯ηP2 where P2 : Γ2/N2 → Γ′2 is the isomorphism defined
by P2(N2γ) = γ
′. Then we have
Ξ2P
−1
2 (βP
−1
1 )P1 = C♯ηβ = C♯α˜♯Ξ1 = (Cα˜)♯Ξ1.
By Theorem 19, there is φ ∈ Aff(En) such that φ(Γ1,N1)φ−1 = (Γ2,N2). Therefore
ψ([η]) = [Γ1,N1]. Thus ψ is surjective. 
Theorem 20. Let m be a positive integer less than n. Let M be an m-space
group with trivial center, and let ∆ be an (n−m)-space group. Then the function
ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,M) is a bijection.
Proof. To see that ψ is injective, let ηi ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)) for i = 1, 2 such that
ψ([η1]) = ψ([η2]). By the definition of ψ, there exists Ci ∈ GL(m,R) such that
CiMC
−1
i is an m-space group and (Ci)♯η(∆) ⊆ Isom(Em/CiMC−1i ) for each i =
1, 2. Extend CiMC
−1
i to a subgroup NI of Isom(E
n) such that the point group
of NI acts trivially on (E
m)⊥. By Theorem 18, there exists an n-space group ΓI
containing Ni as a complete normal subgroup such that Γ
′
i = ∆ and if Ξi : ΓiNi →
Isom(Em/Ni) is the homomorphism induced by the action of Γi/Ni on E
m/Ni, then
Ξi = (Ci)♯ηiPi where Pi : Γi/Ni → Γ′i is the isomorphism defined by Pi(Niγ) = γ′
for i = 1, 2. Then we have
[Γ1,N1] = ψ([η1]) = ψ([η2]) = [Γ2,N2].
Hence there exists φ ∈ Aff(En) such that φ(Γ1,N1)φ−1 = (Γ2,N2). By Lemma 14
and Theorem 19, we have that Ξ2P
−1
2 φ
′
∗P1 = φ♯Ξ1. Hence we have that
(C2)♯η2φ
′
∗P1 = φ♯(C1)♯η1P1.
Therefore we have
η2φ
′
∗ = (C2)
−1
♯ φ♯(C1)♯η1 = (C
−1
2 φC1)♯η1.
Hence [η1] = [η2]. Thus ψ is injective. By Lemma 16, we have that ψ is surjection.
Therefore ψ is a bijection. 
The action of Γ on N by conjugation induces a homomorphism
O : Γ/N→ OutE(N)
defined by O(Nγ) = γ∗Inn(N) where γ∗(ν) = γνγ−1 for each γ ∈ Γ and ν ∈ N. Let
α : N1 → N2 be an isomorphism. Then α induces an isomorphism
α# : Out(N1)→ Out(N2)
defined by α#(ζInn(N1)) = αζα
−1Inn(N2).
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Lemma 17. Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi for
i = 1, 2. Let Oi : Γi/Ni → OutE(Ni) be the homomorphism induced by the action
of Γi on Ni by conjugation for i = 1, 2, and let α : N1 → N2 and φ : Γ1 → Γ2 and
β : Γ1/N1 → Γ2/N2 be isomorphisms such that the following diagram commutes
1 → N1 → Γ1 → Γ1/N1 → 1
↓ α ↓ φ ↓ β
1 → N2 → Γ2 → Γ2/N2 → 1,
where the horizontal maps are inclusions and projections, then O2 = α#O1β−1.
Proof. Let γ ∈ Γ1. Then we have that
O2(N2φ(γ)) = φ(γ)∗Inn(N2),
whereas
α#O1β−1(N2φ(γ)) = α#O1(N1γ)
= α#(γ∗Inn(N1)) = αγ∗α
−1Inn(N2).
If ν ∈ N, then
αγ∗α
−1(ν) = αγ∗α
−1(ν)
= α(γα−1(ν)γ−1)
= φ(γφ−1(ν)γ−1)
= φ(γ)νφ(γ)−1 = φ(γ)∗(ν).
Hence αγ∗α
−1 = φ(γ)∗. Therefore O2 = α#O1β−1. 
Definition: Let m be a positive integer less than n. Let M be an m-space group,
and let ∆ be an (n−m)-space group. Define Homf (∆,Out(M)) to be the set of all
homomorphisms from ∆ to Out(M) that have finite image.
The group Out(M) acts on the left of Homf (∆,Out(M)) by conjugation, that
is, if g ∈ Out(M) and η ∈ Homf (∆,Out(M)), then gη = g∗η where g∗ : Out(M)→
Out(M) is defined by g∗(h) = ghg
−1. Let Out(M)\Homf (∆,Out(M)) be the set
of Out(M)-orbits. The group Aut(∆) acts on the right of Homf (∆,Out(M)) by
composition of homomorphisms. If β ∈ Aut(∆) and η ∈ Homf (∆,Out(M)) and
g ∈ Out(M), then
(gη)β = (g∗η)β = g∗(ηβ) = g(ηβ).
Hence Aut(∆) acts on the right of Out(M)\Homf (∆,Out(M)) by
(Out(M)η)β = Out(M)(ηβ).
Let δ, ǫ ∈ ∆ and η ∈ Homf (∆,Out(M)). Then we have that
ηδ∗(ǫ) = η(δǫδ
−1) = η(δ)η(ǫ)η(δ)−1 = η(δ)∗η(ǫ) = (η(δ)η)(ǫ).
Hence ηδ∗ = η(δ)η. Therefore Inn(∆) acts trivially on Out(M)\Homf (∆,Out(M)).
Hence Out(∆) acts on the right of Out(M)\Homf (∆,Out(M)) by
(Out(M)η)(βInn(∆)) = Out(M)(ηβ).
Definition: Define the set Out(∆,M) by the formula
Out(∆,M) = (Out(M)\Homf (∆,Out(M)))/Out(∆).
If η ∈ Homf (∆,Out(M)), let [η] = (Out(M)η)Out(∆) be the element of Out(∆,M)
determined by η.
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Let (Γ,N) be a pair such that [Γ,N] ∈ Iso(∆,M). Let O : Γ/N → OutE(N) be
the homomorphism induced by the action of Γ on N by conjugation. Let α : N→ M
and β : ∆→ Γ/N be isomorphisms. Then α#Oβ ∈ Homf (∆,Out(M)).
Let α′ : N→ M and β′ : ∆→ Γ/N are isomorphisms. Observe that
α′#Oβ′ = α′#α−1# α#Oββ−1β′
= (α′α−1)#α#Oβ(β−1β′)
= (α′α−1Inn(M))∗(α#Oβ(β−1β′))
= (α′α−1Inn(M))(α#Oβ)(β−1β′).
Hence [α#Oβ] in Out(∆,M) does not depend on the choice of α and β, and so
(Γ,N) determines the element [α#Oβ] of Out(∆,M) independent of the choice of
α and β.
Suppose [Γi,Ni] ∈ Iso(∆,M) for i = 1, 2, and φ : (Γ1,N1) → (Γ2,N2) is an
isomorphism of pairs. Let α : N1 → N2 be the isomorphism obtained by restricting
φ, and let β : Γ1/N1 → Γ2/N2 be the isomorphism induced by φ. Let Oi : Γi/Ni →
OutE(Ni) be the homomorphism induced by the action of Γi on Ni by conjugation
for i = 1, 2. Then O2 = α#O1β−1 by Lemma 17. Let α1 : N1 → M and β1 : ∆→
Γ1/N1 be isomorphisms. Let α2 = α1α
−1 and β2 = ββ1. Then we have
(α2)#O2β2 = (α1α−1)#α#O1β−1β2 = (α1)#O1β1.
Hence (Γ1,N1) and (Γ2,N2) determine the same element of Out(∆,M). Therefore
there is a function
ω : Iso(∆,M)→ Out(∆,M)
defined by ω([Γ,N]) = [α#Oβ] for any choice of isomorphisms α : N → M and
β : ∆→ Γ/N.
Let η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)). Then Ωη ∈ Homf (∆,Out(M)). Let α ∈ Aff(M) and
β ∈ Aut(∆). Then α lifts to α˜ ∈ NA(M) such that α˜⋆ = α. We have that α˜♯ = α∗.
By Lemma 14, we have that
Ωα∗ηβ = Ωα˜♯ηβ = α˜#(Ωη)β = (α˜∗)#(Ωη)β.
Hence we may define a function χ : Aff(∆,M)→ Out(∆,M) by χ([η]) = [Ωη].
Lemma 18. The function χ : Aff(∆,M) → Out(∆,M) is the composition of the
function ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,M) followed by ω : Iso(∆,M)→ Out(∆,M).
Proof. Let η ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)). By Theorem 14, there exists C ∈ GL(m,R)
such that CMC−1 is an m-space group and C#(Ωη(∆)) ⊆ OutE(CˆMC−1). Then
C♯η(∆) ⊆ Isom(Em/CMC−1). Extend CMC−1 to a subgroup N of Isom(En) such
that the point group of N acts trivially on (Em)⊥. By Theorem 18, there exists
an n-space group Γ containing N as a complete normal subgroup such that Γ′ = ∆
and if Ξ : Γ/N → Isom(Em/N) is the homomorphism induced by the action of
Γ/N on Em/N, then Ξ = C♯ηP where P : Γ/N→ Γ′ is the isomorphism defined by
P(Nγ) = γ′. Then ψ([η]) = [Γ,N].
The homomorphism O : Γ/N → OutE(N) induced by the action of Γ on N by
conjugation is given by O = ΩC♯ηP. Now we have that
ω([Γ,N]) = [C−1# OP−1] = [C−1# (ΩC♯ηP)P−1] = [Ωη] = χ([η]).
Therefore χ = ωψ. 
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Corollary 10. IfM has trivial center, then the function ω : Iso(∆,M)→ Out(∆,M)
is a bijection.
Proof. We have that Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is an isomorphism by Theorems 11,
12, and 13. Hence χ : Aff(∆,M) → Out(∆,M) is a bijection. We have that
ψ : Aff(∆,M) → Iso(∆,M) is a bijection by Theorem 20. By Lemma 18, we have
that χ = ωψ. Therefore ω is a bijection. 
Theorem 21. If N is a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γ such
that N has trivial center, then the orthogonal dual N⊥ of N exists and N⊥ is the
centralizer of N in Γ.
Proof. The orthogonal dual N⊥ of N exists by Corollaries 2 and 5. Let CΓ(N) be
the centralizer of N in Γ. In general N⊥ ⊆ CΓ(N), since N⊥ is the kernel of the
action of Γ on V = Span(N).
Suppose a+A ∈ N and b+B ∈ CΓ(N). Then we have that
a+A = (b+B)(a+A)(b +B)−1 = Ba+ (I −BAB−1)b +BAB−1.
Hence BAB−1 = A and a = Ba + (I − A)b. If A = I, then Ba = a, and so
V ⊆ Fix(B). For arbitrary a + A ∈ N, we have that a ∈ V by Theorem 1. Hence
(I −A)b = 0.
Write b = b+ b′ with B ∈ V and b′ ∈ V ⊥. Then (I − A)b = (I −A)b = 0, since
V ⊥ ⊆ Fix(A) by Theorem 1. Hence b ∈ Fix(A) for all A in the point group of N.
Therefore b = 0 by Lemma 9, since Z(N) = {I}. Hence b + B is in the kernel N⊥
of the action of Γ on V . Therefore N⊥ = CΓ(N). 
Corollary 11. Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi for
i = 1, 2 such that the center of N1 is trivial. If (Γ1,N1) is isomorphic to (Γ2,N2),
then (Γ1,N
⊥
1 ) is isomorphic to (Γ2,N
⊥
2 ).
Remark 8. Corollary 11 is not true if N1 is infinite cyclic and n = 3. The Seifert
fibrations (∗:×) and (2∗¯2:2), with IT numbers 9 and 15, respectively, in Table 1 of
[4], with orthogonal dual Klein bottle fibers, were replaced by two different affine
equivalent Seifert fibrations in Table 1 of [10] with orthogonally dual torus fibers.
7. The affine classification of co-Seifert geometric fibrations
In this section, we describe the classification of the co-Seifert geometric fibrations
of compact, connected, flat n-orbifolds up to affine equivalence. By Theorem 10 of
[10] this is equivalent to classifying pairs (Γ,N), consisting of an n-space group Γ
and an (n− 1)-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup N, up to isomorphism.
Let N be an (n−1)-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup of an n-space group
Γ. Then the quotient group Γ/N is either an infinite cyclic group or an infinite
dihedral group. Assume first that Γ/N is an infinite cyclic group. Let γ be an
element of Γ such that γN is a generator of Γ/N. Then Γ is an HNN extension with
base N, stable letter γ, and automorphism γ∗ of N defined by γ∗(ν) = γνγ
−1 for
each ν in N. If µ ∈ N, then γµN = γN and (γµ)∗ = γ∗µ∗. Hence, the generator γN
of Γ/N determines a unique element γ∗Inn(N) of OutE(N). The other generator
γ−1N of Γ/N determines the element γ−1∗ Inn(N) of OutE(N). Hence, the pair
(Γ,N) determines the pair of inverse elements {γ∗Inn(N), γ−1∗ Inn(N)} of OutE(N).
As usual (x, y) denotes an ordered pair whereas {x, y} denotes an unordered pair.
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Lemma 19. Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi such
that Γi/Ni is infinite cyclic for i = 1, 2. Let γi ∈ Γi be such that γiNi generates
Γi/Ni for i = 1, 2. Then an isomorphism α : N1 → N2 extends to an isomorphism
φ : Γ1 → Γ2 if and only if α(γ1)∗α−1Inn(N2) = (γ±12 )∗Inn(N2).
Proof. Suppose α extends to an isomorphism φ : Γ1 → Γ2. Then φ(γ1) is an
element of Γ2 such that φ(γ1)N2 generates Γ2/N2. Hence φ(γ1)N2 = γ
±1
2 N2. If
ν ∈ N2, then
(α(γ1)∗α
−1)(ν) = α(γ1α
−1(ν)γ−11 ) = φ(γ1)νφ(γ1)
−1.
Hence α(γ1)∗α
−1 = (φ(γ1))∗, and so α(γ1)∗α
−1Inn(N2) = (γ
±1
2 )∗Inn(N2).
Conversely, suppose that α(γ1)∗α
−1Inn(N2) = (γ
±1
2 )∗Inn(N2). By replacing γ2
by γ−12 , if necessary, we may assume that α(γ1)∗α
−1Inn(N2) = (γ2)∗Inn(N2). Then
there exists µ ∈ N2 such that α(γ1)∗α−1 = (γ2)∗µ∗. Hence α(γ1)∗α−1 = (γ2µ)∗.
Define φ : Γ1 → Γ2 by
φ(νγk1 ) = α(ν)(γ2µ)
k
for each ν ∈ N1 and k ∈ Z. If ν, λ ∈ N1 and k, ℓ ∈ Z, then we have
φ(νγk1λγ
ℓ
1) = φ(νγ
k
1λγ
−k
1 γ
k+ℓ
1 )
= φ(ν(γ1)
k
∗(λ)γ
k+ℓ
1 )
= α(ν(γ1)
k
∗(λ))(γ2µ)
k+ℓ
= α(ν)α(γ1)
k
∗α
−1α(λ)(γ2µ)
k+ℓ
= α(ν)(α(γ1)∗α
−1)kα(λ)(γ2µ)
k+ℓ
= α(ν)(γ2µ)
k
∗α(λ)(γ2µ)
k+ℓ
= α(ν)(γ2µ)
kα(λ)(γ2µ)
−k(γ2µ)
k+ℓ
= α(ν)(γ2µ)
kα(λ)(γ2µ)
ℓ = φ(νγk1 )φ(λγ
ℓ
1).
Hence φ is a homomorphism; moreover φ is an isomorphism, since φ restricts to α
on N1 and φ(γ1) = γ2µ. 
Theorem 22. If ∆ is an infinite cyclic 1-space group and M is an (n − 1)-space
group, then the function ω : Iso(∆,M)→ Out(∆,M) is a bijection.
Proof. Any homomorphism η : ∆ → Out(M) lifts to a homomorphism η˜ : ∆ →
Aff(M) such that Ωη˜ = η, since Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is onto by Theorem 13.
Hence the function χ : Aff(∆,M) → Out(∆,M) is surjective. Therefore ω is sur-
jective, since χ = ωψ by Lemma 18.
Let Ni be a complete normal subgroup of an n-space group Γi with Γi/Ni infinite
cyclic for i = 1, 2 such that ω([Γ1,N1]) = ω([Γ2,N2]). Let αi : Ni → M be an
isomorphism for i = 1, 2. Let γi ∈ Γi such that Niγi generates Γi/Ni for each
i = 1, 2, and let δ be a generator of ∆. Define an isomorphism βi : ∆→ Γi/Ni by
βi(δ) = γi for i = 1, 2. Let Oi : Γi/Ni → OutE(Ni) be the homomorphism induced
by the action of Γi on Ni by conjugation for i = 1, 2. Then we have
[(α1)#O1β1] = [(α2)#O2β2].
Hence there is an automorphism ζ of M such that
{ζα1(γ±11 )∗α−11 ζ−1 Inn(M)} = {α2(γ±12 )∗α−12 Inn(M)}.
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After applying the isomorphism (α−12 )# : Out(M)→ Out(N2), we have that
{α−12 ζα1(γ±11 )∗α−11 ζ−1α2Inn(N2)} = {(γ±12 )∗Inn(N2)}.
Hence the isomorphism α−12 ζα1 : N1 → N2 extends to an isomorphism φ : (Γ1,N1)→
(Γ2,N2) by Lemma 19. Therefore [Γ1,N1] = [Γ2,N2], and so ω is injective. 
Lemma 20. Let M be an (n−1)-space group, and let ∆ be an infinite cyclic 1-space
group with generator δ. The set Out(∆,M) is in one-to-one correspondence with
the set of conjugacy classes of pairs of inverse elements of Out(M) of finite order.
The element [η] of Out(∆,M) corresponds to the conjugacy class of {η(δ), η(δ−1)}.
Proof. The the set Homf (∆,Out(M)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set
of elements of Out(M) of finite order via the mapping η 7→ η(δ), since ∆ is the
free group generated by δ. The infinite cyclic group ∆ has a unique automorphism
that maps δ to δ−1 and this automorphism represents the generator of the group
Aut(∆) = Out(∆) of order 2. Therefore the set Out(∆,M) is in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the set of conjugacy classes of pairs of inverse elements of Out(M)
of finite order via the mapping [η] 7→ [{η(δ), η(δ−1}]. 
Theorem 23. Let M be an (n − 1)-space group, and let ∆ be an infinite cyclic
1-space group. The set Iso(∆,M) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set
of conjugacy classes of pairs of inverse elements of Out(M) of finite order. If
[Γ,N] ∈ Iso(∆,M) and α : N → M is an isomorphism and γ is an element of Γ
such that Nγ generates Γ/N, then [Γ,N] corresponds to the conjugacy class of the
pair of inverse elements {αγ±1∗ α−1Inn(M)} of Out(M).
Proof. The function ω : Iso(∆,M) → Out(∆,M) is a bijection by Theorem 22.
Let [Γ,N] ∈ Iso(∆,M), and let γ be an element of Γ such that Nγ generates Γ/N.
Let O : Γ/N → OutE(N) be the homomorphism induced by the action of Γ on
N by conjugation. Let α : N → M and β : ∆ → Γ/N be isomorphisms. Then
ω([Γ,N]) = [α#Oβ], and [α#Oβ] corresponds to the conjugacy class of the pair of
inverse elements
{α#Oβ(β−1(Nγ±1))} = {α#O(Nγ±1)}
= {α#(γ±1∗ Inn(N))} = {αγ±1∗ α−1Inn(M)}
of Out(M) by Lemma 20. 
Let ∆ be an infinite dihedral group. A set of Coxeter generators of ∆ is a pair
of elements of ∆ of order 2 that generate ∆. Any two sets of Coxeter generators of
∆ are conjugate in ∆.
Lemma 21. Let M be an (n− 1)-space group, and let ∆ be an infinite dihedral 1-
space group with Coxeter generators δ1 and δ2. The set Out(∆,M) is in one-to-one
correspondence with the set of conjugacy classes of pairs of elements of Out(M)
of order 1 or 2 whose product has finite order. The element [η] of Out(∆,M)
corresponds to the conjugacy class of {η(δ1), η(δ2)}.
Proof. The set Homf (∆,Out(M)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of
ordered pairs of elements of Out(M), of order 1 or 2 whose product has finite
order, via the mapping η 7→ (η(δ1), η(δ2)), since ∆ is the free product of the cyclic
groups of order two generated by δ1 and δ2. The infinite dihedral group ∆ has a
unique automorphism that transposes δ1 and δ2, and this automorphism represents
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the generator of the group Out(∆) of order 2. Therefore, the set Out(∆,M) is
in one-to-one correspondence with the set of conjugacy classes of unordered pairs
of elements of Out(M), of order 1 or 2 whose product has of finite order, via the
mapping [η] 7→ [{η(δ1), η(δ2}]. 
Theorem 24. Let M be an (n− 1)-space group with trivial center, and let ∆ be an
infinite dihedral 1-space group. The set Iso(∆,M) is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of conjugacy classes of pairs of elements of Out(M) of order 1 or
2 whose product has finite order. If [Γ,N] ∈ Iso(∆,M) and α : N → M is an
isomorphism, and γ1, γ2 are elements of Γ such that {Nγ1,Nγ2} is a set of Coxeter
generators of Γ/N, then [Γ,N] corresponds to the conjugacy class of the pair of
elements {α(γ1)∗α−1Inn(M), α(γ2)∗α−1Inn(M)} of Out(M).
Proof. The function ω : Iso(∆,M) → Out(∆,M) is a bijection by Corollary 10.
Let [Γ,N] ∈ Iso(∆,M), and let γ1, γ2 be elements of Γ such that {Nγ1,Nγ2} is a
set of Coxeter generators of Γ/N. Let O : Γ/N→ OutE(N) be the homomorphism
induced by the action of Γ on N by conjugation. Let α : N→ M and β : ∆→ Γ/N be
isomorphisms. Then ω([Γ,N]) = [α#Oβ], and [α#Oβ] corresponds to the conjugacy
class of the pair of elements
{α#Oββ−1(Nγ1), α#Oββ−1(Nγ2)} = {α#O(Nγ1), α#O(Nγ2)}
= {α#(γ1)∗Inn(N)), α#(γ2)∗Inn(N))}
= {α(γ1)∗α−1Inn(M), α(γ2)∗α−1Inn(M)}
of Out(M) by Lemma 21. 
Let M be an (n−1)-space group, and let ∆ be an infinite dihedral 1-space group.
When M has nontrivial center, the set Iso(∆,M) is best understood by describing
the fibers of the surjection ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,M).
Lemma 22. Let M be an (n − 1)-space group, and let ∆ be an infinite dihedral
1-space group with Coxeter generators δ1 and δ2. The set Aff(∆,M) is in one-to-
one correspondence with the set of conjugacy classes of pairs of elements of Aff(M)
of order 1 or 2 whose product has image of finite order under the epimorphism
Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M). The element [η] of Aff(∆,M) corresponds to the conjugacy
class of {η(δ1), η(δ2)}.
Proof. Via the mapping η 7→ (η(δ1), η(δ2)), the set Homf (∆,Aff(M)) is in one-to-
one correspondence with the set of ordered pairs of elements of Aff(M) of order 1
or 2 whose product has image of finite order under the epimorphism Ω : Aff(M)→
Out(M), since ∆ is the free product of the cyclic groups of order two generated by δ1
and δ2. The infinite dihedral group ∆ has a unique automorphism that transposes
δ1 and δ2, and this automorphism represents the generator of the group Out(∆) of
order 2. Therefore, via the mapping [η] 7→ [{η(δ), η(δ−1}], the set Aff(∆,M) is in
one-to-one correspondence with the set of conjugacy classes of unordered pairs of
elements of Aff(M) of order 1 or 2 whose product has image of finite order under
the epimorphism Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M). 
In order to simplify matters, we will assume ∆ is the standard infinite dihedral
1-space group with Coxeter generators the reflections δ1 = −I ′ and δ2 = 1 − I ′
of E1. We denote the identity maps of En, En−1, E1 by I, I, I ′, respectively, and
we will identify E1 with (En−1)⊥ in En. The next theorem gives an algebraic
description of the fibers of the surjection ψ : Aff(∆,M)→ Iso(∆,
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Theorem 25. Let let M be an (n−1)-space group, and let ∆ be the infinite dihedral
1-space group generated by δ1 = −I ′ and δ2 = 1−I ′. Let η1, η2 ∈ Homf (∆,Aff(M)),
and let η1(δi) = (ai+Ai)⋆, with ai+Ai ∈ NA(M), for i = 1, 2. Let Ei be the (−1)-
eigenspace of the restriction of Ai to Span(Z(M)) for i = 1, 2. Then the surjection
ψ : Aff(∆,M) → Iso(∆,M) has the property that ψ([η1]) = ψ([η2]) if and only if
there is a vector v ∈ E1 ∩ E2 such that {η1(δ1), (v + I)⋆η1(δ2)} is conjugate to
{η2(δ1), η2(δ2)} by an element of Aff(M).
Proof. By Theorem 14, there exists Ci ∈ GL(n − 1,R) such that CiMC−1i is an
(n − 1)-space group and (Ci)♯ηi(∆) ⊆ Isom(En−1/CiMC−1i ) for i = 1, 2. Ex-
tend CiMC
−1
i to a subgroup Ni of Isom(E
n) such that the point group of Ni
acts trivially on (En−1)⊥ for i = 1, 2. By Theorem 18, there exists an n-space
group Γi containing Ni as a complete normal subgroup such that Γ
′
i = ∆ and if
Ξi : Γi/Ni → Isom(En−1/Ni) is the homomorphism induced by the action of Γi/Ni
on En−1/Ni, then Ξi = (Ci)♯ηiPi where Pi : Γi/Ni → Γ′i is the isomorphism defined
by Pi(Niγ) = γ
′. Then ψ([ηi]) = [Γi,Ni] for i = 1, 2.
Suppose ψ([η1]) = ψ([η2]). Then [Γ1,N1] = [Γ2,N2]. By Bieberbach’s theorem,
there exists an affinity φ = c + C of En such that φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 = (Γ2,N2). By
Theorem 19, we have that
Ξ2P
−1
2 (φ
′)∗P1 = (C′p1)⋆(φ)♯Ξ1.
Hence we have
(C2)♯η2(φ
′)∗ = (C′p1)⋆P
−1
1 (φ)♯(C1)♯η1,
Now (φ′)⋆({δ1, δ2}) is a set of Coxeter generators of ∆, and hence there exists
δ ∈ ∆ such that (φ′)⋆({δ1, δ2}) = δ{δ1, δ2}δ−1, and say that (φ′)⋆(δ1) = δδjδ−1 and
(φ′)⋆(δ2) = δδkδ
−1. Upon evaluating at δ1 and δ2, we have
(C2)⋆η2(δδjδ
−1)(C2)
−1
⋆ = (φC1)⋆η1(δ1)(φC1)
−1
⋆ ,
and
(C2)⋆η2(δδkδ
−1)(C2)
−1
⋆ = (C
′(en) + I)⋆(φC1)⋆η1(δ2)(φC1)
−1
⋆ .
Therefore
η2(δj) = η2(δ)
−1(C−12 φC1)⋆η1(δ1)(C
−1
2 φC1)
−1
⋆ η2(δ),
and
η2(δk) = η2(δ)
−1(C−12 φC1)⋆(φC1)
−1
⋆ (C
′(en) + I)⋆(φC1)⋆η1(δ2)(C
−1
2 φC1)
−1
⋆ η2(δ).
Now we have that
(φC1)
−1
⋆ (C
′(en) + I)⋆(φC1)⋆ = (C
−1
1 C
−1
C′(en) + I)⋆.
As C′(en) ∈ Span(Z(N2)), we have that C−1C′(en) ∈ Span(Z(N1)), and so we have
that C−11 C
−1
C′(en) ∈ Span(Z(M)).
We have that
(C1)♯η1(δi) = (C1ai + C1AiC
−1
1 )⋆
for i = 1, 2. Let δˆi = bi + Bi ∈ Γ1 be formed from C1ai + C1AiC−11 and δi, as in
the proof of Theorem 18, so that δˆ′i = δi for i = 1, 2. Then Bi = C1AiC
−1
1 and
B′i = −I ′ for i = 1, 2, and b′1 = 0 and b′2 = en. As C′(B′i) = CBiC
−1
C′, we have
that C′(en) is in the (−1)-eigenspace of CBiC−1. Hence C−1C′(en) is in the (−1)-
eigenspace of Bi, and so C
−1
1 C
−1
C′(en) is in the (−1)-eigenspace of Ai for i = 1, 2.
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Let v = C−11 C
−1
C′(en). Then v ∈ E1∩E2, and we have that {η1(δ1), (v+I)⋆η1(δ2)}
is conjugate to {η2(δ1), η2(δ2)} by the element η2(δ)−1(C−12 φC1)⋆ of Aff(M).
Conversely, suppose there is a vector v ∈ E1∩E2 such that {η1(δ1), (v+I)⋆η1(δ2)}
is conjugate to {η2(δ1), η2(δ2)} by an element of Aff(M). Let ξ ∈ NA(M) such
that η2(δj) = ξ⋆η1(δ1)ξ
−1
⋆ and η2(δk) = ξ⋆(v + I)⋆η1(δ2)ξ
−1
⋆ with {1, 2} = {j, k}.
Define α ∈ Aff(En−1) by α = C2ξC−11 . Then αC1MC−11 α−1 = C2MC−12 , and so
αN1α
−1 = N2. Let β ∈ Aff((En−1)⊥) be either the identity map I ′ if j = 1 or the
reflection 1/2− I ′ if k = 1. Then β∗ is the automorphism of ∆ that maps (δ1, δ2)
to (δj , δk).
Write ξ = a+A with a ∈ En−1 and A ∈ GL(n−1). Define a linear transformation
D : (En−1)⊥ → Span(Z(N2)) by D(en) = C2Av. Let φ = c+C ∈ Aff(En) be such
that φ = α, and φ′ = β, and C′ = D. Then C = C2AC
−1
1 . For δˆi = bi + Bi, we
have that Bi = C1AiC
−1
1 for i = 1, 2. Now v is in the (−1)-eigenspace of Ai for
i = 1, 2, and so Av is in the (−1)-eigenspace of AAiA−1 for i = 1, 2. Hence C2Av
is in the (−1)-eigenspace of C2AAiA−1C−12 for i = 1, 2. Therefore C2Av is in the
(−1)-eigenspace of CBiC−1 for i = 1, 2. Hence DB′i = CBiC
−1
D for i = 1, 2. As
N1δˆ1 and N1δˆ2 generate Γ1/N1, we have that if b+B ∈ Γ1, then DB′ = CBC−1D.
Observer that
Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1δˆ1) = Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗(δ1)
= (C2)♯η2(δj)
= (C2)♯ξ∗η1(δ1)ξ
−1
∗
= (C2)♯ξ♯(C1)
−1
♯ (C1)♯η1P1P
−1
1 (δ1)
= α♯Ξ1(N1δˆ1) = (Dp1)⋆(N1δˆ1)α♯Ξ1(N1δˆ1),
and
Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1δˆ2) = Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗(δ2)
= (C2)♯η2(δk)
= (C2)♯ξ∗(v + I)∗η1(δ2)ξ
−1
∗
= (C2)∗ξ∗(v + I)∗ξ
−1
∗ (C2)
−1
∗ (C2)∗ξ∗η1(δ2)ξ
−1
∗ (C2)
−1
∗
= (C2Av + I)∗(C2)∗ξ∗(C1)
−1
∗ (C1)∗η1(δ2)ξ
−1
∗ (C2)
−1
∗
= (Den + I)∗α∗(C1)∗η1(δ2)(C1)
−1
∗ α
−1
∗
= (Db′2 + I)∗α♯(C1)♯η1P1P
−1
1 (δ2)
= (Dp1)⋆(N1δˆ2)α♯Ξ1(N1δˆ2).
Let K2 be the connected component of the identity of Isom(E
n−1/N2). Then
K2 is the kernel of the epimorphism Ω : Isom(E
n−1/N2)→ OutE(N2) by Theorem
12. Upon applying Ω, we have that
ΩΞ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1δˆ1) = Ωα♯Ξ1(N1δˆ1),
and
ΩΞ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1δˆ2) = Ωα♯Ξ1(N1δˆ2).
Hence ΩΞ2P
−1
2 β∗P1 = Ωα♯Ξ1, since N1δˆ1 and N1δˆ2 generate Γ1/N1. Therefore
the ratio of homomorphisms (Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1)(α♯Ξ1)
−1 maps to the abelian group
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K2. Hence (Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1)(α♯Ξ1)
−1 : Γ1/N1 → K2 is a crossed homomorphism with
N1(b+ B) acting on K2 by conjugation by
Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1(N1(b+B)) = Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗(b
′ +B′)
= Ξ2P
−1
2 ((c
′ + C′)(b′ +B′)(c′ + C′)−1)
= Ξ2(N2(c+ C)(b +B)(c+ C)
−1)
= ((c+ C)(b +B)(c+ C)−1)⋆,
that is, if u ∈ Span(Z(N2)), then
(N2(b +B))(u + I)⋆ = (CBC
−1
u+ I)⋆.
The mapping (Dp1)⋆ : Γ1/N1 → K2 is a crossed homomorphism with respect to the
same action of Γ1/N1 on K2 by Theorem 19. Hence the crossed homomorphisms
(Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1)(α♯Ξ1)
−1 and (Dp1)⋆ are equal, since they agree on the generators
N1δˆ1 and N1δ2 of Γ1/N1. Therefore
Ξ2P
−1
2 β∗P1 = (Dp1)⋆α♯Ξ1.
Hence φ(Γ1,N1)φ
−1 = (Γ2,N2) by Theorem 19. Therefore we have that
ψ([η1]) = [Γ1,N1] = [Γ2,N2] = ψ([η2]). 
Theorem 26. Let let M be an (n−1)-space group, and let ∆ be the infinite dihedral
1-space group generated by δ1 = −I ′ and δ2 = 1 − I ′. Let [Γ,N] ∈ Iso(∆,M), let
V = Span(N), and let α : V → En−1 be an affinity such that αNα−1 = M. Let
{Nγ1,Nγ2} be a set of Coxeter generators of Γ/N, and let β : ∆ → Γ/N be the
isomorphism defined by β(δi) = Nγi for i = 1, 2. Let Ξ : Γ/N→ Isom(V/N) be the
homomorphism induced by the action of Γ/N on V/N. Write γi = bi+Bi with bi ∈
En and Bi ∈ O(n) for i = 1, 2, and let Ei be the (−1)-eigenspace of Bi restricted
to Span(Z(N)) for i = 1, 2. Then [α♯Ξβ] ∈ ψ−1([Γ,N]), and [α♯Ξβ] corresponds
to the conjugacy class of the pair of elements {(αγ1α−1)⋆, (αγ2α−1)⋆} of Aff(M).
Moreover ψ−1([Γ,N]) is the set of all the elements of Aff(∆,M) that correspond to
the conjugacy class of the pair of elements {(αγ1α−1)⋆, (α(v+I)γ2α−1)⋆} of Aff(M)
for any v ∈ E1 ∩E2. In particular, if E1 ∩E2 = {0}, then ψ−1([Γ,N]) = {[α♯Ξβ]}.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 16, we have that [α♯Ξβ] ∈ ψ−1([Γ,N]). For i = 1, 2,
we have that
α♯Ξβ(δi) = α♯Ξ(Nγi) = α♯((γi)⋆) = α⋆(γi)⋆α
−1
⋆ = (αγiα
−1)⋆.
Hence [α♯Ξβ] corresponds to the conjugacy class of the pair {(αγ1α−1)⋆, (αγ2α−1)⋆}
by Lemma 22. Write α = a+A with a ∈ En−1 and A : V → En−1 a linear isomor-
phism. Then for i = 1, 2, we have
αγiα
−1 = (a+A)(bi +Bi)(a+A)
−1 = Abi + (I −ABiA−1)a+ABiA−1.
The (−1)-eigenspace of ABiA−1 restricted to Span(Z(M)) is A(Ei) for i = 1, 2.
Suppose v ∈ E1 ∩E2. Then Av ∈ A(E1) ∩ A(E2) and
α(v + I)γ2α
−1 = α(v + I)α−1αγ2α
−1 = (Av + I)αγ2α
−1.
Now we have that
((Av + I)αγ2α
−1)2⋆ = ((Av + I)αγ2α
−1(Av + I)αγ2α
−1)⋆
= ((Av + I)(−Av + I)αγ2α−1αγ2α−1)⋆ = I⋆.
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Hence the order of ((Av + I)αγ2α
−1)⋆ is at most 2. Moreover the element
Ω((αγ1α
−1)⋆((Av + I)αγ2α
−1)⋆)
of Out(M) has finite order, since
Ω((αγ1α
−1)⋆((Av + I)αγ2α
−1)⋆) = Ω((αγ1α
−1)⋆(αγ2α
−1)⋆).
Therefore the conjugacy class of the pair of elements {(αγ1α−1)⋆, (α(v+I)γ2α−1)⋆}
of Aff(M) correspond to an element of ψ−1([Γ,N]) by Lemma 22 and Theorem 25.
Thus ψ−1([Γ,N]) is the set of all the elements of Aff(∆,M) that correspond to the
conjugacy class of the pair of elements {(αγ1α−1)⋆, (α(v + I)γ2α−1)⋆} of Aff(M)
for any v ∈ E1 ∩ E2 by Lemma 22 and Theorem 25. 
Example 10. Let e1 and e2 be the standard basis vectors of E
2. Let Γ be the
group generated by t1 = e1+ I and t2 = e2+ I and −I. Then Γ is a 2-space group,
and E2/Γ is a pillow. Let N = 〈t1〉. Then N is a complete normal subgroup of Γ,
with V = Span(N) = Span{e1}. The quotient Γ/N is an infinite dihedral group
generated by Nt2 and N(−I). Let γ1 = −I and γ2 = e2 − I. Then Nγ1 and Nγ2
are Coxeter generators of Γ/N.
Let ∆ be the standard infinite dihedral group, and let M be the standard infinite
cyclic 1-space group generated by t1 = e1 + I. By Theorem 26, we have that
ψ−1([Γ,N]) consists of all the elements [η] ∈ Aff(∆,M) that correspond to the
conjugacy class of the pair of elements {(γ1)⋆, ((v+ I)γ2)⋆} of Isom(E1/M) for any
v ∈ E1. Here γ1 = γ2 = −I.
The reflections (γ1)⋆ and ((v + I)γ1)⋆ of the circle E
1/M lie on the same con-
nected component C of the Lie group Isom(E1/M). Define a metric on C so that
ξ : E1/M → C defined by ξ(Mv) = (v + I)⋆(γ1)⋆ is an isometry. Conjugating by
an element of Isom(E1/M) is an isometry of C with respect to this metric. Hence
the distance between (γ1)⋆ and ((v + I)γ1)⋆ is an invariant of the conjugacy class
of the pair {(γ1)⋆, ((v+ I)γ1)⋆}. Suppose 0 ≤ v ≤ 1/2. Then the distance between
(γ1)⋆ and ((v + I)γ1)⋆ is v, since ((v + I)γ1)⋆ = (v + I)⋆(γ1)⋆. Hence ψ
−1([Γ,N])
has uncountably many elements.
Let v ∈ R with 0 ≤ v < 1, and let Γv be the group generated by t1 = e1+ I and
t2 = ve1 + e2 + I and −I. Then Γv is a 2-space group, and E2/Γv is a pillow. Let
N = 〈t1〉. Then N is a complete normal subgroup of Γv, and Γv/N is an infinite
dihedral group. Let γ1 = −I and γ2 = ve1+e2− I. Then Nγ1 and Nγ2 are Coxeter
generators of Γv/N. Let βv : ∆→ Γv/N be the isomorphism defined by βv(δi) = γi
for i = 1, 2. Let V = Span(N) = Span{e1}, and let Ξv : Γv/N→ Isom(V/N) be the
homomorphism induced by the action of Γv/N on V/N. Then [Ξvβv] ∈ ψ−1([Γv,N])
and [Ξvβv] corresponds to the pair of elements
{(γ1)⋆, (γ2)⋆} = {(γ1)⋆, ((v + I)γ1)⋆}
of Isom(E1/M) by Theorem 26. Hence [Γv,N] = [Γ,N] by Theorem 25.
Let K be the kernel of the action of Γv on V/N. The structure group Γv/NK is
a dihedral group generated by NKt2 and NK(−I) , The element NKt2 acts on the
circle V/N, of length one, by rotating a distance v, and NK(−I) acts on V/N as
a reflection. Let c, d ∈ Z. Then tc1td2 = (c + dv)e1 + de2 + I, and tc1td2 ∈ K if and
only if c+ dv = 0. Thus if v is irrational, then K = {I}, and Γv/NK is infinite. If
v = a/b with a, b ∈ Z, b > 0, and a, b coprime, then NKt2 has order b in Γv/NK,
since Γv/NK acts effectively on V/N by Theorem 6. Thus N has an orthogonal
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dual in Γv if and only if v is rational. This example shows that the order of the
structure group Γv/NK is not necessarily an invariant of the affine equivalence class
of (Γv,N). See also Example 1.
8. Action of the Structure Group
Let N be an (n−1)-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup of an n-space group
Γ, and let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N). In order to classify
the pairs (Γ,N) up to isomorphism, we need to know how Γ/N acts on V/N. We
next study how to determine the action of Γ/N on V/N from the action of the
structure group Γ/NK on V/N× V ⊥/K.
We have a short exact sequence
1→ NK/N→ Γ/N→ Γ/(NK)→ 1.
The group Γ/N is either infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral. By Lemma 23 below for
the dihedral case, every normal subgroup of Γ/N of infinite index is trivial. Hence,
if the structure group Γ/(NK) is infinite, then K ∼= NK/N is trivial, and so Γ/N is
the structure group.
Suppose that the structure group Γ/(NK) is finite. Then Γ/(NK) is either finite
cyclic or finite dihedral. Suppose first that Γ/(NK) is finite cyclic of order m. Then
the number of generators of Γ/(NK) is equal to the Euler phi function of m, and
so Γ/(NK) may have more than two generators, and a generator of Γ/(NK) may
not lift to a generator of Γ/N. The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for a generator of Γ/NK to lift to a generator of Γ/N with respect to the
the quotient map from Γ/N to Γ/(NK).
Theorem 27. Let N be a complete, (n − 1)-dimensional, normal subgroup of an
n-space group Γ such that Γ/N is infinite cyclic, and let K be the kernel of the
action of Γ on V = Span(N), and suppose that the structure group Γ/NK is finite
of order m. Let γ be an element of Γ such that γNK generates Γ/NK. Then there
exists an element δ of Γ such that γNK = δNK and δN generates Γ/N if and only
if γNK acts on the circle V ⊥/K by a rotation of (360/m)◦.
Proof. Suppose δN is a generator of Γ/N. Since V ⊥/(Γ/N) is a circle, δ acts as a
translation d+I on V ⊥ with d 6= 0. As NK/N is a subgroup of Γ/N of index m and
K ∼= NK/N is infinite cyclic, the group K has a generator that acts as a translation
md+ I on V ⊥. Therefore δNK acts by a rotation of (360/m)◦ on the circle V ⊥/K.
Suppose γ is an element of Γ such that γNK acts by a rotation of (360/m)◦ on
the circle V ⊥/K. Then γNK = δ±1NK, since the group Γ/NK acts effectively on
V ⊥/K. 
Lemma 23. Let ∆ be an infinite dihedral group with Coxeter generators α, β.
Then the proper normal subgroups of ∆ are the infinite dihedral groups 〈α, βαβ〉
and 〈β, αβα〉 of index 2, and the infinite cyclic group 〈(αβ)m〉 of index 2m for each
positive integer m.
Proof. We may assume that ∆ is a discrete group of isometries of E1. Then every
element of ∆ is either a translation or a reflection. Let N be a proper normal
subgroup of ∆. Suppose N contains a reflection. Then N contains either α or β,
since every reflection in ∆ is conjugate in ∆ to either α or β. Let 〈〈α〉〉 be the
normal closure of 〈α〉 in ∆. Then 〈〈α〉〉 is the infinite dihedral group 〈α, βαβ〉. Let
〈〈β〉〉 be the normal closure of 〈β〉 in ∆. Then 〈〈β〉〉 is the infinite dihedral group
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〈β, αβα〉. Now N contains either 〈〈α〉〉 or 〈〈β〉〉. As both 〈〈α〉〉 and 〈〈β〉〉 have index
2 in ∆, we have that N is either 〈〈α〉〉 or 〈〈β〉〉.
Now suppose N does not contain a reflection. Then N is a subgroup of the
group 〈αβ〉 of translations of ∆. Hence N = 〈(αβ)m〉 for some positive integer m.
Moreover each m is possible, since 〈αβ〉 is a characteristic subgroup of ∆. 
Now assume that the structure group Γ/NK is a finite dihedral group. The next
theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a pair of generators of Γ/NK
to lift to a pair of Coxeter generators of Γ/N with respect to the the quotient map
from Γ/N to Γ/(NK).
Theorem 28. Let N be a complete, (n − 1)-dimensional, normal subgroup of an
n-space group Γ such that Γ/N is infinite dihedral, and let K be the kernel of the
action of Γ on V = Span(N), and suppose that the structure group Γ/NK is finite.
Let γ1 and γ1 be elements of Γ such that {γ1NK, γ2NK} generates Γ/NK. Then
there exists elements δ1 and δ2 of Γ such that {γ1NK, γ2NK} = {δ1NK, δ2NK}, and
{δ1N, δ2N} is a set of Coxeter generators of Γ/N if and only if either
(1) The order of Γ/NK is 1, or
(2) The order of Γ/NK is 2, the group K is infinite dihedral, and one of γ1NK or
γ2NK is the identity element of Γ/NK, and the other acts as the reflection
of the closed interval V ⊥/K, or
(3) The order of Γ/NK is 2m for some positive integer m, the group K is
infinite cyclic, and both γ1NK and γ2NK act as reflections of the circle
V ⊥/K, and γ1γ2NK acts on V
⊥/K as a rotation of (360/m)◦.
Proof. Suppose that δ1 and δ2 are elements of Γ such that {δ1N, δ2N} is a set of
Coxeter generators of Γ/N and {γ1NK, γ2NK} = {δ1NK, δ2NK}. The group NK/N
is a normal subgroup of Γ/N of finite index, since (Γ/N)/(NK/N) = Γ/NK. We
have that NK/N ∼= K, since N∩K = {I}. Suppose that K is infinite dihedral. Then
the order of Γ/NK is 1 or 2 by Lemma 23. If the order of Γ/NK is 2, then NK/N
is either 〈δ1N, δ2δ1δ2N〉 or 〈δ2N, δ1δ2δ1N〉 by Lemma 23, and so either δ1NK = NK
or δ2NK = NK, and hence one of γ1NK or γ2NK is NK and the other acts as the
reflection of the closed interval V ⊥/K, since Γ/NK acts effectively on V ⊥/K by
Theorem 6.
Suppose that K is infinite cyclic. Then the order of Γ/NK is 2m for some positive
integer m and NK/N = 〈(δ1δ2)mN〉 by Lemma 23. Hence both δ1NK and δ2NK
act as reflections of the circle V ⊥/(NK/N) = V ⊥/K, and δ1δ2NK acts on V
⊥/K as
a rotation of (360/m)◦.
Conversely, suppose δ1, δ2 are elements of Γ such that {δ1N, δ2N} is a set of
Coxeter generators of Γ/N. If Γ/NK is trivial, then obviously {γ1NK, γ2NK} =
{δ1NK, δ2NK}. Suppose next that statement (2) holds. Then NK/N is an infinite
dihedral group, and either δ1NK or δ2NK is trivial in (Γ/N)/(NK/N) = Γ/NK by
Lemma 23. Hence {γ1NK, γ2NK} = {δ1NK, δ2NK}, since Γ/NK has order 2.
Now suppose statement (3) holds. Then NK/N = 〈(δ1δ2)mN〉 by Lemma 23.
Hence a generator of the infinite cyclic group K acts on the line V ⊥ in the same
way that (δ1δ2)
mN acts on V ⊥ as a translation. Therefore δ1δ2NK acts as a rota-
tion of (360/m)◦ on the circle V ⊥/K. Hence γ1γ2NK = (δ1δ2)
±1NK, since Γ/NK
acts effectively on V ⊥/K. Therefore there exists γ ∈ Γ such that {γ1NK, γ2NK} =
{γδ1γ−1NK, γδ2γ−1NK}. Moreover {γδ1γ−1N, γδ2γ−1N} is a set of Coxeter gener-
ators of Γ/N. 
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no. CN fibr. split dual split grp. structure group action
1 ◦ ( · ) Yes ( · ) Yes C1 (idt., idt.)
2 2222 (−) Yes (−) Yes C2 (ref., ref.)
3 ∗∗ (−) Yes [ · ] Yes C1 (idt., idt.)
4 ×× (−) No ( · ) Yes C2 (2-rot., ref.)
5 ∗× (−) No [ · ] Yes C2 (2-rot, ref.)
6 ∗2222 [−] Yes [−] Yes C1 (idt., idt.)
7 22∗ (−) Yes [−] Yes C2 (ref., ref.)
8 22× (−) No (−) No D2 (ref., ref.), (ref.′, 2-rot.)
9 2∗22 [−] Yes [−] Yes C2 (ref., ref.)
Table 1. The Seifert and dual Seifert fibrations of the 2-space groups.
9. Action of the Structure Group in the 2-Dimensional Case
Before we describe the action of the structure group in the 3-dimensional case,
we will “warm-up” with a description in the 2-dimensional case. We also apply
the affine classification of co-Seifert geometric fibrations in §7 to describe the affine
classification of all the Seifert geometric fibrations of compact, connected, flat 2-
orbifolds. We will denote a circle by O and a closed interval by I.
Table 1 describes, via the generalized Calabi construction, all the Seifert and dual
Seifert fibrations of a compact, connected, flat 2-orbifold up to affine equivalence.
The first column lists the IT number of the corresponding 2-space group Γ. The
second column lists the Conway name of the corresponding flat orbifold E2/Γ.
The third column lists the fiber V/N and base V ⊥/(Γ/N) of the Seifert fibration
corresponding to a 1-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup N of Γ with V =
Span(N). Parentheses indicates that the fiber is O, and closed brackets indicates
that the fiber is I. A dot indicates that the base is O and a dash indicates that the
base is I. The group N is described in §10 of [10]. For the first two rows of Table 1,
the group N corresponds to the parameters (a, b) = (1, 0) in cases (1) and (2) of §10
of [10]. The fourth column indicates whether or not the corresponding space group
extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 splits. For a discussion of splitting, see §10 of
[10]. The fifth column lists the fiber V ⊥/K and base V/(Γ/K), with K = N⊥, of the
dual Seifert fibration. The sixth column indicates whether or not the corresponding
space group extension 1 → K → Γ → Γ/K → 1 splits. The seventh column lists
the isomorphism type of the structure group Γ/(NK) with Cn indicating a cyclic
group of order n, and D2 indicating a dihedral group of order 4. The order of the
structure groups for the 2-space groups with IT numbers 1 and 2 in Table 1 were
chosen to be as small as possible. See Examples 1 and 10 for the full range of
structure groups for 2-space groups with IT numbers 1 and 2. The isomorphism
types of the structure groups for the remaining 2-space groups are unique. The last
column indicates how the structure group Γ/(NK) acts on the Cartesian product of
the fibers V/N× V ⊥/K. We denote the identity map by idt., a halfturn by 2-rot.,
and a reflection by ref. We denote the reflection of O orthogonal to ref. by ref.′.
The actions of the structure group on the fibers of the Seifert fibrations are
described by Example 2 and Theorem 7, except for the case when the structure
group is a dihedral group of order 4. The problem with dihedral groups of order
4 is that it is not clear a priori which of the three nonidentity elements acts as a
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halfturn on a circle factor of V/N× V ⊥/K. See Example 12 for the description of
the action in the case of Row 8 of Table 1.
Example 11. Let Γ be the group in Table 1 with IT number 4. Then E2/Γ
is a Klein bottle. The structure group G = Γ/NK has order two. The fibers
V/N and V ⊥/K are both circles. The group G acts by a halfturn on V/N, since
(V/N)/G = V/(Γ/K) is a circle. The group G acts by a reflection on V ⊥/K, since
(V ⊥/K)/G = V ⊥/(Γ/N) is a closed interval.
Example 12. Let Γ be the group with IT number 8 in Table 1A of [2]. Then
Γ = 〈t1, t2, A, β〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2 are the standard translations, and
β = 1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2 +B, and
A =
( −1 0
0 −1
)
, and B =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
The isomorphism type of Γ is 22× in Conway’s notation or pgg in IT notation.
The orbifold E2/Γ is a projective pillow. The group N = 〈t1〉 is a complete normal
subgroup of Γ, with V = Span(N) = Span{e1}. The flat orbifold V/N is a circle.
Let K = N⊥ = 〈t2〉. Then V ⊥/K is also a circle. The structure group Γ/NK is a
dihedral group of order 4 generated by NKA and NKβ. The element NKA acts as
a reflection on V/N and on V ⊥/K. The action of NKA corresponds to the entry
(ref., ref.) in Row 8 of Table 1. The element NKβ acts on V/N as a halfturn and
on V ⊥/K as a reflection. The action of NKβ corresponds to the product (2-rot.,
ref.′) of the entries in Row 8 of Table 1.
As discussed in §10 of [10], the fibration and dual fibration in Rows 1, 2, 6, 8,
9 of Table 1 are affinely equivalent. No other pair of fibrations in Table 1, with
the same fibers and the same bases, are affinely equivalent, since the corresponding
2-space groups are nonisomorphic. We next apply the affine classification of co-
Seifert geometric fibrations in §7 to prove that every affine equivalence class of a
Seifert geometric fibration of a compact, connected, flat 2-orbifold is represented
by one of the fibrations described in Table 1.
Suppose ∆ and M are standard 1-space groups. We next describe Iso(∆,M).
Now E1/M = O or I. The Lie group Isom(O) is isomorphic to O(2), and Isom(I) is
a group of order 2 generated by the reflection ref. of I about its midpoint. Moreover
Aff(O) = Isom(O) and Aff(I) = Isom(I), since length preserving affinities of E1 are
isometries. Hence for both isomorphism types of M, the group Out(M) has order 2
by Theorem 13. We represent Out(M) by the subgroup {idt., ref.} of Isom(E1/M)
that is mapping isomorphically onto Out(M) by Ω : Isom(E1/M)→ Out(M).
Assume first that ∆ is infinite cyclic. The set Iso(∆,M) consists of two elements
corresponding to the pairs of inverse elements {idt., idt.} and {ref., ref.} of Isom(O)
by Theorem 23. Thus there are two affine equivalence classes of fibrations of type
( · ) corresponding to the case that M is infinite cyclic, and two affine equivalence
classes of fibrations of type [ · ] corresponding to the case that M is infinite dihedral.
The fibration of type ( · ), corresponding to {idt., idt.}, {ref., ref.}, is described
in Row 1, 4, respectively, of Table 1 by Theorem 27. The fibration of type [ · ],
corresponding to {idt., idt.}, {ref., ref.}, is described in Row 3, 5, respectively, of
Table 1 by Theorem 27.
Now assume both ∆ and M are infinite dihedral. Then the set Iso(∆,M) consists
of three elements corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., ref.},
{ref., ref.} of Isom(I) by Theorem 24. Thus there are three affine equivalence classes
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of fibrations of type [−]. The corresponding fibration of type [−] is described in
Row 6, 9, 7, respectively, of Table 1 by Theorem 28.
Finally, assume that ∆ is infinite dihedral and M is infinite cyclic. There are two
conjugacy classes of isometries of O of order 2, the class of the halfturn 2-rot. of O
and the class of a reflection ref. of O. By Theorem 26, the set Iso(∆,M) consists
of six elements corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., 2-rot.},
{idt., ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {2-rot., ref.}, {ref., ref.} of Isom(O). Only the pair
{ref., ref.} falls into the case E1 ∩ E2 6= {0} of Theorem 26. Thus there are six
affine equivalence classes of fibrations of type (− ). The corresponding fibration of
type (− ) is described in Row 3, 5, 7, 4, 8, 2, respectively, of Table 1 by Theorem
28. Thus every affine equivalence class of Seifert geometric fibrations of a compact,
connected, flat 2-orbifold is represented by one of the fibrations in Table 1.
10. Action of the Structure Group in the 3-Dimensional Case
We are now ready to describe the action of the structure group for the generalized
Calabi constructions corresponding to the Seifert and dual co-Seifert geometric
fibrations of compact, connected, flat 3-orbifolds given in Table 1 of [10]. We did
not describe the co-Seifert fibration projections in Table 1 of [10] because we did not
have an efficient way of giving a description. Our generalized Calabi construction
gives us a simple way to simultaneously describe both a Seifert fibration and its
dual co-Seifert fibration of a compact, connected, flat 3-orbifold via Theorem 4 and
Corollary 1.
We will organize our description into 17 tables, one for each 2-space group type of
the generic fiber of the co-Seifert fibration. We will go through the 2-space groups in
reverse order because the complexity of the description generally decreases as the IT
number of the 2-space group increases. At the same time, we will apply the affine
classification of co-Seifert geometric fibrations in §7 to prove that the computer
generated affine classification of the co-Seifert geometric fibrations described in
Table 1 of [10] is correct and complete.
In each of these 17 tables, the first column lists the IT number of the 3-space
group Γ. The second column lists the generic fibers (V/N, V ⊥/K) of the co-Seifert
and Seifert fibrations corresponding to a 2-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup
N of Γ with V = Span(N) and K = N⊥. We will denote a circle by O and a closed
interval by I. The third column lists the isomorphism type of the structure group
Γ/NK, with Cn indicating a cyclic group of order n, and Dn indicating a dihedral
group of order 2n. The fourth column lists the quotients (V/(Γ/K), V ⊥/(Γ/N))
under the action of the structure group. Note that (V/(Γ/K), V ⊥/(Γ/N)) are the
bases of the Seifert and co-Seifert fibrations. The fifth column indicates how gen-
erators of the structure group act on the Cartesian product V/N × V ⊥/K. The
structure group action was derived from the standard affine representation of Γ in
Table 1B of [2]. We denote a rotation of O of (360/n)◦ by n-rot., and a reflection
of O or I by ref. We denote the identity map by idt. The sixth column lists the
classifying pairs for the co-Seifert fibrations. For Dn actions, (α, ref.), (γ, n-rot.),
the classifying pair is {α, β} with γ = αβ, except for the cases n = 3, 6 at the end
of Tables 17 and 18, which require an affine deformation. Tables 1 – 18 were first
computed by hand, and then they were double checked by a computer calculation.
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no. fibers grp. quotients grp. action classifying pair
183 (∗632,O) C1 (∗632,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
191 (∗632, I) C1 (∗632, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
Table 2. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ∗632 with IT number 17
Let C∞ be the standard infinite cyclic 1-space group 〈e1+ I〉, and let D∞ be the
standard infinite dihedral 1-space group 〈e1 + I,−I〉. If M is a 2-space group, we
define the symmetry group of the flat orbifold E2/M by Sym(M) = Isom(E2/M).
(17) The 2-space group M with IT number 17 is ∗632 in Conway’s notation or
p6m in IT notation. See space group 4/4/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a 30◦ − 60◦ right triangle.
Lemma 24. If M is the 2-space group ∗632, then Sym(M) = Aff(M) = {idt.}, and
Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes each corner point. We
have that Z(M) = {I} by Lemma 9. Hence Ω : Sym(M)→ OutE(M) is an isomor-
phism by Theorems 11 and 12. We have that OutE(M) = Out(M) by Lemma 13
and Table 5A of [2], and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism by Theorems 11
and 13. Therefore Sym(M) = Aff(M). 
Theorem 29. Let M be the 2-space group ∗632. Then Iso(C∞,M) has only one
element, corresponding to the pair of elements {idt., idt.} of Sym(M) by Theorem
23, and Iso(D∞,M) has only one element, corresponding to the pair of elements
{idt., idt.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are
described in Table 2 by Theorems 27 and 28.
(16) The 2-space group M with IT number 16 is 632 in Conway’s notation or
p6 in IT notation. See space group 4/3/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a turnover with 3 cone points
obtained by gluing together two congruent 30◦ − 60◦ right triangles along their
boundaries. The 632 turnover is orientable. Let c-ref. denote the central reflection
between the two triangles.
Lemma 25. If M is the 2-space group 632, then Sym(M) = Aff(M) = {idt., c-ref.},
and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., c-ref.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes each cone point.
We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is an isomorphism as
in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 30. Let M be the 2-space group 632. Then Iso(C∞,M) has two elements,
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {c-ref., c-ref.} of Sym(M) by
Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has three elements, corresponding to the pairs of
elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {c-ref., c-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The
corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 3 by Theorems 27 and 28.
(15) The 2-space group M with IT number 15 is 3∗3 in Conway’s notation or
p31m in IT notation. See space group 4/2/2/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a cone with one 120◦ cone
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no. fibers grp. quotients grp. action classifying pair
168 (632,O) C1 (632,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
175 (632, I) C1 (632, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
177 (632,O) C2 (∗632, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
184 (632,O) C2 (∗632,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
192 (632, I) C2 (∗632, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
Table 3. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 632 with IT number 16
no. fibers grp. quotients grp. action classifying pair
157 (3∗3,O) C1 (3∗3,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
162 (3∗3,O) C2 (∗632, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
185 (3∗3,O) C2 (∗632,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
189 (3∗3, I) C1 (3∗3, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
193 (3∗3, I) C2 (∗632, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
Table 4. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 3∗3 with IT number 15
point and one 60◦ corner point obtained by gluing together two congruent 30◦−60◦
right triangles along their sides opposite the 30◦ and 90◦ angles. Let c-ref. denote
the central reflection between the two triangles.
Lemma 26. If M is the 2-space group 3∗3, then Sym(M) = Aff(M) = {idt., c-ref.},
and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., c-ref.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes the cone point and
the corner point. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an
isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 31. Let M be the 2-space group 3 ∗ 3. Then Iso(C∞,M) has two ele-
ments, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {c-ref., c-ref.} of Sym(M)
by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has three elements, corresponding to the pairs of
elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {c-ref., c-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The
corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 4 by Theorems 27 and 28.
(14) The 2-space group M with IT number 14 is ∗333 in Conway’s notation or
p3m1 in IT notation. See space group 4/2/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is an equilateral triangle△. The
symmetry group of△ is a dihedral group of order 6. There is one conjugacy class of
symmetries of order 2 represented by a triangle reflection t-ref. in the perpendicular
bisector of a side. There is one conjugacy class of symmetries of order 3 represented
by a rotation 3-rot. of 120◦ about the center of the triangle. Define the triangle
reflection t-ref.′ = (t-ref.)(3-rot.).
Lemma 27. If M is the 2-space group ∗333, then Sym(M) is the dihedral group
〈t-ref., 3-rot.〉 of order 6, and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an
isomorphism.
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
156 (∗333,O) C1 (∗333,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
160 (∗333,O) C3 (3∗3,O) (3-rot., 3-rot.) {3-rot., 3-rot.−1}
164 (∗333,O) C2 (∗632, I) (t-ref., ref.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
166 (∗333,O) D3 (∗632, I) (t-ref., ref.), (3-rot., 3-rot.) {t-ref., t-ref.′}
186 (∗333,O) C2 (∗632,O) (t-ref., 2-rot.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
187 (∗333, I) C1 (∗333, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
194 (∗333, I) C2 (∗632, I) (t-ref., ref.) {idt., t-ref.}
Table 5. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ∗333 with IT number 14
Proof. Sym(M) = 〈t-ref., 3-rot.〉, since a symmetry permutes the corner points. We
have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is an isomorphism as in
Lemma 24. 
Theorem 32. Let M be the 2-space group ∗333. Then Iso(C∞,M) has three el-
ements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {t-ref., t-ref.}, {3-rot.,
3-rot.−1} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has four elements, corre-
sponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., t-ref.}, {t-ref., t-ref.}, {t-ref.,
t-ref.′} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are de-
scribed in Table 5 by Theorems 27 and 28.
(13) The 2-space group M with IT number 13 is 333 in Conway’s notation or p3
in IT notation. See space group 4/1/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard affine
representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a turnover with three 120◦ cone
points obtained by gluing together two congruent equilateral triangles along their
boundaries. The 333 turnover is orientable. The symmetry group of this orbifold
is the direct product of the subgroup of order 2, generated by the central reflection
c-ref. between the two triangles, and the subgroup of order 6 corresponding to the
symmetry group of the two triangles.
There are 3 conjugacy classes of symmetries of order 2, the class of the central re-
flection c-ref., the class of the triangle reflection t-ref., and the class of the halfturn
around a cone point 2-rot., defined so that 2-rot. = (c-ref.)(t-ref.). There is one
conjugacy class of symmetries of order 3 represented by a rotation 3-rot. that cycli-
cally permutes the cone points. There is one conjugacy class of dihedral subgroups
of order 4, represented by the group {idt., c-ref., t-ref., 2-rot.}. There is one conju-
gacy class of symmetries of order 6 represented by the group generated by 6-sym.
= (c-ref.)(3-rot.). There are two conjugacy classes of dihedral subgroups of order
6, the class of the symmetry group of a triangular side of the turnover generated
by t-ref. and 3-rot., and the class of the orientation preserving subgroup generated
by 2-rot. and 3-rot. Define t-ref.′ = (t-ref.)(3-rot.) and 2-rot.′ = (c-ref.)(t-ref.′).
Lemma 28. If M is the 2-space group 333, then Sym(M) is the dihedral group 〈c-
ref., t-ref., 3-rot.〉 of order 12, and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = 〈c-ref., t-ref., 3-rot.〉, since a symmetry permutes the cone points.
We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is an isomorphism as
in Lemma 24. 
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
143 (333,O) C1 (333,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
146 (333,O) C3 (333,O) (3-rot., 3-rot.) {3-rot., 3-rot.−1}
147 (333,O) C2 (632, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
148 (333,O) D3 (632, I) (2-rot., ref.), (3-rot., 3-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.′}
149 (333,O) C2 (∗333, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
150 (333,O) C2 (3∗3, I) (t-ref., ref.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
155 (333,O) D3 (∗333, I) (t-ref., ref.), (3-rot., 3-rot.) {t-ref., t-ref.′}
158 (333,O) C2 (∗333,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
159 (333,O) C2 (3∗3,O) (t-ref., 2-rot.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
161 (333,O) C6 (3∗3,O) (6-sym., 6-rot.) {6-sym., 6-sym.−1}
163 (333,O) D2 (∗632, I) (c-ref., ref.), (t-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-rot.}
165 (333,O) D2 (∗632, I) (t-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {t-ref., 2-rot.}
167 (333,O) D6 (∗632, I) (t-ref., ref.), (6-sym., 6-rot.) {t-ref., 2-rot.′}
173 (333,O) C2 (632,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
174 (333, I) C1 (333, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
176 (333, I) C2 (632, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
182 (333,O) D2 (∗632, I) (c-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., t-ref.}
188 (333, I) C2 (∗333, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
190 (333, I) C2 (3∗3, I) (t-ref., ref.) {idt., t-ref.}
Table 6. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 333 with IT number 13
Theorem 33. Let M be the 2-space group 333. Then Iso(C∞,M) has six elements,
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.},
{t-ref., t-ref.}, {3-rot., 3-rot.−1}, {6-sym., 6-sym.−1} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23,
Iso(D∞,M) has 13 elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.},
{idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {idt., t-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {t-ref., t-
ref.}, {2-rot., c-ref.}, {2-rot., t-ref.}, {c-ref., t-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.′}, {t-ref., t-ref.′},
{t-ref., 2-rot.′} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations
are described in Table 6 by Theorems 27 and 28.
Example 13. Let Γ be the affine 3-space group with IT number 163 in Table 1B
of [2]. Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, A, β, C〉 where ti = ei+ I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
translations, and β = 1
2
e3 +B, and
A =

 0 −1 01 −1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1, t2, A〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with V = Span(N) =
Span{e1, e2}. The flat orbifold V/N is a 333 turnover. Let K = N⊥. Then K = 〈t3〉.
The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure group Γ/NK is a dihedral group
of order 4 generated by NKβ and NKC. The elements NKβ and NKC act on
V ⊥/K as reflections. The elements NKβ and NKC both fix the cone point of
V/N represented by (0, 0, 0). The other two cone points of V/N are represented by
(2/3, 1/3, 0), which is the fixed point of t1A, and by (1/3, 2/3, 0), which is the fixed
point of t1t2A. The element NKβ acts as the central reflection of V/N, since it
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no. fibers grp. quotients grp. action classifying pair
100 (4∗2,O) C1 (4∗2,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
108 (4∗2,O) C2 (∗442,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
125 (4∗2,O) C2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
127 (4∗2, I) C1 (4∗2, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
140 (4∗2, I) C2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
Table 7. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 4∗2 with IT number 12
fixes all three cone points. The element NKC acts as the halfturn around the cone
point represented by (0, 0, 0), since NKC preserves the orientation of V/N because
C preserves the orientation of V .
(12) The 2-space group M with IT number 12 is 4∗2 in Conway’s notation and
p4g in IT notation. See space group 3/2/1/2 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a cone with one 90◦ cone point
and one 90◦ corner point obtained by glueing together two congruent 45◦−45◦ right
triangles along two sides opposite 45◦ and 90◦ angles. Let c-ref. denote the central
reflection between the triangles.
Lemma 29. If M is the 2-space group 4∗2, then Sym(M) = Aff(M) = {idt., c-ref.},
and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., c-ref.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes the cone point and
the corner point. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an
isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 34. Let M be the 2-space group 4 ∗ 2. Then Iso(C∞,M) has two ele-
ments, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {c-ref., c-ref.} of Sym(M)
by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has three elements, corresponding to the pairs of
elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {c-ref., c-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The
corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 7 by Theorems 27 and 28.
(11) The 2-space group M with IT number 11 is ∗442 in Conway’s notation and
p4m in IT notation. See space group 3/2/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a 45◦−45◦ right triangle. Let
t-ref. denote the triangle reflection of E2/M.
Lemma 30. If M is the 2-space group ∗442, then Sym(M) = Aff(M) = {idt.,
t-ref.}, and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., t-ref.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes the 90◦ corner
point and permute the other two corner points. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M)
and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 35. Let M be the 2-space group ∗442. Then Iso(C∞,M) has two ele-
ments, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {t-ref., t-ref.} of Sym(M)
by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has three elements, corresponding to the pairs of
elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., t-ref.}, {t-ref., t-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The
corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 8 by Theorems 27 and 28.
(10) The 2-space group M with IT number 10 is 442 in Conway’s notation and
p4 in IT notation. See space group 3/1/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
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no. fibers grp. quotients grp. action classifying pair
99 (∗442,O) C1 (∗442,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
107 (∗442,O) C2 (∗442,O) (t-ref., 2-rot.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
123 (∗442, I) C1 (∗442, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
129 (∗442,O) C2 (∗442, I) (t-ref., ref.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
139 (∗442, I) C2 (∗442, I) (t-ref., ref.) {idt., t-ref.}
Table 8. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ∗442 with IT number 11
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a turnover with 3 cone points
obtained by gluing together two congruent 45◦ − 45◦ right triangles along their
boundaries. The 442 turnover is orientable. The symmetry group of this orbifold is
a dihedral group of order 4 consisting of the identity symmetry, the halfturn 2-rot.,
the central reflection c-ref. between the two triangles, and the triangle reflection
t-ref.
Lemma 31. If M is the 2-space group 442, then Sym(M) is the dihedral group
{idt., 2-rot, c-ref., t-ref.}, and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., 2-rot, c-ref., t-ref.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes the
180◦ cone point and permutes the other two cone points. We have that Sym(M) =
Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 36. Let M be the 2-space group 442. Then Iso(C∞,M) has four ele-
ments, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref.,
c-ref.}, {t-ref., t-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has 10 elements,
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {idt.,
t-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {t-ref., t-ref.}, {2-rot., c-ref.}, {2-rot., t-ref.},
{c-ref., t-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations
are described in Table 9 by Theorems 27 and 28.
Example 14. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 126 in Table 1B of
[2]. Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, β, γ,D〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
translations, and β = 1
2
e1 +B, and γ =
1
2
e1 +
1
2
e3 + C, and
B =

 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1

 , D =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1, t2, β〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with V = Span(N) =
Span{e1, e2}. The flat orbifold V/N is a 442 turnover. Let K = N⊥. Then K = 〈t3〉.
The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure group Γ/NK is a dihedral group of
order 4 generated by NKγ and NKD. The elements NKγ and NKD act on V ⊥/K
as reflections. The two 90◦ cone points of V/N are represented by (1/4, 1/4, 0),
which is the fixed point of β, and by (3/4, 3/4, 0), which is the fixed point of t1β.
The element NKγ acts as the central reflection of V/N, since it fixes all three cone
points. The element NKD acts as the halfturn of V/N, since NKD preserves the
orientation of V/N because D preserves the orientation of V .
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
75 (442,O) C1 (442,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
79 (442,O) C2 (442,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
83 (442, I) C1 (442, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
85 (442,O) C2 (442, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
87 (442, I) C2 (442, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
89 (442,O) C2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
90 (442,O) C2 (4∗2, I) (t-ref., ref.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
97 (442,O) D2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., t-ref.}
103 (442,O) C2 (∗442,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
104 (442,O) C2 (4∗2,O) (t-ref., 2-rot.) {t-ref., t-ref.}
124 (442, I) C2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
126 (442,O) D2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.), (t-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-rot.}
128 (442, I) C2 (4∗2, I) (t-ref., ref.) {idt., t-ref.}
130 (442,O) D2 (∗442, I) (t-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {t-ref., 2-rot.}
Table 9. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 442 with IT number 10
(9) The 2-space group M with IT number 9 is 2∗22 in Conway’s notation and
cmm in IT notation. See space group 2/2/2/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a pointed hood. The most
symmetric pointed hood is the square hood obtained by gluing together two con-
gruent squares along the union of two adjacent sides. This orbifold has one 180◦
cone point and two 90◦ corner points. The symmetry group of this orbifold is a
dihedral group of order 4 consisting of the identity symmetry, the central reflection
c-ref. between the two squares, the diagonal reflection d-ref., and the halfturn 2-rot.
Both c-ref. and 2-rot. transpose the two corner points of the square hood, whereas
d-ref. fixes each of the corner points of the square hood.
Lemma 32. If M is the 2-space group 2∗22 and E2/M is a square hood, then
Sym(M) is the dihedral group {idt., 2-rot, c-ref., d-ref.}, and Sym(M) = Aff(M),
and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., 2-rot, c-ref., d-ref.}, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes the
cone point and permutes the corner points. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and
Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 37. Let M be the 2-space group 2∗22. Then Iso(C∞,M) has four ele-
ments, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref.,
c-ref.}, {d-ref., d-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has 10 elements,
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {idt.,
d-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {d-ref., d-ref.}, {2-rot., c-ref.}, {2-rot., d-
ref.}, {c-ref., d-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fi-
brations are described in Table 10 by Theorems 27 and 28.
Example 15. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 134 in Table 1B of
[2]. Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, β, γ,D〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
35 (2∗22,O) C1 (2∗22,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
42 (2∗22,O) C2 (∗2222,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
65 (2∗22, I) C1 (2∗22, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
67 (2∗22,O) C2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
69 (2∗22, I) C2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
101 (2∗22,O) C2 (∗442,O) (d-ref., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
102 (2∗22,O) C2 (4∗2,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
111 (2∗22,O) C2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
113 (2∗22,O) C2 (4∗2, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
121 (2∗22,O) D2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), {c-ref., 2-rot.} {d-ref., 2-rot.}
132 (2∗22, I) C2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.) {idt., d-ref.}
134 (2∗22,O) D2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., d-ref.}
136 (2∗22, I) C2 (4∗2, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
138 (2∗22,O) D2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.), (d-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-rot.}
Table 10. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 2∗22 with IT number 9
translations, and β = 1
2
e1 +
1
2
e3 +B, and γ =
1
2
e1 +
1
2
e3 + C, and
B =

 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1

 , D =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1, t2, t−13 β2, t−13 βγD〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with
V = Span(N) = Span{e1, e2}. The flat orbifold V/N is a a pointed hood. Let
K = N⊥. Then K = 〈t3〉. The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure group
Γ/NK is a dihedral group of order 4 generated by NKγ and NKD. The elements
NKγ and NKD act on V ⊥/K as reflections. The product element NKγD acts as a
halfturn on V ⊥/K.
A fundamental polygon for the action of N on V is the 45◦ − 45◦ right triangle
△ with vertices v1 = − 14e1 + 14e2, and v2 = 34e1 + 14e2, and v3 = 14e1 − 14e2. The
short sides [v1, v3] and [v2, v3] of△ are fixed pointwise by the reflections β−1γD and
t−12 t
−1
3 βγD, respectively. The long side [v1, v2] of △ is flipped about its midpoint
v0 =
1
4
e1 +
1
4
e2 by the halfturn t
−1
3 β
2.
The orbifold V/N has a unique cone point Nv0 and two right angle corner points
Nv1 and Nv3. The element NKγ acts as the diagonal reflection of V/N, since it
fixes both corner points. The element NKD acts as the central reflection of V/N,
since Dv1 = v3 and D fixes the origin which is the midpoint between v1 and v3.
(8) The 2-space group M with IT number 8 is 22× in Conway’s notation or
pgg in IT notation. See space group 2/2/1/3 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a projective pillow. The
most symmetric projective pillow is the square projective pillow obtained by gluing
the opposite sides of a square 2 by glide reflections with axes the lines joining the
midpoints of opposite sides of 2. This orbifold has two 180◦ cone points represented
by diagonally opposite vertices of 2, and a center point represented by the center of
2. The symmetry group of this orbifold is a dihedral group of order 8, represented
by the symmetry group of 2, consisting of the identity symmetry, two midline
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
32 (22×,O) C1 (22×,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
41 (22×,O) C2 (22∗,O) (m-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
45 (22×,O) C2 (2∗22,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
50 (22×,O) C2 (2∗22, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
54 (22×,O) C2 (22∗, I) (m-ref., ref.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
55 (22×, I) C1 (22×, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
64 (22×, I) C2 (22∗, I) (m-ref., ref.) {idt., m-ref.}
68 (22×,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (m-ref.′, 2-rot.) {m-ref., 2-rot.}
72 (22×, I) C2 (2∗22, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
73 (22×,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.′}
106 (22×,O) C2 (4∗2,O) (d-ref., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
110 (22×,O) C4 (4∗2,O) (4-rot., 4-rot.) {4-rot., 4-rot.−1}
117 (22×,O) C2 (4∗2, I) (d-ref., ref.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
120 (22×,O) D2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.′}
133 (22×,O) D2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (d-ref.′, 2-rot.) {d-ref., 2-rot.}
135 (22×, I) C2 (4∗2, I) (d-ref., ref.) {idt., d-ref.}
142 (22×,O) D4 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (4-rot., 4-rot.) {d-ref., m-ref.}
Table 11. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 22× with IT number 8
reflections, m-ref. and m-ref.′, two diagonal reflections, d-ref. and d-ref.′, a halfturn
2-rot., and two order 4 rotations, 4-rot. and 4-rot.−1, with 4-rot. = (d-ref.)(m-ref.).
There are three conjugacy classes of order 2 symmetries, the classes represented by
m-ref., 2-rot., and d-ref. There is one conjugacy class of order 4 symmetries. There
are two conjugacy classes of dihedral subgroups of order 4, the group generated by
the midline reflections, and the group generated by the diagonal reflections.
Lemma 33. If M is the 2-space group 22× and E2/M is a square projective pillow,
then Sym(M) is the dihedral group 〈m-ref., d-ref.〉 of order 8, and Sym(M) = Aff(M),
and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = 〈m-ref., d-ref.〉, since a symmetry of E2/M fixes the center point
and permutes the cone points. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M)→
Out(M) is an isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 38. LetM be the 2-space group 22×. Then Iso(C∞,M) has five elements,
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {m-ref., m-ref.},
{d-ref., d-ref.}, {4-rot., 4-rot.−1} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has
12 elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {idt.,
m-ref.}, {idt., d-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {m-ref., m-ref.}, {d-ref., d-ref.}, {2-rot., m-
ref.}, {m-ref., m-ref.′}, {2-rot., d-ref.}, {d-ref., d-ref.′}, {d-ref., m-ref.} of Sym(M)
by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 11
by Theorems 27 and 28.
Example 16. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 68 in Table 1B of
[2]. Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, α, β, C〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
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translations, and α = 1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2 +A, β =
1
2
e3 +B, and
A =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1t2, t3, β, αC〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with V =
Span(N) = Span{e1 + e2, e3}. The flat orbifold V/N is a projective pillow. Let
K = N⊥. Then K = 〈t1t−12 〉. The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure
group Γ/NK is a dihedral group of order 4 generated by NKt1 and NKC. The
element NKt1 acts as a halfturn on V
⊥/K, since t1 =
(
1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2
)
+
(
1
2
e1 − 12e2
)
+I.
The element NKC acts as a reflection on V ⊥/K.
A fundamental polygon for the action of N on V is the rectangle 2 with vertices
v1 = (0, 0, 1/4), v2 = (1/2, 1/2, 1/4), v3 = (0, 0, 3/4), v4 = (1/2, 1/2, 3/4). The
glide reflection t3αC maps side [v1, v3] to side [v2, v4], and the glide reflection t3αCβ
maps side [v1, v2] to side [v3, v4]. The isometries β and t3β act as halfturns on V
with fixed points v1 and v3. The cone points of V/N are represented by the vertices
of 2 with antipodal vertices representing the same cone point. The element NKt1
represents a midline reflection of V/N, since t1(
1
4
e3) =
1
2
e1+
1
2
e2+
1
4
e3. The element
NKC represents a midline reflection of V/N, since t3C(
1
4
e3) =
3
4
e3.
(7) The 2-space group M with IT number 7 is 22∗ in Conway’s notation and
pmg in IT notation. See space group 2/2/1/2 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a pillowcase obtained by
gluing together two congruent rectangles along the union of three of their sides.
This orbifold has two 180◦ cone points. The symmetry group of this orbifold is a
dihedral group of order 4 consisting of the identity symmetry, the central reflection
c-ref. between the two rectangles, the halfturn 2-rot., and the midline reflection
m-ref.
Lemma 34. If M is the 2-space group 22∗, then Sym(M) is the dihedral group
{idt., c-ref., m-ref., 2-rot.}, and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is
an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = {idt., c-ref., m-ref., 2-rot}, since a symmetry of E2/M permutes
the cone points. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an
isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 39. LetM be the 2-space group 22∗. Then Iso(C∞,M) has four elements,
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.},
{m-ref., m-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has 10 elements, cor-
responding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {idt.,
m-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {m-ref., m-ref.}, {2-rot., c-ref.}, {2-rot.,
m-ref.}, {c-ref., m-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert
fibrations are described in Table 12 by Theorems 27 and 28.
Example 17. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 64 in Table 1B of [2].
Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, α,B,C〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
translations, and α = 1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2 +A, β =
1
2
e3 +B, and
A =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
28 (22∗,O) C1 (22∗,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
39 (22∗,O) C2 (∗2222,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
40 (22∗,O) C2 (22∗,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
46 (22∗,O) C2 (2∗22,O) (m-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
49 (22∗,O) C2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
51 (22∗, I) C1 (22∗, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
53 (22∗,O) C2 (2∗22, I) (m-ref., ref.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
57 (22∗,O) C2 (22∗, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
63 (22∗, I) C2 (22∗, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
64 (22∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., 2-rot.}
66 (22∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., m-ref.}
67 (22∗, I) C2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
72 (22∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.), (m-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-rot.}
74 (22∗, I) C2 (2∗22, I) (m-ref., ref.) {idt., m-ref.}
Table 12. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 22∗ with IT number 7
The group N = 〈t1t−12 , t3, t−12 αC,BC〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with
V = Span(N) = Span{e1 − e2, e3}. The flat orbifold V/N is a pillowcase. Let
K = N⊥. Then K = 〈t1t2〉. The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure group
Γ/NK is a dihedral group of order 4 generated by NKt1 and NKC. The element
NKt1 acts as a halfturn on V
⊥/K, since t1 =
(
1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2
)
+
(
1
2
e1 − 12e2
)
+ I. The
element NKC acts as a reflection on V ⊥/K.
A fundamental polygon for the action of N on V is the rectangle 2 with vertices
v1 = (0, 0, 1/4), v2 = (1/4,−1/4, 1/4), v3 = (1/4,−1/4, 5/4), v4 = (0, 0, 5/4). The
reflection BC maps fixes the side [v1, v4] pointwise, and translation t3 maps side
[v1, v2] to side [v4, v3]. The halfturn t
−1
2 t3αB rotates the side [v2, v3] around its
midpoint v0 = (1/4,−1/4, 3/4). The halfturn t−12 αβ fixes the vertex v2. The cone
points of V/N are represented by v0 and v2. Now BC(t
−1
1 t2)t1 fixes the point v0.
Hence the element NKt1 fixes the cone point Nv0 of V/N, and so NKt1 acts as the
central reflection of V/N. The point (1/8,−1/8, 1/2) represents the center of one
side of the pillowcase V/N, and BCt3C fixes (1/8,−1/8, 1/2). Hence the element
NKC represents the midline reflection of V/N.
(6) The 2-space group M with IT number 6 is ∗2222 in Conway’s notation or
pmm in IT notation. See space group 2/2/1/1 in Table 1A of [2] for the standard
affine representation of M. The flat orbifold E2/M is a rectangle. A rectangle has
four 90◦ corner points. The most symmetric rectangle is a square 2. The symmetry
group of 2 is a dihedral group of order 8 consisting of the identity symmetry, two
midline reflections, m-ref. and m-ref.′, two diagonal reflections, d-ref. and d-ref.′,
a halfturn 2-rot., and two order 4 rotations, 4-rot. and 4-rot.−1, with 4-rot. =
(d-ref.)(m-ref.). There are three conjugacy classes of order two symmetries, the
classes represented by m-ref., 2-rot., and d-ref. There is one conjugacy class of
order 4 symmetries. There are two conjugacy classes of dihedral subgroups of order
4, the group generated by the midline reflections, and the group generated by the
diagonal reflections.
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
25 (∗2222,O) C1 (∗2222,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
38 (∗2222,O) C2 (∗2222,O) (m-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
44 (∗2222,O) C2 (2∗22,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
47 (∗2222, I) C1 (∗2222, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
51 (∗2222,O) C2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
59 (∗2222,O) C2 (2∗22, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
63 (∗2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (m-ref.′, 2-rot.) {m-ref., 2-rot.}
65 (∗2222, I) C2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.) {idt., m-ref.}
71 (∗2222, I) C2 (2∗22, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
74 (∗2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.′}
105 (∗2222,O) C2 (∗442,O) (d-ref., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
109 (∗2222,O) C4 (4∗2,O) (4-rot., 4-rot.) {4-rot., 4-rot.−1}
115 (∗2222,O) C2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
119 (∗2222,O) D2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.′}
131 (∗2222, I) C2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.) {idt., d-ref.}
137 (∗2222,O) D2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (d-ref.′, 2-rot.) {d-ref., 2-rot.}
141 (∗2222,O) D4 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (4-rot., 4-rot.) {d-ref., m-ref.}
Table 13. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ∗2222 with IT number 6
Lemma 35. If M is the 2-space group ∗2222 and E2/M is a square, then Sym(M)
is the dihedral group 〈m-ref., d-ref.〉 of order 8, and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω :
Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Sym(M) = 〈m-ref., d-ref.〉, since a symmetry of E2/M permutes the cor-
ner points. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is an
isomorphism as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 40. Let M be the 2-space group ∗2222. Then Iso(C∞,M) has five el-
ements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {m-
ref., m-ref.}, {d-ref., d-ref.}, {4-rot., 4-rot.−1} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and
Iso(D∞,M) has 12 elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.},
{idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., m-ref.}, {idt., d-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {m-ref., m-ref.}, {d-ref.,
d-ref.}, {2-rot., m-ref.}, {m-ref., m-ref.′}, {2-rot., d-ref.}, {d-ref., d-ref.′}, {d-ref.,
m-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 24. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are
described in Table 13 by Theorems 27 and 28.
Example 18. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 63 in Table 1B of [2].
Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, α,B,C〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
translations, and α = 1
2
e3 +A, and
A =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1t−12 , t3, αC,BC〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with V =
Span(N) = Span{e1 − e2, e3}. The flat orbifold V/N is a rectangle. Let K = N⊥.
Then K = 〈t1t2〉. The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure group Γ/NK is
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a dihedral group of order 4 generated by NKt1 and NKC. The element NKt1 acts
as a halfturn on V ⊥/K, since t1 =
(
1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2
)
+
(
1
2
e1 − 12e2
)
+ I. The element
NKC acts as a reflection on V ⊥/K.
A fundamental polygon for the action of N on V is the rectangle 2 with vertices
v1 = (0, 0, 1/4), v2 = (1/2,−1/2, 1/4), v3 = (1/2,−1/2, 3/4), v4 = (0, 0, 3/4). The
reflection αC fixes the side [v1, v2] pointwise, the reflection t2αC fixes the side
[v3, v4] pointwise, the reflection BC maps fixes the side [v1, v4] pointwise, and the
reflection t1t
−1
2 BC fixes the side [v2, v3] pointwise. The corner points of V/N are
represented by the vertices of 2. The element NKt1 acts as a midline reflection
of V/N, since t1(v1) = v2 and t1(v4) = v3. The element NKC acts as the other
midline reflection of V/N, since t3C(v1) = v4, and t1t
−1
2 t3C(v2) = v3.
(5) Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, A〉 where e1, e2 are the standard basis vectors of E2
and A transposes e1 and e2. Then M is a 2-space group with IT number 5. The
Conway notation for M is ∗× and the IT notation is cm. The flat orbifold E2/M
is a Mo¨bius band. We have that Z(M) = 〈e1 + e2 + I〉.
Lemma 36. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, A〉, with A transposing e1 and e2, then
NA(M) = {b+B : b1 − b2 ∈ Z and B ∈ 〈−I, A〉}.
Proof. Observe that b + B ∈ NA(M) if and only if B ∈ NA(〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉) and
(b+B)A(b+B)−1 ∈ M. Now B ∈ NA(〈e1+ I, e2+ I〉) if and only if B ∈ GL(2,Z).
As (b+B)A(b+B)−1 = b−BAB−1b+BAB−1, we have that (b+B)A(b+B)−1 ∈M
if and only if BAB−1 = A and b − Ab ∈ Z2. Hence b + B ∈ NA(M) if and only if
B ∈ 〈−I, A〉 and b1 − b2 ∈ Z. 
A fundamental polygon for the action of M on E2 is the 45◦ − 45◦ right tri-
angle with vertices v1 = (0, 0), v2 = (1, 0), v3 = (1, 1). The reflection A fixes the
hypotenuse [v1, v3] pointwise. The glide reflection e1 + A maps the side [v1, v2] to
the side [v2, v3]. The boundary of the Mo¨bius band E
2/M is represented by the hy-
potenuse [v1, v3], and the central circle of E
2/M is represented by the line segment
[(1/2, 0), (1, 1/2)] joining the midpoints of the two short sides of the triangle.
Restricting a symmetry of the Mo¨bius band E2/M to a symmetry of its boundary
circle gives an isomorphism from the symmetry group of the Mo¨bius band to the
symmetry group of its boundary circle. There are two conjugacy classes of elements
of order 2, the class of the reflection c-ref. = (e1/2 + e2/2 + I)⋆ in the central
circle of the Mo¨bius band, and the class of a halfturn 2-rot. = (−I)⋆ about the
point M(1/2, 0) on the central circle. Note that c-ref. restricts to a halfturn of the
boundary circle, and 2-rot. restricts to a reflection of the boundary circle. Define
2-rot.′ = (e1/2 + e2/2 − I)⋆. There is one conjugacy class of dihedral symmetry
groups of order 4, represented by the group {idt., c-ref., 2-rot., 2-rot.′}.
Lemma 37. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2+ I, A〉, with A transposing e1 and e2, then the Lie
group Sym(M) is isomorphic to O(2), and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω : Aff(M) →
Out(M) maps the subgroup {idt., 2-rot.} isomorphically onto Out(M).
Proof. The Lie group Sym(M) is isomorphic to O(2), since restricting a symmetry
of the Mo¨bius band E2/M to a symmetry of its boundary circle O is an isomorphism
from Sym(M) to Isom(O) by Lemmas 5 and 36. We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M)
by Lemmas 5, 11, and 36. The epimorphism Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) maps the
group {idt., 2-rot.} isomorphically onto Out(M) by Theorem 13, since 2-rot. acts
as a reflection of O. 
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
8 (∗×,O) C1 (∗×,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
12 (∗×,O) C2 (2∗22, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
36 (∗×,O) C2 (2∗22,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
38 (∗×, I) C1 (∗×, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
39 (∗×,O) C2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
42 (∗×, I) C2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
63 (∗×, I) C2 (2∗22, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
64 (∗×,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (2-rot., ref.), (2-rot.′, 2-rot.) {2-rot., c-ref.}
Table 14. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ∗× with IT number 5
Theorem 41. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, A〉, with A transposing e1 and e2. Then
Iso(C∞,M) has two elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.},
{2-rot., 2-rot.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M) has six elements, cor-
responding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {2-rot.,
2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {2-rot., c-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 26. The correspond-
ing co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 14 by Theorems 27 and 28. Only the
pair {2-rot., 2-rot.} falls into the case E1 ∩ E2 6= {0} of Theorem 26.
Example 19. Let Γ be the 3-space group with IT number 64 in Table 1B of [2].
Then Γ = 〈t1, t2, t3, α,B,C〉 where ti = ei + I for i = 1, 2, 3 are the standard
translations, and α = 1
2
e1 +
1
2
e2 +
1
2
e3 +A, and
A =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 , C =

 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 .
The group N = 〈t1, t2, BC〉 is a complete normal subgroup of Γ with V = Span(N) =
Span{e1, e2}. The flat orbifold V/N is a Mo¨bius band. Let K = N⊥. Then K = 〈t3〉.
The flat orbifold V ⊥/K is a circle. The structure group Γ/NK is a dihedral group
of order 4 generated by NKα and NKC. The element NKC acts as 2-rot. on V/N
and as a reflection on V ⊥/K. The element NKα acts as 2-rot.′ on V/N and as a
halfturn on V ⊥/K.
(4) Let M = 〈e1+I, e2+I, e1/2+A〉 where A = diag(1,−1). Then M is a 2-space
group with IT number 4. The Conway notation for M is ×× and the IT notation
if pg. The flat orbifold E2/M is a Klein bottle. We have that Z(M) = 〈e1 + I〉.
Lemma 38. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, e1/2 +A〉, with A = diag(1,−1), then
NA(M) = {b+B : 2b2 ∈ Z and B ∈ 〈−I, A〉}.
Proof. Observe that b + B ∈ NA(M) if and only if B ∈ NA(〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉) and
(b + B)(e1/2 + A)(b + B)
−1 ∈ M. Now B ∈ NA(〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉) if and only if
B ∈ GL(2,Z). As (b+B)(e1/2 +A)(b +B)−1 = b+Be1/2−BAB−1b +BAB−1,
we have that (b + B)(e1/2 + A)(b + B)
−1 ∈ M if and only if BAB−1 = A and
b−Ab+Be1/2− e1/2 ∈ Z2. Hence b+B ∈ NA(M) if and only if B ∈ 〈−I, A〉 and
2b2 ∈ Z. 
A fundamental polygon for the action of M on E2 is the rectangle with vertices
v1 = (0,−1/2), v2 = (1/2,−1/2), v3 = (1/2, 1/2) and v4 = (0, 1/2). The vertical
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translation e2 + I maps the side [v1, v2] to the side [v4, v3]. The horizontal glide
reflection e1/2 + A maps the side [v1, v4] to the side [v2, v3]. The Klein bottle
E2/M has two short horizontal geodesics represented by the line segments [v1, v2]
and [(0, 0), (1/2, 0)]. The union of these two short geodesics is invariant under
any symmetry of the Klein bottle. Therefore the horizontal quarterline geodesic,
which we call the central circle, represented by the union of the line segments
[(0,−1/4), (1/2,−1/4)] and [(0, 1/4), (1/2, 1/4)] is invariant under any symmetry
of the Klein Bottle. The symmetry group of the Klein bottle is the direct product
of the subgroup of order 2, generated by the reflection in the central circle, and the
subgroup consisting of the horizontal translations and the reflections in a vertical
geodesic. The latter subgroup restricts to the symmetry group of the central circle.
There are five conjugacy classes of symmetries of order 2, the class of the re-
flection m-ref. = A⋆ = (e1/2 + I)⋆ in the short horizontal geodesics, the class
of the vertical halfturn 2-sym. = (e2/2 + I)⋆, the class of the reflection c-ref. =
(e2/2 + A)⋆ = (e1/2 + e2/2 + I)⋆ in the central circle, the class of the reflection
v-ref. = (−A)⋆ = (e1/2 − I)⋆ in the vertical geodesic represented by [v1, v4], and
the class of the halfturn 2-rot. = (e2/2 − I)⋆ around a pair of antipodal points on
the central circle. Define v-ref.′ = (−I)⋆ and 2-rot.′ = (e1/2 + e2/2 − I)⋆. There
are five conjugacy classes of dihedral symmetry groups of order 4, the classes of
the groups {idt., m-ref., 2-sym., c-ref.}, {idt., m-ref., v-ref., v-ref.′}, {idt., m-ref.,
2-rot., 2-rot.′}, {idt., 2-sym., v-ref., 2-rot.′}, and {idt., c-ref. v-ref., 2-rot.}.
Lemma 39. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, e1/2 + A〉, with A = diag(1,−1), then the
Lie group Sym(M) is isomorphic to C2 × O(2), and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω :
Aff(M) → Out(M) maps the subgroup {idt., c-ref., v-ref., 2-rot.} isomorphically
onto Out(M). Moreover Ω(2-sym) = Ω(c-ref.).
Proof. Let O be the central circle of the Klein bottle, and let Λ be the group of
all symmetries of the Klein bottle that leave each horizontal geodesic invariant.
Restriction induces an isomorphism from Λ to Isom(O) by Lemmas 5 and 38. We
have that Sym(M) = 〈c-ref.〉 × Λ, since every symmetry of the Klein bottle leaves
O invariant, and c-ref. commutes with every symmetry in Λ. Therefore Sym(M)
is isomorphic to C2 × O(2). We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) by Lemma 5, 11,
and 38. The epimorphism Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) maps {idt., c-ref., v-ref., 2-rot.}
isomorphically onto Out(M) by Theorem 13, since v-ref. acts as a reflection of O.
Moreover Ω(2-sym) = Ω((c-ref.)(m-ref.)) = Ω(c-ref.). 
Theorem 42. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, e1/2 + A〉 with A = diag(1,−1). Then
Iso(C∞,M) has four elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.},
{2-sym., 2-sym.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {v-ref., v-ref.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and
Iso(D∞,M) has 21 elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.},
{idt., m-ref.}, {idt., 2-sym.}, {idt., c-ref.}, {idt., v-ref.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {m-ref.,
m-ref.}, {2-sym., 2-sym.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {v-ref., v-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {m-ref.,
2-sym.}, {2-sym., c-ref.}, {m-ref., c-ref.}, {m-ref., v-ref.}, {m-ref., 2-rot.}, {2-sym.,
v-ref.}, {2-sym., 2-rot.′}, {v-ref., 2-rot.′}, {c-ref., v-ref.}, {c-ref., 2-rot.} of Sym(M)
by Theorem 26. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 15 by
Theorems 27 and 28. Only the three pairs {v-ref., v-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {v-ref.,
2-rot.′} fall into the case E1 ∩ E2 6= {0} of Theorem 26.
Remark 9. The Seifert fibrations (∗:×) and (2∗¯2:2), with IT numbers 9 and 15,
respectively, in Table 1 of [4] were replaced by two different affinely equivalent
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
7 (××,O) C1 (××,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
9 (××,O) C2 (××,O) (2-sym., 2-rot.) {2-sym., 2-sym.}
13 (××,O) C2 (22∗, I) (v-ref., ref.) {v-ref., v-ref.}
14 (××,O) C2 (22×, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
15 (××,O) D2 (22∗, I) (v-ref., ref.), (2-sym., 2-rot.) {v-ref., 2-rot.′}
26 (××, I) C1 (××, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
27 (××,O) C2 (∗∗, I) (m-ref., ref.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
29 (××,O) C2 (××, I) (2-sym., ref.) {2-sym., 2-sym.}
29 (××,O) C2 (22∗,O) (v-ref., 2-rot.) {v-ref., v-ref.}
30 (××,O) C2 (∗×, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
33 (××,O) C2 (22×,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
36 (××, I) C2 (××, I) (2-sym., ref.) {idt., 2-sym.}
37 (××,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (m-ref., ref.), (2-sym., 2-rot.) {m-ref., c-ref.}
39 (××, I) C2 (∗∗, I) (m-ref., ref.) {idt., m-ref.}
41 (××,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.), (m-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-sym.}
45 (××,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (m-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., 2-sym.}
46 (××, I) C2 (∗×, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
52 (××,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (c-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., v-ref.}
54 (××,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (v-ref.′, 2-rot.) {m-ref., v-ref.}
56 (××,O) D2 (22∗, I) (m-ref., ref.), (2-rot.′, 2-rot.) {m-ref., 2-rot.}
57 (××, I) C2 (22∗, I) (v-ref., ref.) {idt., v-ref.}
60 (××,O) D2 (22∗, I) (2-sym., ref.), (2-rot.′, 2-rot.) {2-sym., v-ref.}
60 (××,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (c-ref., ref.), (v-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-rot.}
61 (××,O) D2 (22∗, I) (2-sym., ref.), (v-ref., 2-rot.) {2-sym., 2-rot.′}
62 (××, I) C2 (22×, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
Table 15. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ×× with IT number 4
Seifert fibrations in Table 1 of [10]. The Seifert fibrations (∗:×) and (2∗¯2:2) have
orthogonally dual co-Seifert fibers of type ××. The structure group actions for
these fibrations are (c-ref., 2-rot.) and (v-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.), respectively.
The action (c-ref., 2-rot.) corresponds to the pair {c-ref., c-ref.}, and the action
(v-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) corresponds to the pair {v-ref., 2-rot.}. Hence these
co-Seifert fibrations are affinely equivalent to the co-Seifert fibrations described in
no. 9 and 15 of Table 15, respectively, by Theorems 23 and 26, respectively.
(3) Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, A〉 where A = diag(1,−1). Then M is a 2-space
group with IT number 3. The Conway notation for M is ∗∗ and the IT notation if
pm. The flat orbifold E2/M is an annulus. We have that Z(M) = 〈e1 + I〉.
Lemma 40. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, A〉, with A = diag(1,−1), then
NA(M) = {b+B : 2b2 ∈ Z and B ∈ 〈−I, A〉}.
Proof. Observe that b + B ∈ NA(M) if and only if B ∈ NA(〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉) and
(b+B)A(b+B)−1 ∈ M. Now B ∈ NA(〈e1+ I, e2+ I〉) if and only if B ∈ GL(2,Z).
As (b+B)A(b+B)−1 = b−BAB−1b+BAB−1, we have that (b+B)A(b+B)−1 ∈M
if and only if BAB−1 = A and b − Ab ∈ Z2. Hence b + B ∈ NA(M) if and only if
B ∈ 〈−I, A〉 and 2b2 ∈ Z. 
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A fundamental polygon for the action of M on E2 is the rectangle with vertices
v1 = (0, 0), v2 = (1, 0), v3 = (1, 1/2) and v4 = (0, 1/2). The reflection A fixes the
side [v1, v2] pointwise, the reflection e2+A fixes the side [v4, v3] pointwise, and the
horizontal translation e1 + I maps the side [v1, v4] to the side [v2, v3]. The central
geodesic of the annulus E2/M, which we call the central circle, represented by the
horizontal line segment [(0, 1/4), (1, 1/4)] is invariant under any symmetry of the
annulus. The symmetry group of E2/M is the direct product of the subgroup of
order 2, generated by the reflection in the central circle, and the subgroup consisting
of the horizontal rotations and the reflections in a pair of antipodal vertical line
segments. The latter subgroup restricts to the symmetry group of the central circle.
There are five conjugacy classes of symmetries of order 2, the class of the reflec-
tion c-ref. = (e2/2+ I)⋆ in the central circle, the class of the horizontal halfturn 2-
sym. = (e1/2+I)⋆, the class of the halfturn glide-reflection g-ref. = (e1/2+e2/2+I)⋆
in the central circle, the class of a reflection v-ref. = (−I)⋆ in a pair of antipodal ver-
tical line segments of the annulus, and the class of the halfturn 2-rot. = (e2/2− I)⋆
around a pair of antipodal points on the central circle. Define v-ref.′ = (e1/2− I)⋆
and 2-rot.′ = (e1/2 + e2/2− I)⋆.
There are five conjugacy classes of dihedral symmetry groups of order 4, the
classes of the groups {idt., c-ref., 2-sym., g-ref.}, {idt., c-ref., v-ref., 2-rot.}, {idt.,
2-sym., v-ref., v-ref.′}, {idt., 2-sym., 2-rot., 2-rot.′}, and {idt., g-ref. v-ref., 2-rot.′}.
Lemma 41. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I, A〉, with A = diag(1,−1), then the Lie group
Sym(M) is isomorphic to C2 × O(2), and Sym(M) = Aff(M), and Ω : Aff(M) →
Out(M) maps the subgroup {idt., c-ref., v-ref., 2-rot.} isomorphically onto Out(M).
Proof. Let O be the central circle of the annulus, and let Λ be the group of all
symmetries of the annulus that leave each horizontal geodesic invariant. Restriction
induces an isomorphism from Λ to Isom(O) by Lemmas 5 and 40. We have that
Sym(M) = 〈c-ref.〉 × Λ, since every symmetry of the annulus leaves O invariant,
and c-ref. commutes with every symmetry in Λ. Therefore Sym(M) is isomorphic
to C2 × O(2). We have that Sym(M) = Aff(M) by Lemmas 5, 11, and 40. The
epimorphism Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) maps {idt., c-ref., v-ref., 2-rot.} isomorphically
onto Out(M) by Theorem 13, since v-ref. acts as a reflection of O. 
Theorem 43. Let M = 〈e1+ I, e2+ I, A〉 with A = diag(1,−1). Then Iso(C∞,M)
has four elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {c-ref,., c-
ref.}, {v-ref., v-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.} of Sym(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M)
has 21 elements, corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., c-ref.},
{idt., 2-sym.}, {idt., g-ref.}, {idt., v-ref.}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {2-sym.,
2-sym.}, {g-ref., g-ref.}, {v-ref., v-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {c-ref., 2-sym.}, {2-sym.,
g-ref.}, {c-ref., g-ref.}, {c-ref., v-ref.}, {c-ref., 2-rot.}, {v-ref., 2-rot.}, {2-sym., v-
ref.}, {2-sym., 2-rot.}, {g-ref., v-ref.}, {g-ref., 2-rot.′} of Sym(M) by Theorem 26.
The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 15 by Theorems 27
and 28. Only the three pairs {v-ref., v-ref.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {v-ref., 2-rot.} fall into
the case E1 ∩ E2 6= {0} of Theorem 26.
(2) Let M = 〈e1+I, e2+I,−I〉 where e1, e2 are the standard basis vectors of E2.
Then M is a 2-space group with IT number 2. The Conway notation for M is 2222
and the IT notation is p2. The flat E2/M is a square pillow 2. A flat 2-orbifold
affinely equivalent to 2 is called a pillow. A pillow is orientable and has four 180◦
cone points.
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
6 (∗∗,O) C1 (∗∗,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
8 (∗∗,O) C2 (∗∗,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
10 (∗∗,O) C2 (∗2222, I) (v-ref., ref.) {v-ref., v-ref.}
11 (∗∗,O) C2 (22∗, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
12 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (v-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {v-ref., 2-rot.}
25 (∗∗, I) C1 (∗∗, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
26 (∗∗,O) C2 (∗∗, I) (2-sym., ref.) {2-sym., 2-sym.}
26 (∗∗,O) C2 (∗2222,O) (v-ref., 2-rot.) {v-ref., v-ref.}
28 (∗∗,O) C2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
31 (∗∗,O) C2 (∗×, I) (g-ref., ref.) {g-ref., g-ref.}
31 (∗∗,O) C2 (22∗,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
35 (∗∗, I) C2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
36 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (2-sym., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {2-sym., g-ref.}
38 (∗∗, I) C2 (∗∗, I) (2-sym., ref.) {idt., 2-sym.}
40 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.), (2-sym., 2-rot.) {c-ref., g-ref.}
44 (∗∗, I) C2 (∗×, I) (g-ref., ref.) {idt., g-ref.}
46 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (c-ref., ref.), (g-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-sym.}
51 (∗∗, I) C2 (∗2222, I) (v-ref., ref.) {idt., v-ref.}
53 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (v-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {v-ref., c-ref.}
55 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (2-sym., ref.), (v-ref.′, 2-rot.) {2-sym., v-ref.}
57 (∗∗,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.), (v-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-rot.}
58 (∗∗,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (g-ref., ref.), (2-rot.′, 2-rot.) {g-ref., v-ref.}
59 (∗∗, I) C2 (22∗, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
62 (∗∗,O) D2 (22∗, I) (2-sym., ref.), (2-rot.′, 2-rot.) {2-sym., 2-rot.}
62 (∗∗,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (g-ref., ref.), (v-ref., 2-rot.) {g-ref., 2-rot.′}
Table 16. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ∗∗ with IT number 3
Lemma 42. If M = 〈e1+ I, e2+ I,−I〉, then Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an isomor-
phism.
Proof. We have that Z(M) = {I} by Lemma 9. Hence Ω : Aff(M)→ Out(M) is an
isomorphism by Theorems 11 and 13. 
Lemma 43. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I,−I〉, then
NA(M) =
{m
2
e1 +
n
2
e2 +A : m,n ∈ Z and A ∈ GL(2,Z)
}
.
Proof. Observe that a + A ∈ NA(M) if and only if A ∈ NA(〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉) and
(a+I)(−I)(a+I)−1 ∈ M. Now A ∈ NA(〈e1+I, e2+I〉) if and only if A ∈ GL(2,Z).
As (a+ I)(−I)(a + I)−1 = 2a− I, we have that (a+ I)(−I)(a + I)−1 ∈ M if and
only if a = m
2
e1 +
n
2
e2 for some m,n ∈ Z. 
Lemma 44. Let M = 〈e1+ I, e2+ I,−I〉. The group Aff(M) has a normal dihedral
subgroup K of order 4 generated by (e1/2 + I)⋆ and (e2/2 + I)⋆. The map η :
Aff(M) → PGL(2,Z), defined by η((a + A)⋆) = ±A for each A ∈ GL(2,Z), is
an epimorphism with kernel K. The map σ : PGL(2,Z) → Aff(M), defined by
σ(±A) = A⋆, is a monomorphism, and σ is a right inverse of η.
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Proof. We have that Z(M) = {I} by Lemma 9, and Ω : Aff(M) → Out(M) is an
isomorphism by Theorems 11 and 13. Hence K = Ω−1(Out1E) is a normal subgroup
of Aff(M) by Lemma 13. Let T be the translation subgroup of NA(M). Then
K = Φ(TM/M) by Lemmas 11 and 12. Now TM/M ∼= T/T∩M is a dihedral group
of order 4 generated by (e1/2 + I)M and (e2/2 + I)M by Lemma 43. Hence K is a
dihedral group generated by (e1/2 + I)⋆ and (e2/2 + I)⋆.
The point group ΠA of NA(M) is GL(2,Z) by Lemma 43. Hence the map η :
Aff(M) → PGL(2,Z), defined by η((a + A)⋆) = ±A for each A ∈ GL(2,Z)}, is an
epimorphism with kernel K by Lemma 13. The map σ : PGL(2,Z) → Aff(M) is a
well defined homomorphism by Lemma 11. The map σ is a monomorphism, since
σ is a right inverse of η. 
Lemma 45. Let
A =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, B =
(
0 −1
1 1
)
, C =
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
The group PGL(2,Z) is the free product of the dihedral subgroup 〈±A,±C〉 of order
4 and the dihedral subgroup 〈±B,±C〉 of order 6 amalgamated along the subgroup
〈±C〉 of order 2. Every finite subgroup of PGL(2,Z) is conjugate to a subgroup of
either 〈±A,±C〉 or 〈±B,±C〉.
Proof. We have that A2 = −I, C2 = I, and CAC−1 = −A. Hence 〈±A,±C〉 is
a dihedral group of order 4. We have that B3 = −I and CBC−1 = B−1. Hence
〈±B,±C〉 is a dihedral group of order 6. It follows from the group presentation for
PGL(2,Z) given in §7.2 of [5] that PGL(2,Z) is the free product of the subgroups
〈±A,±C〉 and 〈±B,±C〉 amalgamated along the subgroup 〈±C〉. By Theorem 8
of §4.3 of [11], every finite subgroup of PGL(2,Z) is conjugate to a subgroup of
either 〈±A,±C〉 or 〈±B,±C〉. 
Lemma 46. Let M = 〈e1+I, e2+I,−I〉, let K = 〈(e1/2+I)⋆, (e2/2+I)⋆〉, and let
A,B,C be defined as in the previous lemma. The group Aff(M) is the free product
of the subgroup 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉 of order 16 and the subgroup 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉 of order 24
amalgamated along the subgroup 〈K, C⋆〉 of order 8. Every finite subgroup of Aff(M)
is conjugate to a subgroup of either 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉 or 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉.
Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 44 and 45. 
Let ∆ = 〈e1 + I, e1/2 +
√
3e2/2 + I,−I〉. Then ∆ is a 2-space group, and the
flat orbifold E2/∆ is a tetrahedral pillow △.
Lemma 47. LetM = 〈e1+I, e2+I,−I〉, and let ∆ = 〈e1+I, e1/2+
√
3e2/2+I,−I〉.
Let K = 〈(e1/2 + I)⋆, (e2/2 + I)⋆〉, and let
A =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, B =
(
0 −1
1 1
)
, C =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, D =
(
1 1/2
0
√
3/2
)
.
Then Sym(M) = 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉, and DMD−1 = ∆, and D♯ : Aff(M) → Aff(∆) is an
isomorphism, and D−1♯ (Sym(∆)) = 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉.
Proof. We have that Z(M) = {I} by Lemma 9, and so Sym(M) is finite by Corollary
5. Now Sym(M) is a finite subgroup of Aff(M) that contains 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉. Hence
Sym(M) = 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉, since 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉 is a maximal finite subgroup of Aff(M) by
Lemma 46.
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Clearly DMD−1 = ∆, and so D♯ : Aff(M) → Aff(∆) is an isomorphism. Now
D♯(〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉) is a subgroup of Sym(∆), since DBD−1, DCD−1 ∈ O(2). Hence
D−1♯ (Sym(∆)) is a finite subgroup of Aff(M) that contains 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉. Therefore
D−1♯ (Sym(∆)) = 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉, since 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉 is a maximal finite subgroup of
Aff(M) by Lemma 46. 
A square pillow is formed by identifying the boundaries of two congruent squares.
The symmetry group of a square pillow is the direct product of the subgroup of
order 2 generated by the central reflection between the two squares, and the sub-
group of order 8 corresponding to the symmetry group of the two squares. A
fundamental domain for the square pillow 2 = E2/M is the rectangle with ver-
tices (0, 0), (1/2, 0), (1/2, 1), (0, 1). This rectangle is subdivided into two congruent
squares that correspond to the two sides of the pillow 2.
There are seven conjugacy classes of symmetries of order 2 of 2, the class of the
central halfturn c-rot. = (e1/2 + e2/2 + I)⋆ about the centers of the squares, the
class of the midline halfturn m-rot. = (e1/2 + I)⋆ about the midpoints of opposite
sides of the squares, the class of the central reflection c-ref. = (AC)⋆ between the
two squares, the class of the midline reflection m-ref. = (e1/2 +AC)⋆, the class of
the antipodal map 2-sym. = (e1/2+e2/2+AC)⋆, the class of the diagonal reflection
d-ref. = C⋆, and the class of the diagonal halfturn d-rot. = A⋆.
There are two conjugacy classes of symmetries of order 4 of 2, the class of the
90◦ rotation 4-rot. = (e1/2+A)⋆ about the centers of the squares, and the class of
4-sym. = (e1/2 + C)⋆.
There are nine conjugacy classes of dihedral symmetry groups of order 4 of 2,
the classes of the groups K = {idt., c-rot., m-rot., m-rot.′}, {idt., c-rot., d-ref.,
d-ref.′}, {idt., c-ref., m-ref., m-rot.}, {idt., 2-sym., m-ref., m-rot.′}, {idt., c-rot. m-
ref., m-ref.′}, {idt., c-ref., c-rot., 2-sym.}, {idt., c-rot., d-rot., d-rot.′}, {idt., c-ref.,
d-ref., d-rot.}, and {idt., 2-sym., d-ref., d-rot.′}.
There are four conjugacy classes of dihedral symmetry groups of order 8 of 2,
the classes of the groups 〈m-rot., d-rot.〉, 〈m-ref., d-ref.〉, 〈m-rot., d-ref.〉, and 〈m-
ref., d-rot.〉. Moreover 4-rot. = (m-rot.)(d-rot.) = (m-ref.)(d-ref.) and 4-sym. =
(m-rot.)(d-ref.) = (m-ref.)(d-rot.).
A tetrahedral pillow is realized by the boundary of a regular tetrahedron. The
symmetry group of a tetrahedral pillow corresponds to the symmetric group on
its four cone points (vertices). A fundamental domain for the tetrahedral pillow
△ = E2/∆ is the equilateral triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), (1/2,√3/2). This
triangle is subdivided into four congruent equilateral triangles that correspond to
the four faces of a regular tetrahedron.
There are two conjugacy classes of symmetries of order 2 of △, the class of the
halfturn 2-rot. = (e1/2 + I)⋆, with axis joining the midpoints of a pair of opposite
edges of the tetrahedron, corresponding to the product of two disjoint transpositions
of vertices, and the class of the reflection ref. = (DCD−1)⋆ corresponding to a
transposition of vertices.
There is one conjugacy class of symmetries of order 3 of △, the class of the
120◦ rotation 3-rot. = (DBD−1)⋆ corresponding to a 3-cycle. There is one con-
jugacy class of elements of order 4 of △, the class of 4-cyc. = (e1/2 +DCD−1)⋆,
corresponding to a 4-cycle.
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There are two conjugacy classes of dihedral symmetry groups of order 4 of △,
the class of the group of halfturns, and the class of the group generated by two
perpendicular reflections.
There is one conjugacy class of dihedral symmetry groups of order 6 of △, the
class of the stabilizer of a face of △. There is one conjugacy class of dihedral
symmetry groups of order 8 of △, since all Sylow 2-subgroups of the symmetry
group of △ are conjugate.
The square pillow 2 is affinely equivalent to the tetrahedral pillow △ by Lemma
47. The symmetries m-rot., d-ref. and 4-sym. of 2 are conjugate by D⋆ to the
symmetries 2-rot., ref. and 4-cyc. of △, respectively. The affinity 3-aff. = B⋆ of 2
is conjugate by D⋆ to the symmetry 3-rot. of △. The group {idt., c-rot, m-rot.,
m-rot.′} of symmetries of 2 is conjugate by D⋆ to the group of halfturns of △. The
group {idt., c-rot, d-ref., d-ref.′} of symmetries of 2 is conjugate by D⋆ to a group
of symmetries of △ generated by two perpendicular reflections.
Define the affinity 2-aff. of 2 by 2-aff. = (d-ref.)(3-aff.). Define the reflection ref.′
of △ by ref.′ = (ref.)(3-rot.). The group 〈d-ref., 2-aff.〉 of affinities of 2 is conjugate
by D⋆ to the group 〈ref., ref.′〉 of symmetries of △ of order 6. The group 〈m-rot.,
d-ref.〉 of symmetries of 2 is conjugate by D⋆ to the dihedral group of symmetries
〈2-rot., ref.〉 of △ of order 8.
Every affinity of 2 of finite order has order 1, 2, 3, or 4 by Lemma 46. There
are six conjugacy classes of affinities of 2 of order 2 represented by m-rot., c-ref.,
m-ref., 2-sym., d-ref., and d-rot. There is one conjugacy classes of affinities of 2 of
order 3 represented by 3-aff. There are two conjugacy classes of affinities of 2 of
order 4 represented by 4-rot. and 4-sym.
Theorem 44. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I,−I〉. Then Iso(C∞,M) has 10 elements
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {m-rot., m-rot.}, {c-ref., c-ref.},
{m-ref., m-ref.}, {2-sym., 2-sym.}, {d-ref., def.}, {d-rot., d-rot.}, {3-aff., 3-aff.−1},
{4-rot., 4-rot.−1}, {4-sym., 4-sym.−1} of Aff(M) by Theorem 23, and Iso(D∞,M)
has 40 elements corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., m-rot},
{idt., c-ref.}, {idt., m-ref.}, {idt., 2-sym.}, {idt., d-ref.}, {idt., d-rot.}, {m-rot.,
m-rot}, {c-ref., c-ref.}, {m-ref., m-ref.}, {2-sym., 2-sym.}, {d-ref., d-ref.}, {d-rot.,
d-rot.} {c-rot, m-rot.}, {c-rot., c-ref.}, {c-rot., m-ref.}, {c-rot., 2-sym.}, {c-rot.,
d-ref.}, {c-rot., d-rot.}, {m-rot., c-ref.}, {m-rot., m-ref.}, {m-rot.′, m-ref.}, {m-
rot.′, 2-sym.}, {m-rot., d-ref.}, {m-rot., d-rot.}, {c-ref., m-ref.}, {c-ref., 2-sym.},
{c-ref., d-ref.}, {c-ref., d-rot.}, {m-ref., m-ref.′}, {m-ref, 2-sym.}, {m-ref, d-ref.},
{m-ref., d-rot.}, {2-sym., d-ref.}, {2-sym, d-rot.′}, {d-ref., d-ref.′}, {d-ref., d-rot.},
{d-ref., d-rot.′}, {d-rot., d-rot.′}, {d-ref., 2-aff.} of Aff(M) by Theorem 26. The
corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in Table 17 by Theorems 27 and
28.
(1) Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉 where e1, e2 are the standard basis vectors of E2.
Then M is a 2-space group with IT number 1. The Conway notation for M is ◦ and
the IT notation is p1. The flat orbifold E2/M is a square torus 2. A flat 2-orbifold
affinely equivalent to 2 is called a torus. A torus is orientable.
Lemma 48. If M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉, then Out(M) = Aut(M) = GL(2,Z), and
NA(M) =
{
a+A : a ∈ E2 and A ∈ GL(2,Z)} .
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
3 (2222,O) C1 (2222,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
5 (2222,O) C2 (2222,O) (m-rot., 2-rot.) {m-rot., m-rot}
10 (2222, I) C1 (2222, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
12 (2222, I) C2 (2222, I) (m-rot., ref.) {idt., m-rot}
13 (2222,O) C2 (2222, I) (m-rot., ref.) {m-rot., m-rot}
15 (2222,O) D2 (2222, I) (c-rot., ref.), (m-rot.
′, 2-rot.) {c-rot, m-rot.}
16 (2222,O) C2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
17 (2222,O) C2 (22∗, I) (m-ref., ref.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
18 (2222,O) C2 (22×, I) (2-sym., ref.) {2-sym., 2-sym.}
20 (2222,O) D2 (22∗, I) (2-sym., ref.), (m-rot.′, 2-rot.) {2-sym., m-ref.}
21 (2222,O) C2 (2∗22, I) (d-ref., ref.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
21 (2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.), (m-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., m-ref.}
22 (2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (d-ref., ref.), (c-rot., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.′}
23 (2222,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (c-ref., ref.), (c-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., 2-sym.}
24 (2222,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (m-ref., ref.), (c-rot., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.′}
27 (2222,O) C2 (∗2222,O) (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., c-ref.}
30 (2222,O) C2 (22∗,O) (m-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-ref.}
34 (2222,O) C2 (22×,O) (2-sym., 2-rot.) {2-sym., 2-sym.}
37 (2222,O) C2 (2∗22,O) (d-ref., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
43 (2222,O) C4 (22×,O) (4-sym., 4-rot.) {4-sym., 4-sym.−1}
48 (2222,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (c-rot., ref.), (2-sym., 2-rot.) {c-rot., c-ref.}
49 (2222, I) C2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.) {idt., c-ref.}
50 (2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (c-ref., ref.), (m-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., m-rot.}
52 (2222,O) D2 (22∗, I) (m-ref., ref.), (2-sym., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-rot.′}
52 (2222,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (c-rot., ref.), (m-ref.′, 2-rot.) {c-rot., m-ref.}
53 (2222, I) C2 (22∗, I) (m-ref., ref.) {idt., m-ref.}
54 (2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (m-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {m-ref., m-rot.}
56 (2222,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (c-rot., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {c-rot., 2-sym.}
58 (2222, I) C2 (22×, I) (2-sym., ref.) {idt., 2-sym.}
60 (2222,O) D2 (22∗, I) (2-sym., ref.), (m-ref., 2-rot.) {2-sym., m-rot.′}
66 (2222, I) C2 (2∗22, I) (d-ref., ref.) {idt., d-ref.}
68 (2222,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (c-rot., ref.), (d-ref.′, 2-rot.) {c-rot., d-ref.}
70 (2222,O) D4 (2∗22, I) (m-rot., ref.), (4-sym., 4-rot.) {m-rot., d-ref.}
77 (2222,O) C2 (442,O) (d-rot., 2-rot.) {d-rot., d-rot.}
80 (2222,O) C4 (442,O) (4-rot., 4-rot.) {4-rot., 4-rot.−1}
81 (2222,O) C2 (442, I) (d-rot., ref.) {d-rot., d-rot.}
82 (2222,O) D2 (442, I) (d-rot., ref.), (c-rot., 2-rot.) {d-rot., d-rot.′}
84 (2222, I) C2 (442, I) (d-rot., ref.) {idt., d-rot.}
86 (2222,O) D2 (442, I) (c-rot., ref.), (d-rot.
′, 2-rot.) {c-rot., d-rot.}
88 (2222,O) D4 (442, I) (m-rot., ref.), (4-rot., 4-rot.) {m-rot., d-rot.}
93 (2222,O) D2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.), (d-rot., 2-rot.) {c-ref., d-ref.}
94 (2222,O) D2 (4∗2, I) (2-sym., ref.), (d-rot.′, 2-rot.) {2-sym., d-ref.}
98 (2222,O) D4 (∗442, I) (m-ref., ref.), (4-rot., 4-rot.) {m-ref, d-ref.}
112 (2222,O) D2 (∗442, I) (c-ref., ref.), (d-ref., 2-rot.) {c-ref., d-rot.}
114 (2222,O) D2 (4∗2, I) (2-sym., ref.), (d-ref., 2-rot.) {2-sym, d-rot.′}
116 (2222,O) D2 (∗442, I) (d-ref., ref.), (c-ref., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-rot.}
118 (2222,O) D2 (4∗2, I) (d-ref., ref.), (2-sym., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-rot.′}
122 (2222,O) D4 (4∗2, I) (m-ref., ref.), (4-sym., 4-rot.) {m-ref., d-rot.}
171 (2222,O) C3 (632,O) (3-rot., 3-rot.) {3-aff., 3-aff.−1}
180 (2222,O) D3 (∗632, I) (ref., ref.), (3-rot., 3-rot.) {d-ref., 2-aff.}
Table 17. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type 2222 with IT number 2
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Proof. We have that Out(M) = Aut(M), since M is abelian, and Aut(M) = GL(2,Z),
since every automorphism of M extends to a unique linear automorphism of E2 cor-
responding to an element of GL(2,Z).
Observe that a + A ∈ NA(M) if and only if A ∈ NA(〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉). Hence
a+A ∈ NA(M) if and only if A ∈ GL(2,Z). 
Lemma 49. Let M = 〈e1+I, e2+I,−I〉. The group Aff(M) has a normal, infinite,
abelian subgroup K = {(a+I)⋆ : a ∈ E2}. The map η : Aff(M)→ GL(2,Z), defined
by η((a +A)⋆) = A for each A ∈ GL(2,Z), is an epimorphism with kernel K. The
map σ : GL(2,Z)→ Aff(M), defined by σ(A) = A⋆, is a monomorphism, and σ is
a right inverse of η.
Proof. The map Φ : NA(M) → Aff(M), defined by Φ(a + A) = (a + A)⋆, is an
epimorphism with kernel M by Lemma 11. Let T be the translation subgroup of
NA(M). Then Φ maps the normal subgroup T/M of NA(M)/M onto the normal
subgroup K of Aff(M). We have that
(NA(M)/M)/(T/M) = NA(M)/T = GL(2,Z).
Hence η : Aff(M) → GL(2,Z) is an epimorphism with kernel K. The map σ :
GL(2,Z)→ Aff(M) is a well defined homomorphism by Lemma 11. The map σ is
a monomorphism, since σ is a right inverse of η. 
Lemma 50. Let
A =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, B =
(
0 −1
1 1
)
, C =
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
The group GL(2,Z) is the free product of the dihedral subgroup 〈A,C〉 of order 8 and
the dihedral subgroup 〈B,C〉 of order 12 amalgamated along the dihedral subgroup
〈−I, C〉 of order 4. Every finite subgroup of GL(2,Z) is conjugate to a subgroup of
either 〈A,C〉 or 〈B,C〉.
Proof. We have that A2 = −I, C2 = I, and CAC−1 = A−1. Hence 〈A,C〉 is a
dihedral group of order 8. We have that B3 = −I and CBC−1 = B−1. Hence
〈B,C〉 is a dihedral group of order 12. It follows from the group presentation for
GL(2,Z) given in §7.2 of [5] that GL(2,Z) is the free product of the subgroups
〈A,C〉 and 〈B,C〉 amalgamated along the subgroup 〈−I, C〉. By Theorem 8 of §4.3
of [11], every finite subgroup of GL(2,Z) is conjugate to a subgroup of either 〈A,C〉
or 〈B,C〉. 
Lemma 51. The group GL(2,Z) has seven conjugacy classes of elements of finite
order, the class of I, three conjugacy classes of elements of order 2, represented
by −I, CA,C, one conjugacy class of elements of order 3 represented by B2, one
conjugacy class of elements of order 4 represented by A, and one conjugacy class
of element of order 6 represented by B.
Proof. By Lemma 50 an element of GL(2,Z) of finite order is conjugate to either
I,−I, CA,C,CB,B2, A, or B. As −I commutes with every element of GL(2,Z), we
have that −I is conjugate to only itself. The element CA is not conjugate to C by a
simple proof by contradiction. The element C is conjugate to CB in GL(2,Z). 
Lemma 52. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉, let K = {(a + I)⋆ : a ∈ E2}, and let
A,B,C be defined as in Lemma 50. The group Aff(M) is the free product of the
subgroup 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉 and the subgroup 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉 amalgamated along the subgroup
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〈K, (−I)⋆, C⋆〉. Every finite subgroup of Aff(M) is conjugate to a subgroup of either
〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉 or 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉.
Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 49 and 50. 
Let Λ = 〈e1 + I, e1/2 +
√
3e2/2 + I〉. Then Λ is a 2-space group, and the flat
orbifold E2/Λ is a hexagonal torus 9.
Lemma 53. Let M = 〈e1+ I, e2+ I〉, and let Λ = 〈e1+ I, e1/2+
√
3e2/2+ I〉. Let
K = {(a+ I)⋆ : a ∈ E2}, and let
A =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, B =
(
0 −1
1 1
)
, C =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, D =
(
1 1/2
0
√
3/2
)
.
Then Sym(M) = 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉, and DMD−1 = Λ, and D♯ : Aff(M) → Aff(Λ) is an
isomorphism, and D−1♯ (Sym(Λ)) = 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉.
Proof. Now OutE(M) = AutE(M) is a finite subgroup of Aut(M) = GL(2,Z) that
contains 〈A,C〉. Hence AutE(M) = 〈A,C〉, since 〈A,C〉 is a maximal finite sub-
group of GL(2,Z) by Lemma 50. The group K is the connected component of
Sym(M) that contains I⋆. Hence Sym(M) = 〈K, A⋆, C⋆〉 by Theorem 12.
ClearlyDMD−1 = Λ, and soD# : Aut(M)→ Aut(Λ) andD♯ : Aff(M)→ Aff(Λ)
are isomorphisms. Now D#(〈B,C〉) is a subgroup of AutE(Λ), since DBD−1,
DCD−1 ∈ O(2). Hence D−1# (AutE(Λ)) is a finite subgroup of Aff(M) that contains
〈B,C〉. Therefore D−1# (AutE(Λ)) = 〈B,C〉, since 〈B,C〉 is a maximal finite sub-
group of GL(2,Z) by Lemma 50. Hence D−1♯ (Sym(Λ)) = 〈K, B⋆, C⋆〉 by Theorem
12 and Lemma 14. 
The square torus 2 = E2/M is formed by identifying the opposite sides of the
square fundamental domain for M, with vertices (±1/2,±1/2), by translations.
By Lemma 53, the group Isom(2) = Sym(M) is the semidirect product of the
translation subgroup K = {(a+ I)⋆ : a ∈ E2} and the dihedral subgroup 〈A⋆, C⋆〉
of order 8 induced by the symmetry group 〈A,C〉 of the square fundamental domain
of M. The elements of K of order at most 2 form the dihedral group of order 4,
K2 = {I⋆, (e1/2 + I)⋆, (e2/2 + I)⋆, (e1/2 + e2/2 + I)⋆}.
By Lemma 54 below, the group Isom(2) has six conjugacy classes of elements of
order 2, the class of the horizontal halfturn h-rot. = (e1/2+I)⋆ (or vertical halfturn
v-rot. = (e2/2 + I)⋆), the class of the antipodal map 2-sym. = (e1/2 + e2/2 + I)⋆,
the class of the halfturn 2-rot. = (−I)⋆, the class of the horizontal reflection h-ref.
= (AC)⋆ (or vertical reflection v-ref. = (CA)⋆), the class of the horizontal glide-
reflection h-grf. = (e1/2+CA)⋆, (or vertical glide-reflection v-grf. = (e2/2+AC)⋆),
and the class of the diagonal reflection d-ref. = C⋆ (or perpendicular diagonal
reflection e-ref. = (−C)⋆).
In the following discussion and Table 18, an apostrophe “ ’ ” on a symmetry
means that the symmetry is multiplied on the left by h-rot., a prime symbol “ ′ ”
on a symmetry means that the symmetry is multiplied on the left by v-rot., and
a double prime symbol “ ′′ ” means that the symmetry is multiplied on the left by
2-sym. These alterations do not change the conjugacy class of the symmetry.
By Lemma 55 below, the group Isom(2) has 12 conjugacy classes of dihedral
subgroups of order 4, the classes of the groups K2 = {idt., h-rot., v-rot., 2-sym.},
{idt, h-rot., 2-rot., 2-rot.’}, {idt, 2-sym., 2-rot., 2-rot.′′}, {idt., h-rot., v-ref., h-grf.},
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{idt, v-rot, v-ref, v-ref.′}, {idt, 2-sym., d-ref, d-ref.′′}, {idt, v-rot, h-grf., h-grf.′},
{idt, 2-sym, v-ref, h-grf.′}, {idt., 2-rot. h-ref., v-ref.}, {idt., 2-rot., h-ref.’, h-grf.},
{idt., 2-rot., h-grf.′, v-grf.’}, and {idt., 2-rot., d-ref., e-ref.}.
The isometries 4-rot. = A⋆, and 4-sym. = (e2/2 + C)⋆ are symmetries of 2
of order 4, and the groups 〈h-ref., d-ref.〉, 〈d-ref., h-grf.〉, and 〈v-rot., d-ref.〉 are
dihedral subgroups of Isom(2) of order 8. Moreover 4-rot. = (h-ref.)(d-ref.) and
4-rot.′ = (d-ref.)(h-grf.) and 4-sym. = (v-rot.)(d-ref.).
The hexagonal torus 9 = E2/Λ is formed by identifying the opposite sides of the
regular hexagon fundamental domain, with vertices (±1/2,±√3/6), (0,±√3/3), by
translations. By Lemma 53, the group Isom(9) is the semidirect product of the sub-
group K = {(a+ I)⋆ : a ∈ E2} and the dihedral subgroup 〈(DBD−1)⋆, (DCD−1)⋆〉
of order 12 induced by the symmetry group 〈DBD−1, DCD−1〉 of the regular
hexagon fundamental domain of Λ.
We denote the symmetry of 9 represented by the 180◦, 120◦, 60◦ rotation about
the center of the regular hexagon fundamental domain of Λ by 2-rot. = (−I)⋆,
3-rot. = (DB2D−1)⋆, 6-rot. = (DBD
−1)⋆, respectively. Define affinities of 2 by
3-aff. = (B2)⋆ and 6-aff. = B⋆. The affinities 3-aff. and 6-aff. of 2 are conjugate by
D⋆ to the symmetries 3-rot. and 6-rot. of 9, respectively.
Define the reflection l-ref. of 9 by l-ref. = (DCD−1)⋆. Then l.ref. is represented
by the reflection in the line segment joining the two opposite vertices ±(1/2,√3/6)
of the regular hexagon. Define the reflection m-ref. of 9 by m-ref. = (DCBD−1)⋆.
Now DCBD−1 = CA, and so m-ref. is represented by the reflection in the line
segment joining the midpoints (±1/2, 0) of the two vertical sides of the regular
hexagon. Define the reflections n-ref. and o-ref. of 9 by n-ref. = (DCB2D−1)⋆ and
o-ref. = (DCB3D−1)⋆ = (D(−C)D−1)⋆. The groups 〈l-ref., n-ref.〉 and 〈m-ref.,
o-ref.〉 are dihedral groups of order 6 with 3-rot. = (l-ref.)(n-ref.) = (m-ref.)(o-ref.).
The group 〈l-ref., m-ref.〉 is a dihedral group of order 12 with 6-rot. = (l-ref.)(m-ref.).
The symmetries 2-rot., d-ref., e-ref. of 2 are conjugate by D⋆ to the symmetries
2-rot., l-ref., o-ref. of 9, respectively.
Define affinities of 2 by m-aff. = (CB)⋆ and n-aff. = (CB
2)⋆. The affinities
m-aff. and n-aff. of 2 are conjugate by D⋆ to the symmetries m-ref. and n-ref. of 9,
respectively. The groups 〈d-ref., n-aff.〉, 〈m-aff., e-ref.〉, 〈d-ref., m-aff.〉 are conjugate
by D⋆ to the groups 〈l-ref., n-ref.〉, 〈m-ref., o-ref.〉, 〈l-ref., m-ref.〉, respectively.
Lemma 54. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉, and let κ = (k + K)⋆ be an element
of Aff(M) such that K has finite order. Then K is conjugate to exactly one of
I,−I, CA,C,B2, A or B.
(1) If K = I and κ has order 2, then κ ∈ K2 and κ is conjugate to h-rot. =
(e1/2 + I)⋆.
(2) If K = −I, then κ is conjugate to 2-rot. = (−I)⋆.
(3) If K is conjugate to CA and κ has order 2, then κ is conjugate to exactly
one of v-ref. = (CA)⋆ or h-grf. = (e1/2 + CA)⋆.
(4) If K is conjugate to C and κ has order 2 , then κ is conjugate to d-ref. =
C⋆.
(5) If K is conjugate to B2, then κ is conjugate to 3-aff. = (B2)⋆.
(6) If K is conjugate to A, then κ is conjugate to 4-rot. = A⋆.
(7) If K is conjugate to B, then κ is conjugate to 6-aff. = B⋆.
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Proof. The matrix K is conjugate to exactly one of I,−I, CA,C,B2, A or B by
Lemma 51.
(1) As κ2 = 2k + I, we have that 2k ∈ Z2. Hence κ ∈ K2. We have that
C(e1/2 + I)C
−1 = e2/2 + I and B(e2/2 + I)B
−1 = −e1/2 + e2/2. Hence κ is
conjugate to (e1/2 + I)⋆.
(2) We have that (k/2 + I)(−I)(−k/2 + I) = k − I.
(3) We have that (k + CA)2 = 2k1e1 + I, and so 2k1 ∈ Z. Hence either κ =
(k2e2+CA)⋆ or κ = (e1/2+k2e2+CA)⋆. We have that (k2e2/2+I)CA(−k2e2/2+
I) = k2e2 + CA and (k2e2/2 + I)(e1/2 + CA)(−k2e2/2 + I) = e1/2 + k2e2 + CA.
The isometries v-ref. and h-grf. are not conjugate in Aff(M), since v-ref. fixes points
of 2 whereas h-grf. does not.
(4) We have that (k+C)2 = (k1+k2)e1+(k1+k2)e2+I. Hence k1+k2 ∈ Z, and so
κ = (k1e1−k1e2+C)⋆. We have that (k1e1/2−k1e2/2+I)C(−k1e1/2+k1e2/2+I) =
k1e1 − k1e2 + C.
(5) We have that (a+ I)B2(−a+ I) = a−B2a+B2. The equation a−B2a = k
has a solution, since ker(I −B2) = Fix(B2) = {0}.
(6) The proofs of (6) and (7) are similar to the proof of (5). 
Lemma 55. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉. Let κ = (k + K)⋆ and λ = (ℓ + L)⋆ be
distinct elements of order 2 of Aff(M) such that Ω(κλ) has finite order in Out(M).
Let H = 〈K,L〉. Then K and L have order 1 or 2 and either H is a cyclic group of
order 1 or 2 or H is a dihedral group of order 4, 6, 8 or 12.
(1) If H = {I}, then 〈κ, λ〉 = K2 and {κ, λ} is conjugate to {h-rot., v-rot.}.
(2) If H has order 2, then H is conjugate to exactly one of 〈−I〉, 〈CA〉 or 〈C〉.
(a) If K = I and L = −I, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {h-rot., 2-rot.}.
(b) If K = L = −I, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {2-rot., (v + I)⋆2-rot.}
with Kv = −v.
(c) If K = I and L is conjugate to CA, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to exactly
one of {h-rot., v-ref.}, {v-rot., v-ref.}, {2-sym., v-ref.}, {h-rot., h-grf.},
{v-rot., h-grf.} or {2-sym., h-grf.}.
(d) If K = L and L is conjugate to CA, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to exactly
one of {v-ref., (v + I)⋆v-ref.}, {v-ref., (v+ I)⋆h-grf.}, or {h-grf., (v +
I)⋆h-grf.} with Kv = −v.
(e) If K = I and L is conjugate to C, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to exactly
one of {2-sym., d-ref.} or {v-rot., d-ref.}.
(f) If K = L and L is conjugate to C, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {d-ref.,
(v + I)⋆d-ref.} with Kv = −v.
(3) If H has order 4, then H is conjugate to exactly one of 〈−I, CA〉 or 〈−I, C〉.
(a) If K = −I and L is conjugate to CA, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to
exactly one of {2-rot., (v + I)⋆v-ref.} or {2-rot., (v + I)⋆h-grf.} with
L(v) = −v.
(b) If K = −L and K is conjugate to CA, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to
exactly one of {v-ref., h-ref.}, {h-ref.’, h-grf.} or {h-grf.′, v-grf.’}.
(c) If K = −I and L is conjugate to C, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {2-rot.,
(v + I)⋆d-ref.} with L(v) = −v.
(d) If K = −L and K is conjugate to C, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {d-ref.,
e-ref.}.
(4) If H has order 8, then H is conjugate to 〈A,C〉 and {κ, λ} is conjugate to
exactly one of {d-ref., h-ref.} or {d-ref., h-grf.}.
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(5) If H has order 6, then H is conjugate to exactly one of 〈B2, C〉 or 〈B2, CB〉.
(a) If H is conjugate to 〈B2, C〉, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {d-ref., n-aff.}.
(b) If H is conjugate to 〈B2, CB〉, then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {m-aff.,
e-ref.}.
(6) If H has order 12, then H is conjugate to 〈B,C〉 and {κ, λ} is conjugate to
{d-ref., m-aff.}.
Proof. As κ2 = (k+Kk+K2)⋆, we have that k+Kk ∈ Z2 and K2 = I. Hence K
has order 1 or 2. Likewise L has order 1 or 2. Now KL has finite order by Theorem
13 and Lemma 49, moreover KL has order 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6 by Lemma 51. Hence
either H is cyclic of order 1 or 2 or H is dihedral of order 4, 6, 8 or 12.
(1) We have that 〈κ, λ〉 = K2 by Lemma 54(1), moreoverB⋆{h-rot., v-rot.}B−1⋆ =
{v-rot., 2-sym.} and B⋆{2-sym., h-rot.}B−1⋆ = {h-rot., v-rot.}.
(2) If H has order 2, then H is conjugate to exactly one of 〈−I〉, 〈CA〉 or 〈C〉 by
Lemma 51; moreover if H is conjugate to 〈−I〉, then H = 〈−I〉.
(a) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that λ = 2-rot. by Lemma 54(2).
Then {κ, λ} is conjugate to {h-rot., 2-rot.} as in the proof of Lemma 54(1).
(b) By Lemma 54(2), we may assume that κ = K⋆ = 2-rot. Then L = (ℓ+K)⋆ =
(ℓ+ I)⋆2-rot. with Kℓ = −ℓ.
(c) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that λ = v-ref. or h-grf. by Lemma
54(3). Then κ ∈ K2 by Lemma 54(1), and so there are six possibilities. These six
pairs are nonconjugate since v-ref. is not conjugate to h-grf., the centralizer of CA
in GL(2,Z) is 〈−I, CA〉, and 〈−I, CA〉 centralizes K2.
(d) By Lemma 54(3), we may assume that K = CA and either κ = K⋆ = v-ref.
or κ = (e1/2+K)⋆ = h-grf. Now either λ = (ℓ2e2+K)⋆ or λ = (e1/2+ ℓ2e2+K)⋆.
Hence either λ = (ℓ2e2 + I)⋆v-ref. or λ = (ℓ2e2 + I)⋆h-grf. with K(ℓ2e2) = −ℓ2e2.
Moreover (−v/2 + I)⋆{v-ref., (v + I)⋆h-grf.}(v/2 + I)⋆ = {(−v + I)⋆v-ref., h-grf.}.
(e) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that λ = d-ref. by Lemma 54(4).
Then κ ∈ K2 by Lemma 54(1), and so there are three possibilities. We have that
C(e1/2 + C)C
−1 = e2/2 + C. The pair {v-rot., d-ref.} is not conjugate to {2-sym,
d-ref.}, since (v-rot.)(d-ref.) has order 4 while (2-sym.)(d-ref.) has order 2.
(f) By Lemma 54(4), we may assume that K = C and κ = K⋆ = d-ref. Then
λ = (ℓ+K)⋆ = (ℓ+ I)⋆d-ref. with Kℓ = −ℓ.
(3) If H has order 4, then H is conjugate to exactly one of 〈−I, CA〉 or 〈−I, C〉
by Lemmas 50 and 51.
(a) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that L = CA and κ = 2-rot. By
the proof of Lemma 54(3), either λ = (ℓ2e2 + CA)⋆ or (e1/2 + ℓ2e2 + CA)⋆. If
λ = (ℓ2e2 + CA)⋆, then λ = (ℓ2e2 + I)⋆v-ref. with CA(ℓ2e2) = −ℓ2e2. If λ =
(e1/2 + ℓ2e2 + CA)⋆, then λ = (ℓ2e2 + I)⋆h-grf. with CA(ℓ2e2) = −ℓ2e2.
(b) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that K = CA and κλ = 2-rot. By
the proof of Lemma 54(3), we have that κ = (k2e2 +CA)⋆ or (e1/2 + k2e2 +CA)⋆
and λ = (ℓ1e1 − CA)⋆ or (ℓ1e2 + e2/2 − CA)⋆. As κλ = 2-rot., we have that
{κ, λ} is either {v-ref., h-ref.}, {v-ref.′, v-grf.}, {h-grf., h-ref.’}, or {h-grf.′, v-grf.’}.
Moreover C⋆{v-ref.′, v-grf.}C−1⋆ = {h-ref.’, h-grf.}.
(c) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that L = C and κ = 2-rot. By the
proof of Lemma 54(4), we have that λ = (ℓ1e1−ℓ1e2+C)⋆ = (ℓ1e1−ℓ1e2+I)⋆d-ref.
with C(ℓ1e1 − ℓ1e2) = −ℓ1e1 + ℓ1e2.
(d) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that K = C and κλ = 2-rot. By
the proof of Lemma 54(4), we have that κ = (k1e1 − k1e2 + C)⋆. Now (ℓ − C)2 =
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(ℓ1 − ℓ2)e1 + (ℓ2 − ℓ1)e2 + I. Hence ℓ1 − ℓ2 ∈ Z. Hence λ = (ℓ1e1 + ℓ1e2 − C)⋆.
Now (k1e1 − k1e2 + C)(ℓ1e1 + ℓ1e2 − C) = (k1 + ℓ1)e1 + (ℓ1 − k1)e1 − I. Hence
k1 + ℓ1, ℓ1 − k1 ∈ Z. Thus we may take ℓ1 = k1 and k1 = 0 or 1/2. Then {κ, λ}
is either {d-ref., e-ref.} or {d-ref.′′, e-ref.′′}. Moreover (e1/2 + I)C(−e1/2 + I) =
e1/2− e2/2 + C and (e1/2 + I)(−C)(−e1/2 + I) = e1/2 + e2/2− C.
(4) If H has order 8, then H is conjugate to 〈A,C〉 by Lemma 50. By conjugating
{κ, λ}, we may assume that K = C and L = CA and κλ = 4-rot. By Lemma
54(4), we have that κ = (k1e1−k1e2+C)⋆, and by Lemma 54(3), we have that λ =
(ℓ2e2+CA)⋆ or (e1/2+ℓ2e2+CA)⋆. Now (k1e1−k1e2+C)(ℓ2e2+CA) = (k1+ℓ2)e1−
k1e2+A, and we may take k1 = ℓ2 = 0, and (k1e1−k1e2+C)(e1/2+ ℓ2e2+CA) =
(k1+ℓ2)e1+(1/2−k1)e2+A, and we may take k1 = ℓ2 = 1/2. Then {κ, λ} is either
{d-ref., h-ref.} or {d-ref.′′, h-grf.′}. Moreover (e1/4−e2/4+I)C(−e1/4+e2/4+I) =
e1/2−e2/2+C and (e1/4−e2/4+I)(e1/2+CA)(−e1/4+e2/4+I) = e1/2−e2/2+CA.
(5) If H has order 6, then H is conjugate to exactly one of 〈B2, C〉 or 〈B2, CB〉
by Lemma 50.
(a) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that K = C and L = CB2 and κλ =
3-aff. By Lemma 54(4), we have that κ = (k1e1 − k1e2 + C)⋆. Now (ℓ + CB2)2 =
2ℓ1e1− ℓ1e2+ I. Hence λ = (ℓ2e2+CB2)⋆. Now (k1e1− k1e2+C)(ℓ2e2+CB2) =
(k1 + ℓ2)e1 − k1e2 +B2. Hence κ = C⋆ = d-ref. and λ = (CB2)⋆ = n-aff.
(b) By conjugating {κ, λ}, we may assume that K = CB and L = CB3 = −C
and κλ = 3-aff. Now (k+CB)2 = (2k1+k2)e1+I. Hence κ = (k1e1−2k1e2+CB)⋆.
Now λ = (ℓ1e1+ℓ1e2−C)⋆ and (k1e1−2k1e2+CB)(ℓ1e1+ℓ1e2−C) = (k1+2ℓ1)e1+
(−2k1−ℓ1)e2+B2. Hence we may take ℓ1 = −2k1. Then 3k1 ∈ Z, and we may take
(k1, ℓ1) = (0, 0), (1/3, 1/3) or (2/3, 2/3). Now (−e1/3+2e2/3+I)CB(e1/3−2e2/3+
I) = −2e1/3+4e2/3+CB and (−e1/3+2e2/3+I)(−C)(e1/3−2e2/3+I) = e1/3+
e2/3−C. Moreover (e1/3+ e2/3+ I)CB(−e1/3− e2/3+ I) = −e1/3+2e2/3+CB
and (e1/3 + e2/3 + I)(−C)(−e1/3− e2/3 + I) = 2e1/3 + 2e2/3− C.
(6) If H has order 12, then H is conjugate to 〈B,C〉 by Lemma 50. By conjugating
{κ, λ}, we may assume that K = C and L = CB and κλ = 6-aff. By Lemma
54(4), we have that κ = (k1e1 − k1e2 + C)⋆. By the proof of 5(b), we have that
λ = (ℓ1e2 − 2ℓ1e2 + CB)⋆. Now (k1e1 − k1e2 + C)(ℓ1e1 − 2ℓ1e2 + CB) = (k1 −
2ℓ1)e1 + (ℓ1 − k1)e2 +B. Hence κ = C⋆ = d-ref. and λ = (CB)⋆ = m-aff. 
Theorem 45. Let M = 〈e1 + I, e2 + I〉. Then Iso(C∞,M) has seven elements
corresponding to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {h-ref., h-ref.},
{d-ref., d-ref.}, {3-aff., 3-aff.−1}, {4-rot., 4-rot.−1}, {6-aff., 6-aff.−1} of Aff(M) by
Theorem 23 and Lemmas 48 and 51, and Iso(D∞,M) has 34 elements corresponding
to the pairs of elements {idt., idt.}, {idt., h-rot}, {idt., 2-rot.}, {idt., v-ref.}, {idt.,
h-grf.}, {idt., d-ref.}, {h-rot., h-rot}, {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {v-ref., v-ref.}, {h-grf., h-grf.},
{d-ref., d-ref.}, {h-rot, v-rot.}, {h-rot., 2-rot.}, {h-rot., v-ref.}, {v-rot., v-ref.}, {2-
sym., v-ref.}, {h-rot., h-grf.}, {v-rot., h-grf.}, {2-sym., h-grf.′}, {v-rot., d-ref.}, {2-
sym., d-ref.},{2-rot., v-ref.}, {2-rot., h-grf.}, {2-rot., d-ref.}, {v-ref., h-ref.}, {v-ref.,
h-grf.}, {h-ref.’, h-grf.}, {h-ref., d-ref.}, {h-grf.′, v-grf.’}, {h-grf., d-ref.}, {d-ref.,
e-ref.}, {d-ref., n-aff.}, {m-aff., e-ref.}, {d-ref., m-aff.} of Aff(M) by Theorem 26
and Lemmas 54 and 55. The corresponding co-Seifert fibrations are described in
Table 18 by Theorems 27 and 28. Only the eight pairs {2-rot., 2-rot.}, {v-ref., v-
ref.}, {h-grf., h-grf.}, {v-ref., h-grf.},{d-ref., d-ref.}, {2-rot., v-ref.}, {2-rot., h-grf.},
{2-rot., d-ref.} fall into the case E1 ∩E2 6= {0} of Theorem 26.
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no. fibers grp. quotients structure group action classifying pair
1 (◦,O) C1 (◦,O) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
2 (◦,O) C2 (2222, I) (2-rot., ref.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
3 (◦,O) C2 (∗∗, I) (v-ref., ref.) {v-ref., v-ref.}
4 (◦,O) C2 (××, I) (h-grf., ref.) {h-grf., h-grf.}
4 (◦,O) C2 (2222,O) (2-rot., 2-rot.) {2-rot., 2-rot.}
5 (◦,O) C2 (∗×, I) (e-ref., ref.) {e-ref., e-ref.}
5 (◦,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (v-ref., ref.), (h-rot., 2-rot.) {v-ref., h-grf.}
6 (◦, I) C1 (◦, I) (idt., idt.) {idt., idt.}
7 (◦,O) C2 (◦, I) (v-rot., ref.) {v-rot., v-rot}
7 (◦,O) C2 (∗∗,O) (v-ref., 2-rot.) {v-ref., v-ref.}
8 (◦, I) C2 (◦, I) (h-rot., ref.) {idt., h-rot}
9 (◦,O) D2 (◦, I) (v-rot., ref.), (h-rot., 2-rot.) {v-rot, 2-sym.}
9 (◦,O) C2 (∗×,O) (d-ref., 2-rot.) {d-ref., d-ref.}
11 (◦, I) C2 (2222, I) (2-rot., ref.) {idt., 2-rot.}
13 (◦,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (h-ref., ref.), (v-ref., 2-rot.) {h-ref., 2-rot.}
14 (◦,O) D2 (2222, I) (v-rot., ref.), (2-rot.′, 2-rot.) {v-rot., 2-rot.}
14 (◦,O) D2 (22∗, I) (v-grf., ref.), (v-ref.′, 2-rot.) {v-grf., 2-rot.}
15 (◦,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (e-ref., ref.), (d-ref., 2-rot.) {e-ref., 2-rot.}
17 (◦,O) D2 (∗2222, I) (v-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {v-ref., h-ref.}
18 (◦,O) D2 (22∗, I) (h-grf., ref.), (2-rot.’, 2-rot.) {h-grf., h-ref.}
19 (◦,O) D2 (22×, I) (v-grf., ref.), (2-rot.′′, 2-rot.) {v-grf., h-grf.}
20 (◦,O) D2 (2∗22, I) (d-ref., ref.), (2-rot., 2-rot.) {d-ref., e-ref.}
28 (◦, I) C2 (∗∗, I) (h-ref., ref.) {idt., h-ref.}
29 (◦,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (v-rot., ref.), (h-ref., 2-rot.) {v-rot., v-grf.}
30 (◦,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (v-rot., ref.), (v-grf., 2-rot.) {v-rot., h-ref.}
31 (◦, I) C2 (××, I) (v-grf., ref.) {idt., v-grf.}
32 (◦,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (h-rot., ref.), (h-ref.’, 2-rot.) {h-rot., h-ref.}
33 (◦,O) D2 (××, I) (h-rot., ref.), (v-grf.’, 2-rot.) {h-rot., v-grf.}
33 (◦,O) D2 (∗×, I) (2-sym., ref.), (h-ref., 2-rot.) {2-sym., v-grf.’}
34 (◦,O) D2 (∗×, I) (2-sym., ref.), (v-grf., 2-rot.) {2-sym., h-ref.’}
40 (◦, I) C2 (∗×, I) (e-ref., ref.) {idt., e-ref.}
41 (◦,O) D2 (∗∗, I) (e-ref.′′, ref.), (e-ref., 2-rot.) {e-ref.′′, 2-sym.}
43 (◦,O) D4 (∗×, I) (v-rot., ref.), (4-sym., 4-rot.) {v-rot., d-ref.}
76 (◦,O) C4 (442,O) (4-rot., 4-rot.) {4-rot., 4-rot.−1}
91 (◦,O) D4 (∗442, I) (h-ref., ref.), (4-rot., 4-rot.) {h-ref., d-ref.}
92 (◦,O) D4 (4∗2, I) (v-grf., ref.), (4-rot.′, 4-rot.) {v-grf., d-ref.}
144 (◦,O) C3 (333,O) (3-rot., 3-rot.) {3-aff., 3-aff.−1}
151 (◦,O) D3 (∗333, I) (l-ref., ref.), (3-rot., 3-rot.) {d-ref., n-aff.}
152 (◦,O) D3 (3∗3, I) (m-ref., ref.), (3-rot., 3-rot.) {m-aff., e-ref.}
169 (◦,O) C6 (632,O) (6-rot., 6-rot.) {6-aff., 6-aff.−1}
178 (◦,O) D6 (∗632, I) (l-ref., ref.), (6-rot., 6-rot.) {d-ref., m-aff.}
Table 18. The classification of the co-Seifert fibrations of 3-space
groups whose co-Seifert fiber is of type ◦ with IT number 1
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11. Applications
As our first application, we will discuss how our tables give nice, explicit, geo-
metric descriptions of all the fibered, compact, connected, flat 3-orbifolds. For a
preliminary discussion of our description, see §11 of [10].
Let N be a 2-dimensional, complete, normal subgroup of a 3-space group Γ,
and let K be the kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N), and suppose K is
the orthogonal dual of N. First assume that the base V ⊥/(Γ/N) of the co-Seifert
fibration of E3/Γ determined by N is a circle, that is, the second quotient in Column
4 of Tables 2-18 is O. Then E3/Γ is the quotient space of V/N× V ⊥/K under the
diagonal action of a cyclic structure group Γ/NK of order n given in Column 5 of
Tables 2-18. The structure group acts on the circle V ⊥/K by a rotation of (360/n)◦.
This implies that the orbifold E3/Γ is the mapping torus of V/N under the action
of the generator of the structure group, in other words, if the action is given by the
pair (α, n-rot.) in Column 5 of Tables 2-18, then E3/Γ is equivalent to the quotient
(V/N× I)/{(x, 0) ∼ (α(x), 1)}.
Now assume that the base V ⊥/(Γ/N) of the co-Seifert fibration of E3/Γ deter-
mined by N is a closed interval, that is, the second quotient in Column 4 of Tables
2-18 is I = [0, 1]. If the structure group Γ/NK is trivial, then E3/Γ is the Cartesian
product V/N× V ⊥/K with V ⊥/K a closed interval.
If the structure group has order 2 and V ⊥/K is a closed interval, that is, the
second fiber in Column 2 of Tables 2-18 is I, then E3/Γ is the twisted I-bundle
obtained from V/N × V ⊥/K under the action of the structure group, that is, if
the action is given by the pair (α, ref.) in Column 5 of Tables 2-18, then E3/Γ is
equivalent to the quotient
(V/N× I)/{(x, t) ∼ (α(x), 1 − t)}.
If the structure group is dihedral of order 2n, and V ⊥/K is a circle, and the
action is given by (α, ref.), (γ, n-rot.), with γ = αβ, then E3/Γ is equivalent to the
quotient
(V/N× I)/{(x, 0) ∼ (β(x), 0) & (x, 1) ∼ (α(x), 1)}.
Our second application is to give an explanation of the enantiomorphic 3-space
group pairs from the point of view of our paper. An enantiomorphic 3-space group
pair consists of a pair (Γ1,Γ2) of isomorphic 3-space groups all of whose elements
are orientation preserving such that there is no orientation preserving affinity of
E3 that conjugates one to the other. There are 11 enantiomorphic 3-space group
pairs up to isomorphism, and 10 of them have 2-dimensional, complete, normal
subgroups, moreover these 2-dimensional, complete, normal subgroups are unique.
The first enantiomorphic pair (Γ1,Γ2) has IT numbers 76 and 78. The geometric
co-Seifert fibration of E3/Γ1 is described in Table 18. The action of the cyclic
structure group of order 4 on ◦ × O is given by (4-rot., 4-rot.). The action of the
structure group for E3/Γ2 is given by (4-rot.
−1, 4-rot.), since the classifying pair is
{4-rot., 4-rot.−1}. The isometry 4-rot. of the torus ◦ is defined by 4-rot. = A⋆. By
Theorems 19 and 22 and Lemma 48, the pair (Γ1,Γ2) is enantiomorphic because
there is no element of SL(2,Z) that conjugates A to A−1 and there is no element
of GL(2,Z) of determinant −1 that conjugates A to A. The enantiomorphic IT
number pairs (144, 145), (169, 170), (171, 172) have a similar description.
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The second enantiomorphic pair (Γ1,Γ2) has IT numbers 91 and 95. The co-
Seifert fibration of E3/Γ1 is described in Table 18. The action of the dihedral
structure group of order 8 on ◦ × O is given by (h-ref., ref.), (4-rot., 4-rot.). The
action of the structure group for E3/Γ2 is given by (d-ref., ref.), (4-rot.
−1, 4-rot.),
since the classifying pair is {h-ref., d-ref.}. By Theorems 19 and 26 and Lemma
55(4), the pair (Γ1,Γ2) is enantiomorphic because there is no orientation preserving
affinity of the torus ◦ that conjugates (h-ref., d-ref.) to (d-ref., h-ref.) and there
is no orientation reversing affinity of ◦ that conjugates (h-ref., d-ref.) to (h-ref.,
d-ref.). The enantiomorphic IT number pairs (92, 96), (151, 153), (152, 154), (178,
179), (180, 181) have a similar description.
The third application is to splitting space group extensions. Let N be a 2-
dimensional, complete, normal subgroup of a 3-space group Γ, and let K be the
kernel of the action of Γ on V = Span(N), and suppose K is the orthogonal dual
of N. The Tables 2-18 give an explicit description of the action of the structure
group Γ/NK on the generic fiber V/N of the geometric co-Seifert fibration of the flat
3-orbifold E3/Γ determined by N. This explicit description allows one to deduce
that the space group extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 splits orthogonally when
Γ/NK fixes an ordinary point of V/N by Theorem 8. Table 1 of [10] lists whether
or not the extension 1 → N → Γ → Γ/N → 1 splits. If V/N is a torus, then the
extension splits orthogonally whenever it splits by the first part of Theorem 8. If
V/N is a pillow, then for IT number 15 in Table 17, the extension splits but not
orthogonally by the second part of Theorem 8.
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